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Предисловие
Данное пособие можно отнести к учебным изданиям, основанным на
современных концептуальных подходах к изучению иностранного языка.
Особенностью пособия является комплексный подбор упражнений по разным
аспектам иностранного языка, который позволяет быстрее повторить, изучить,
усвоить и усовершенствовать устную и письменную речь на английском языке.
Все задания носят коммуникативный характер и приводятся авторамисоставителями из оригинальных отечественных и зарубежных источников. При
составлении пособия составители руководствовались Типовой программой по
иностранным языкам для высших учебных заведений РБ. Пособие предназначено
для студентов 1-2 курсов как языковой, так и неязыковой специальности.
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Цель пособия – помочь студентам совершенствовать навыки устной и
письменной речи на английском языке при использовании комплексного подхода
в обучении иностранному языку. Студенты смогут обогатить свой словарный
запас, расширить тематический вокабуляр.
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Пособие состоит из 2 частей: 1 часть включает 6 разделов, 2 часть – 8
разделов, каждый из которых включает в себя упражнения, задания и тексты для
разных видов речевой деятельности на иностранном языке. В некоторых разделах
есть дополнительные задания для проведения занятий по аудированию и видеокурсу. Каждая раздел сопровождается заданием «Занимательный английский»,
которое позволяет студентом проявить свои творческие способности и усвоить
языковой материал в непринужденной игровой форме.
В помощь преподавателям иностранного языка в начале каждого раздела есть
систематизированное содержание, которое подробно описывает его наполнение.
Все разделы распределены по тематическому принципу.
Особую благодарность выражаем всем авторам-составителям данного
учебно-методического пособия, а именно: преподавателям кафедры иностранных
языков Учреждения образования «Белорусский государственный педагогический
университет имени Максима Танка» Оловниковой Н.Г., Гавриленко Е.И.,
Карпович О.А., Мосягиной Г.Д., Шмидт Т.В., Евсаевой Н.В., Ахуновой Л.М.,
Харкевич Т.И., Шелег В.М., Прохоренко О.Г., Чопко Т.Г., Андарало М.А.,
Вашкевич Е.И., Бевзелюк К.А., Загуста О.И., Шостак Д.Н., Свиридовой И.Н.,
Лысаковой Н.В., Вдовичеву А.В., Радоман Т.Н., Блажевич Е.В., Романовской
О.Т., Кривцу В.С., Евдокимову А.В., Красник А.В., Бурковой Н.М., Бирюкову
В.В., Лихошапко Р.А., Герасимович С.Ф.
Мы желаем всяческих успехов в изучении английского языка всем студентам
педагогических вузов!
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Unit 7. The Republic of Belarus
Grammar: Numerals; Articles; Prepositions; Indefinite Pronouns; Present
Simple, Past Simple; Passive Voice; Active Voice; Degrees of Comparison.
Vocabulary: Topic “The Republic I Live in”
Reading: Text “The Face of the Country”; Text “ History”; Text “Culture and
Traditions”; Text “The Constitution of the Republic of Belarus”.
Writing: Names of Countries, Description of a Monument, A Poet’s Biography,
Informal Letter to a Friend, essay writing.
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Translation: : grammatical problems in translation (degrees of comparison; active
voice; proper names); sight translation of the text “The Constitution of the
Republic of Belarus”; translation of the text and of the sentences with idioms.
Speaking: Opinion Exchange (clichés); quotations on the topic; dialogues and
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monologue speech -- presentation.
Fun: crosswords; poems.

Grammar:

Exercise 1. How do you say these numbers in English? Write your answers after each
one. Practise saying them.

1. 862…………………………………………………………………………..
2. 207, 6………………………………………………………………………..
3. 3 1⁄ 3 ………………………………………………………………………….
4. 11 000……………………………………………………………………….
5. 1, 250, 000…………………………………………………………………..
6. 80 %................................................................................................................
7. In the 6th – 8th centuries…………………………………………………….
8. December, 25………………………………………………………………..
9. On December 8, 1991……………………………………………………….

10. In 1994………………………………………………………………………
11. In the 1230s…………………………………………………………………
12. In 1700-1701………………………………………………………………..
Exercise 2. Correct the mistakes in these sentences:
1. Belarus has been a presidential republic since (1994) ninety nineteen seven.
2. The territory of Belarus covers 207.6 thousands sq km.
3. In the six – eight centuries Slavonic tribes living between Elbe and Vistula began
to settle in the south and east, including the territory of Belarus.
five-years term.
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4. The head of the state and of the executive power is President who is elected for a
5. On the twenty five of August, 1991 the political and economic independence of
Belarus was declared.
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6. There are five hundred and twenty seventh musical and art schools for
children.

7. Nearly every four citizen of Belarus fell in the fight against fascism.
Exercise 3. Choose the right article:

1. … Republic of Belarus lies in … western part of … East European plain.
2. … the longest distance from north to south is 560 kilometres and … longest
distance from east to west is 650 kilometres.

3. … biggest and most important of … rivers are … Dnieper, … West Dvina, …
Neman and … Sozh.
4. Belarus has always been considered … poor land with no other resources except
peat.
5. It goes without saying Belarusian literature has made … great contribution to
world literature.
6. Many prominent names in … history of Belarus of … 20th century are connected
with two main events, … Second World War and space exploration.

7. Kupala was not only … poet but also … writer of prose and plays.
8. Belarus occupies … very profitable geographical position on … long populated
and good used lands.
Exercise 4. Fill in the gaps with one of the prepositions given in the table. You may use
each preposition more than once.
on

of

in

by

for

to

at

from

1. Our country is bounded … the west by Poland.
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2. The Republic of Belarus consists … six regions with centers … the cities of
Minsk, Brest, Vitebsk, Gomel, Grodno and Mogilev.

3. The country is connected with its neighbours … its wide network of rail-, air- and
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waterways.

4. … the 1230s, the Grand Principality of Lithuania emerged on the territory of
Belarus with the center in Novogrudok.

5. “Land of Partisans” – this is the name given … our country, because the vast
territories of it were controlled by the partisans.
6. “Kupalle” is one … the most mysterious holidays … Belarus.
7. … night, young and old light bonfires not far from their village or town and
perform traditional dances.

8. Young people … Belarus and other countries study at the Belarusian State
University, the Economic and Pedagogical Universities.
9. Each person has the right to obtain education … state educational institutions …
the basis of contest and free … charge.
10. The Belarusian culture is also famous … its ballet.
Exercise 5. Circle the suitable pronoun:

1. Both the girls have (some, not, any) relatives in Belarus. 2. There are (many, much,
none) rivers in the country. 3. World War II caused the destruction of three quarters of
urban housing and almost (all, no, each) industrial buildings. 4. I have (some, any, little)
books written by Yanka Kupala. 5. The Belarusian land gave birth to (any, many, much)
famous people whose names are known all over the world. 6. Have you visited (some,
little, any) historical places in Belarus yet? 7. The students from Britain wanted to get
some books about our country, and we sent them (some, any, much). 8. I’d like to ask
you (a few, few, a little) questions. 9. He looked at my pictures and didn’t say
(something, anything, nothing). 10. She was glad to see me because I was from Minsk
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and she knew (little, few, a little) people from my city.
Exercise 6. Correct the mistakes in the following sentences:

1. The tragedy of Khatyn – a small Belarusian village – broke out at March 22,
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1943.

2. There is much cities and towns in Belarus.

3. Novopolotsk is one of the most youngest towns in Belarus.
4. The Republic of Belarus was invited on 1945 to become a founding member of
the UNO.

5. More than 2 millions people died in the war.

6. We are anxious about the future of our childs.
7. Gomel is second largest city in our republic and largest city in Belarusian
Polesye.

8. It is interesting to know that the Grodno has a twin-town in the France.

Exercise 7 . Put the verb into the correct form, present simple or past simple, active or
passive:
1. In Belarus, Presidential elections …(hold) every five years.

2. Originally the book … (write) in English and a few years ago it … (translate)
into Belarusian.
3. “Slavyansky Bazaar” … (demonstrate) friendship of different nations.
4. I was born in Brest but I … (grow) up in Grodno.
5. Where these photographs … (take)? In Lida?
6. Nowadays “Pesnyary” … (sing) about love, life and Belarus.
7. Vitebsk is very old. It …. (build) in 974.
8.

Not long ago this city … (celebrate) its 850th anniversary.

9. The town of Grodno … (situate) on the river Neman.

(-er or more…):
1. What is … river in Belarus? (long)
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Exercise 8 . Complete the sentences. Use a superlative (-est or most..) or a comparative
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2. England is too cold in spring – let’s go to Spain where it’s … . (warm)
3. What is … sport in your country? (popular)

4. … of all cities I have ever visited is Minsk. (interesting)
5. If we don’t go …, we’ll never arrive on time. (fast)
6. Health and happiness are … than money. (important)
7. This is the … restaurant in the town; I’m never coming here again. (bad)
8. Australia is much … from Belarus than I thought. (far)
9. The temperature in July reaches 30 degrees – it’s … month of the year. (hot)
Exercise 9 . Choose the right variant:
1. In 1990 Belarusians (have celebrated, celebrated, were celebrated) the 500th
anniversary of the birth of Doctor Francisk Skaryna.
2. Officially it (called, is called, is calling) the Republic of Belarus.
3. Belarus (stretches, stretch, is stretching) for 560 kilometres from south to north.
4. The long history (have taught, was taught, has taught) Belarusians to overcome
difficulties.

5. Belarusian industry (produces, is produced, is being produced) tractors, TV sets,
refrigerators, meat and dairy products.
6. The country with such a unique history and rich cultural heritage (was having,
will have, has had) a happy future.
7. The liberation of Belarus (began, begin, has begun) in the autumn of 1943.
8. The territory of Belarus (has been divided, divides, is divided) into 6 regions.
9. In 1995 the first President of Belarus Alexander Lukashenko (opened, had
opened, was opening) “Slavyansky Bazaar – 95”
Exercise 10. Make up sentences using the following words:
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1. Country/ Belarus/ and/ is/ education/ of/ science/ well-developed/ a/ culture.
2. Europe/ is/ almost/ centre/ of/ Belarus/ situated/ in/ the.

3. Pushcha/ the most/ of/ the/ park/ and/ biggest/ Belovezhskaya/ is/ the/ national/
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beautiful/ country.

4. Belarus/ is/ a/ sovereign/ at present/ Republic/ the/ of/ independent state.
5. Belarusian people/ with/ value/ good/ want/ other/ neighbour relations/to live in/
all/ nations/ peace/ and.

6. The/ famous/ the world/ are/all over/ known/ gave birth to/ land/ names/ whose/
people/ many/ Belarusian.

7. Mount/ of/ in memory of/ Minsk/ the/ Battle/ was/ of/ erected/ the/ Glory.
8. Khatyn/ in/ a/ memorial/ complex/was/ in/ set up/ 1969.
Vocabulary:

Study the following active vocabulary for the topic:
accessible (adj) – доступный, податливый
adopt(v) - принимать, усваивать
ancient (adj) – античный, старинный
appoint (v) -- назначать, определять
assimilate (v) – уподоблять, ассимилировать

attach (v) – прикреплять, присоединять
available (adj) – имеющийся в распоряжении
bonfire (n) – костер
bound (v) -- граничить
capability (n) - способность
capture (v) – захватить, взять в плен
carol (n) – рождественский гимн
CHRISTIAN (n) – христианин, христианка
 Catholic (adj) -- католический
coronet (n) – венок
defence (n) – оборона, защита
DENOUNCE (v) - расторгать
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 Orthodox (adj) – православный
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 To denounce a treaty – расторгать договор
deposit (n) – отложение, вклад
develop (v) – развивать(ся)

disguise (v) – переодевать, маскировать
dissolve (v) – аннулировать, расторгать
district (n) – район, округ

downstream (n) – (вниз) по течению
dwell (v) – жить, обитать

emerge (v) – появляться, возникать

enemy (n) – враг, неприятель, противник
enlightenment (n) -- просвещение
explore (v) – исследовать, изучать
fauna (n) -- фауна
fern-flower -- папараць-кветка (бел.)
flora (n) -- флора
framework (n) – конструкция, структура

fresco (n) – фресковая живопись
herb (n) – трава
heritage (n) – наследство, наследие
independent (adj) -- независимый
intended (adj) – нареченный, суженный
invader (n) – захватчик
locate (v) – определять местонахождение, обнаруживать, находиться
mammal (n) – млекопитающее
metallic (adj) -- металлический
navigable (adj) – судоходный
network (n) – сеть, сетка, вязание
poison (v) – отравлять, заражать
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mysterious (adj) – таинственный
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POWER (n) – власть

 Executive Power – исполнительная власть
 Judicial power – судебная власть

 Legislative Power – законодательная власть
Presidential (adj) -- президентский
principality (n) – княжество
profit (n) – польза, выгода

prominent (adj) – выдающийся, известный
pronounce (v) -- провозглашать
purification (n) – очищение
ratify (v) - подписывать, ратифицировать
reserve (n) – запас, резерв
route (n) – путь, маршрут
rural (adj) – сельский, деревенский
simultaneous (adj) -- одновременный
smart (adj) – нарядный

statehood (n) -- государственность
submit (v) -- подчиняться
subsequent (adj) – последующий, следующий
sufficient (adj) – достаточный
treaty (n) – договор (международный)
union (n) – союз, объединение, соединение
utilization (n) -- использование
weave (v) – плести
Exercise 1. Give synonyms to the following words:
a. appear

2. appoint

b. adequate

3. boundary

c. bewildering

4. available

d. inheritance

6. emerge
7. sufficient
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5. union
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1. heritage

e. authorize
f. add

g. association

8. mysterious

h. accessible

9. ratify

i. borderline

10. attach

j. nominate

Exercise 2. Give antonyms to the following words using prefixes dis-, in-, non-, un-.
Each prefix may be used more than once.
Accessible, sufficient, appoint, capability, locate, developed, metallic, known,
dependent.
Exercise 3. Match definitions on the right with the words on the left:

1. reserve

a. all the plants of a particular region or
period of time

2. fauna

b. an agreement between nations

3. flora

c. any substance which, if absorbed by a
living organism, injures or kills it

4. treaty

d. difficult or impossible to understand
or explain

5. submit

e. a person or thing kept back for future
use, to fill an emergency, or as an extra

6. poison
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supply or stock
f. a song of joy or praise, esp. a hymn
sung at Christmas
7. mysterious

g. choose a person for a position and

8. appoint
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place him in it

h. a large fire made out of doors, either
to celebrate an event or to burn up dead
leaves, rubbish, etc

9. bonfire

i. put oneself under the control of
another

10. carol

j. all the animals found in a certain area
or period

Exercise 4. Explain the meaning of the following words:
1. ancient

6. utilization

2. multinational

7. rural

3. mammal

8. statehood

4. invader

9. simultaneous

5. navigable

10. defence

Exercise 5. Complete the chart using a dictionary:
Verbs

Nouns

adopt
development
emergence
assimilate
exploration
locate
poison
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invade
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purification

ratify

Exercise 6. Insert prepositions where necessary:

1. The Prime Minister is appointed … the President.
2. Our country is bounded by Latvia and Lithuania … the northwest.
3. The bison – a relic mammal, which has become a symbol of the country mainly
dwells … Belovezhskaya Pushcha.

4. The Grand Principality of Lithuania emerged … the territory of Belarus with the
center in Novogrudok.
5. The country is rich … non-metallic materials.
6. One of the culminating moments of Kupalle is the search … a magic fern-flower
in the forest.
7. When Belarus was a member of the former Soviet Union it submitted … the
Constitution of the USSR.
Exercise 7. Learn the following proverbs by heart:

1. Rolling stone gathers no moss. – На одном месте и камень травой обрастает.
2. Cock is master of his own dunghill. Every dog is a lion at home. – Всяк кулик на
своем болоте велик.
3. Nightingales will not sing in a cage. – Не нужна соловью золотая клетка, а
нужна зелёная ветка.
4. Burn not your house to frighten the mouse. – Не сжигай свой дом, чтобы
избавиться от мышей.
5. It isn’t the places that grace the men, but men the places. – Не место красит
человека, а человек место.
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Exercise 8. Choose the best alternative to complete the sentence. Look up any words
you don’t know:

1. A new stage in the history of Belarusian … began on July 27, 1990.
b) statehood

c) motherland
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a) childhood

2. Among the … personalities of enlightenment are Euphrosynya Polotskaya, Kirill
Turovski, Francisk Skaryna.
a) prominent

b) sinner

c) poor

3. Forest beekeeping is an important type of forest … .
a) protection

b) prevention

c) utilization

4. … stands of people on the territory of Belarus existed already 25 thousand years
ago.

a) contemporary

b)old

c) ancient

5. The Supreme Soviet denounced the … on the creation of the USSR.
a) treaty

b) application form

c) rule

Reading
Exercise 1. Read the following text:
THE FACE OF THE COUNTRY

The Republic of Belarus is one of the former Soviet republics. It has its own
language, culture, heritage and history.
Belarus has been a presidential republic since 1994. The highest legislative
power is vested in a President elected for a five-year term. The parliament – National
Assembly is a legislative, executive and judicial body of the Republic of Belarus. The
parliament is composed of two houses: the House of Representatives and the Council of
the Republic. The executive power is performed by a Council of Ministers headed by a
premier. The Prime Minister is appointed by the President.
Belarus is located in the center of Europe, at the crossroads of trade routes from
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west to east and from north to south. Our country is bounded by Poland in the west, by
Latvia and Lithuania in the northwest, by Russia in the north and east, and by the
Ukraine in the south.
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The territory of Belarus covers 207.6 thousand sq km. The Republic of Belarus
consists of six regions with centers in the cities of Minsk, Brest, Vitebsk, Gomel,
Grodno and Mogilev, which are further divided into rural districts, towns and villages.
Minsk is the capital of the Republic of Belarus. The total population of the country is
about 10 million people. Belarusians are 80% of them, while the others are mostly
Russians, Poles, Ukrainians and Jews and some other nationalities.
Most of Belarus has a flat landscape. The highest place in Belarus is
Dzerzhinskaya mountain reaching 350 metres above sea level.
Forests and bushes cover about a third of its area. Forests are rich in medical
herbs. About 290 kinds of herbs important for scientific and folk medicine grow here.
Belarus is among the countries exporting mushrooms and berries. Forest beekeeping is
an important type of forest utilization. Animal life in Belarus is represented by mammal
animals (deer, fox, wolf, bear, hair, squirrel etc.), birds, fish and insects. The biggest
among the Belarusian fauna is the bison – a relic mammal, which has become a symbol
of the country. It mainly dwells in Belovezhskaya Pushcha. It is the oldest nature

reserve on the continent. This park has been put on the list of the world heritage of the
mankind.
More than 20 thousand rivers flow across the country. The rivers belong to the
Black and Baltic seas basins. Six rivers – the Berezina, Nieman, Sozh, Pripiat, Western
Dvina and Dnieper - are important as navigable rivers. One of the peculiarities of the
Belarusian nature is a great number of lakes (about 11 thousand lakes). The largest lake
in Belarus is Lake Naroch which stretches 13 kilometres from west to east.
The nature of Belarus has suffered much from the nuclear catastrophe that took
place in Chernobyl in 1986. The radiation has spoiled out soil and air, rivers and lakes,
and the climate.
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it has poisoned our flora and fauna. Besides it has badly affected the health of people
More than four thousand deposits of 30 different minerals have been found in
Belarus. The country is rich in non-metallic materials: granites, gravel, dolomites, chalk
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and other building materials. Deposits of brown coal and slates have also been explored
in Belarus. Belarus also possesses unique reserves of mineral waters for drinking.
Available in huge amounts, mineral waters provide favorable conditions for setting up
sanatoria and spas, as well as establishing companies selling medical and table mineral
waters both within Belarus and abroad. The depths of Belarus have not been sufficiently
explored by now.

Agriculture, manufacturing industry and commerce are the most developed
branches of the economy. Agriculture is the chief occupation of the greater part of the
population. It fully satisfies the country’s need in agricultural products such as milk,
meat, eggs, potatoes, vegetables and fruit.
The most developed branches of manufacturing industry are machine-building,
instrument-making, radio-electronics, wood-working, oil-refining and a number of
chemical, light, construction and food industry. The country exports heavy lorries,
tractors, motocycles and bicycles, TV and radio-sets, refrigerators and furniture, carpets
and knitted goods, chemical fibres and agricultural products.

Belarus is a member of the United Nations and a number of other international
organizations. Belarus has good trade relations with Russia, the Ukraine and Poland.
The country is connected with its neighbours by its wide network of rail-, air- and
waterways.
National Assembly – Национальное Собрание
The House of Representatives – Палата Представителей
The Council of Ministers – Совет Министров
Exercise 2. Indicate if the following statements are true (T) or false (F):
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1. Belarus has been a presidential republic since 1994.

2. Our country is bounded by Poland in the west, by Latvia and Lithuania in the
northwest, by Russia in the north and east, and by the Ukraine in the south.
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3. The Republic of Belarus consists of seven regions with centers in the cities of
Minsk, Brest, Vitebsk, Gomel, Grodno and Mogilev, which are further divided
into rural districts, towns and villages.

4. Forest beekeeping is an important type of forest utilization.
5. Belarus has good trade relations with Russia, the Ukraine and Poland.
Exercise 3. Answer the following questions to the text:
1. How many houses is the parliament of Belarus composed of?
2. Where is Belarus located?

3. What is animal life in Belarus represented by?
4. What are the most developed branches of the economy of Belarus?
5. What is the country connected with its neighbours by?
6. Belarus has been a presidential republic since 1994, hasn’t it?
7. How many regions does the country of Belarus consist of?
8. What is an important type of forest utilization in Belarus?

Exercise 4. Read the following text:
HISTORY
The Republic of Belarus is relatively new to most of the world, and people in the
West as a rule only know what rare comments in modern history textbooks can tell
them. The reason why Belarus is still generally unknown to the world is that most of its
historical facts were hidden or artificially assimilated with Russian and Soviet histories.
To tell the truth, Belarus has very long and interesting pages of history.
In the first place, why “Belarus”? There are a few historic versions of the origin
of this name. Here are two of them. Firstly, the white clothes of the ancient villagers,
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their fair hair, and the whiteness of their skin. Secondly, when our ancient Slav lands
were invaded by Tatars and Mongols, we alone were able to keep them at bay.
Vladimir, Ryazan and Kiev fell to them. Only the onset of the rainy season prevented
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the invaders from reaching Novgorod. We drove back the enemy. For this reason we are
called “white”, meaning that part of Russia free from Tatar invasion. And this entails
responsibility. There is another version of the origin of the name. It was described in
Vladimir Korotkevich’s book: there are thousands and thousands of storks in Belarus in
spring and summer time. Spreading the white sails of their wings, they are flying over
our motherland. Therefore Belarus may be called “the land beneath white wings”.
Ancient stands of people on the territory of Belarus existed already 25 thousand
years ago. In the 6th – 8th centuries Slavonic tribes living between Elbe and Vistula
began to settle in the south and east, including the territory of Belarus (the Krivichi,
Radimichi and Drigavichi). With the development of a class society the Eastern
Slavonic tribes began to unite into a single early-Russian nationality. There was need
for a single state, and such a state appeared at the beginning of the 9th century. It was
Kiev Rus – the home of three related nations – the Russians, the Ukranians and the
Belarusians. The oldest city of Belarus is Polotsk known since 862. At the end of the
10th century, two principalities were known on the territory of Belarus: Polotsk and
Turov, which were apparently dependent on the Kiev prince.

In the 1230s, the Grand Principality of Lithuania emerged on the territory of
Belarus with the center in Novogrudok (between Minsk and Grodno). During the
following hundred years the major part of contemporary Belarus joined the Grand
Principality of Lithuania. The distinct Belarusian language and the Belarusian nation
itself began to take shape within the framework of the Grand Principality of Lithuania.
The Belarusians didn’t lose anything as a result of this formation, but rather profited
from it.
In the 14th century, the capital moved to Vilnius. The Grand Principality of
Lithuania annexed Belarus. As a result of the subsequent growth, the Grand Principality
of Lithuania became one of the biggest multinational European states, stretching to
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Smolensk in the east and to the Black sea in the south.

Over the first years of the Livonia War (1558-1583) the Moscow Principality
enjoyed a military success, as a result of which Polotsk and its environs were captured.
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The attempts of the Grand Principality of Lithuania to get Polotsk back with its own
forces failed, and in 1569 the Grand Principality of Lithuania united with the Polish
Kingdom into a federal state Rzecz Pospolita. By 1583 the united forces of Rzecz
Pospolita won the previously lost lands back from the Moscow Principality, and the
Livonia War came to an end.

The wars on the territory of Belarus between Rzecz Pospolita and the Principality
of Moscow in 1654-1667, and the Northern War waged jointly by Russia, Rzecz
Pospolita and Denmark against Sweden in 1700-1701 considerably weakened Rzecz
Pospolita. Governments of neighbouring powerful states exploited this weakness. In
1772, 1793 and 1795 Prussia, Austria and Russia carried out three divisions of Rzecz
Pospolita, as a result of which the territory of Belarus was attached to the Russian
Empire.
In June, 1941, German Nazi troops attacked the USSR without declaring war.
From the very first days of the Second World War Belarus became a battle-ground.
“Land of Partisans” – this is the name given to our country, because the vast territories
of it were controlled by the partisans. Nearly every fourth citizen of Belarus fell in the

fight against fascism. Belarus restored its pre-war economic potential by 1950. Already
by 1990, the Republic of Belarus had both a developed industry and a productive
agriculture.
On December 8, 1991 the leaders of the USSR founding republics made a
decision to dissolve the USSR and create a Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS).
Minsk was chosen a location for the central bodies of the CIS. In July, 1991, the
Supreme Soviet of the Republic of Belarus adopted the Declaration of Independence,
and an independent sovereign state, the Republic of Belarus, was declared. In 1994, the
first president was elected, and the Republic of Belarus became a presidential republic.
The Grand Principality of Lithuania – Великое княжество Литовское
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The Commonwealth of Independent States – Союз Независимых государств
Exercise 5. Continue the following sentences with the information from the text:
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1. The reason why Belarus is still generally unknown to the world is …
2. There are a few historic versions of the origin of the name Belarus. Here are two
of them. Firstly, …

3. There is another version of the origin of the name. It was described in Vladimir
Korotkevich’s book …

4. Slavonic tribes living between Elbe and Vistula began to settle …
5. The distinct Belarusian language and the Belarusian nation itself began …
6. “Land of Partisans” – this is the name given to our country, because …
7. On December 8,1991 the leaders of the USSR founding republics made a
decision to …
Exercise 6. Fill in the table with the events from the text:
the 6th – 8th centuries
1230
1583

1772, 1793 and 1795
June, 1941
December 8, 1991
1994
the 14th century
862
July, 1991
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Exercise 7. Read the following text:
CULTURE AND TRADITIONS

The culture of the Belarusian people is rich and diverse in forms: thousands of
melodies, songs and dances tell about Belarus, its beauty, its people, their life and work,
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joys and sorrows. Many achievements of the Belarusian culture serve the symbols of the
national originality. The symbols of national identity include ancient monasteries,
temples, castles, and historical buildings containing important monuments of
architecture, history and culture. Among them are the Sophia Cathedral and the
Salvation-Transfiguration Church in Polotsk with unique frescos dating back to the 11th
century, and many others. The Cross of Euphrosynya Polotskaya, artistic works by
Marc Shagall, Slutsk belts are the evidence of Belarusian contribution into the world
culture.

Among the prominent personalities of enlightenment are Euphrosynya
Polotskaya, Kirill Turovski, a scholar and the first publisher of the Bible in Belarusian
Francisk Skaryna who printed the first ever books in the Slavonic world, poets Mikola
Husouski and Simeon Polotski. The great figures of classical Belarusian literature
include

Vincent

Dunin-Martsynkievich,

Francishak

Bagushevich,

Maksim

Bagdanovich, Yanka Kupala and Yakub Kolas. The works of famous Belarusian
sculptors Zair Azgur, Andrei Bembel, Alexei Glebov are most prominent among the
latest achievements.

Belarus has a vast number of various museums. Around 3 million people visit
museums annually. The Brest Fortress Memorial and Museum of the fortress defense
during the Great Patriotic War, the memorial architecture ensembles in Khatyn, the Mir
Castle are well known.
Belarus is rich for holidays and traditions. “Kupalle” is one of the most
mysterious holidays in Belarus. There are a lot of legends and customs connected with
this magic holiday. According to one of them God Yarila is marrying the Earth on this
day. That’s why a lot of customs and traditions are associated with love. Girls gather
flowers and weave coronets which they wear at the holiday and then, at dawn, they
throw their coronets into the river and let them float downstream. The boy who fishes
herbs for medicine and love potions.
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the coronet out of the water will be that girl’s intended. It is the best time to gather
At night, young and old light bonfires not far from their village or town and
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perform traditional dances, sing songs and jump over the fire. Jumping over the fire
when it burns low, as well as bathing (usually naked) in a river or lake are supposed to
be the acts of purification. One of the culminating moments of the event is the search
for a magic fern-flower in the forest. As the old legend says this flower blossoms only
once a year, on “Kupalle”, and the one who is lucky to find it will master the language
of grass, trees, birds and animals and be happy for the rest of his life. No wonder that a
lot of young boys and girls spend hours in the search for the fern-flower in blossom,
which is also a symbol of love.

In Belarus people celebrate “Kalyady” in winter. Catholics celebrate it from
December, 25 to January, 6. As for Orthodox Christians the mysterious time of the year
comes a bit later – it continues from January, 7 to January, 19. In Russia, all these days
and nights from Christmas till Epiphany are called ‘Svyatki” and in Belarus –
“Kalyady”. It is a jolly time when people are enjoying themselves.
During “Kalyady” groups of merry young boys and girls in smart clothes go from
house to house in Belarusian villages and towns. Each person has a role according to his
character and temperament: one of them bears the star, others sing carols, amateur

actors are disguised as Goats, Bears, Horses etc. Hosts and hostesses usually treat them
to delicious things and thank them for well-wishing and carol-singing.
“Kalyady” is the time when ritual suppers are cooked in every Belarusian home.
They are called “Kalyadnaya Kuttzya”. Our forefathers believed that “Kyttzya” (a sort
of porridge made from barley) was sacred food which could save and protect people’s
lives. The main purpose of “Kalyady” is to get rid of everything bad in one’s life and to
begin a new life cycle with joy and optimism.
Belarus is a country of well-developed science and education. The Academy of
Sciences founded in 1929 is one of the largest centres of science in the country. The
demand for higher education remains higher. Nowadays in Belarus there are 53
various spheres of science and humanities.
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institutions of higher learning. Universities, academies and institutes provide training in
There are many institutions of higher learning in Minsk, it can be said that our
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city is a big University Campus. Young people from Belarus and other countries study
at the Belarusian State University, the Economic and Pedagogical Universities and so
on. Nowadays the republic is reforming its system of education with the aim of creating
an independent, qualitatively new national school, corresponding to international
standards.

There are over 6,000 libraries, over 3,500 cinemas, 189 museums in Belarus.
There are 12 professional theatres, including the best - the National Academic Opera
and Ballet Theatres. There are also 527 musical and art schools for children.
God Yarila – бог Ярило
Epiphany – Крещение
on the basis of a contest – на конкурсной основе
cultivate pupils’ interests in knowledge – прививать учащимся интерес к знаниям
to get rid of – избавиться от чего-либо
Exercise 8. Answer the questions:

1. What do the symbols of national identity include?
2. Who are the prominent personalities of enlightenment?
3. When do we celebrate “Kupalle”?
4. Are there any legends associated with this holiday?
5. What are the typical entertainments during “Kalyady”?
6. Why do people call Minsk a big University Campus?
7. Nowadays the republic is reforming its system of education, isn’t it?
Exercise 9. Choose the best alternative according to the text:
a) ancient monasteries, temples, castles;
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1. The symbols of national identity include
b) historical buildings containing important monuments of architecture, history and
culture;
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c) forests, rivers and lakes;

2. “Kupalle” is a magic holiday,

a) with a lot of ancient legends and customs;
b) which has been forgotten by Belarusians;
c) which was introduced by young people.
3. People consider that “Kalyady” is

a) a dull holiday and never celebrate it;
b) a holiday for small children;

c) a merry holiday and celebrate it with pleasure.
4. During “Kalyady”, groups of merry young boys and girls
a) organize rock music concerts in Belarusian villages and towns;
b) go carol-singing in Belarusian villages and towns;
c) make snow-men in Belarusian villages and towns;

5. Nowadays the republic is reforming its system of education with the aim
a) of creating an independent, qualitatively new national school, corresponding to
international standards;
b) of creating a new tradition in the world system of education;
c) of creating the country full of foreign students.

Exercise 10. Read the following text:
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THE CONSTITUTION OF THE REPUBLIC OF BELARUS
Every country has its own Constitution. It’s the main document of any country.
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When Belarus was a member of the former Soviet Union it submitted to the
Constitution of the USSR.

A new stage in the history of Belarusian statehood began on July 27, 1990 when
the BSSR Supreme Soviet adopted the Declaration “On State Sovereignty of the
BSSR”. On August 25, 1991 the BSSR Supreme Soviet declared the political and
economic independence of Belarus. On December 11, 1991 the Supreme Soviet ratified
the Agreement on the creation of the Commonwealth of Independent States, signed on
December 8, 1991 by the leaders of Belarus, Russia and the Ukraine in Belavezhskaya
Pushcha. Simultaneously the Supreme Soviet denounced the treaty on the creation of
the USSR. The final legal act that pronounced Belarus a new democratic state in Eastern
Europe was the new Constitution of the Republic of Belarus adopted by the Supreme
Soviet on March 15, 1994.
According to the new Constitution, Belarus is a presidential republic. The head of
the state and of the executive power is President who is elected for a 5-year term. The
new Constitution consists of a preamble and 8 chapters:
1. the basis of the constitutional system;

2. person, society, state;
3. election system, referendum;
4. legislative, executive and judicial branches of power;
5. local government and self-government;
6. state control and supervision;
7. finance and credit system;
8. the Constitution in action and the order of its changing.
The right to education is guaranteed by the Constitution (Article 49) which says
that “each person has the right to education. Accessible and free secondary and
vocational education is guaranteed. Secondary and higher education is accessible for
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all people depending on the capabilities of every person. Each person has the right to
obtain education in state educational institutions on the basis of contest and free of
charge”.
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General secondary education consists of three steps: elementary education (4
years), basic education (9 years) and secondary education (12 years). New types of
educational establishments have appeared, i.e. gymnasiums and lyceums which
cultivate pupils’ interests in knowledge and they involve them in scientific activities.
Every year more than 95 % of graduates of these educational establishments enter
higher educational institutions.

The Supreme Soviet – верховный Совет

Declaration “On State Sovereignty of the BSSR” – декларация «О государственном
суверенитете БССР»;
the Commonwealth of Independent States – Содружество Независимых Государств;
Exercise 11. Answer the questions
1. What is the main document of any country?
2. Who signed the agreement on the creation of the Commonwealth of
Independent States in 1991?

3. When was the new Constitution adopted?
4. Who is the head of the state and of the executive power in Belarus?
5. What is guaranteed by Article 49 of the Constitution?
6. What new types of educational establishments do you know?

Exercise 12. Agree or disagree with the following statements:
1. The Agreement on the creation of the Commonwealth of Independent
States was signed on December 8, 1991 by the leaders of Belarus, Russia
and the Ukraine in Minsk.
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2. The new Constitution of the Republic of Belarus was adopted in 1999.
3. President is the head of the state and of the judicial branch.
4. The new Constitution consists of a preamble and 8 chapters.
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5. The right to education is guaranteed by Article 46.
6. Each person has the right to obtain education in state educational
institutions but he has to pay for it.

Exercise 13. Fill in the table with the events from the text:
July 27, 1990

August 25, 1991

December 8, 1991

December 11, 1991
March 15, 1994
Writing
Exercise 1. Complete these sentences with the names of the countries:
1. Minsk is the capital of….
2. London is the capital of….

3. Moscow is the capital of….
4. Kiev is the capital of….
5. Warsaw is the capital of….
6. Vilnius is the capital of….
7. Riga is the capital of….
8. Washington is the capital of….
Exercise 2. Complete the table with the facts you have learnt about Belarus:
Official name

The Republic of Belarus
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Territory
Population
Capital
Languages
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Largest cities
Chief rivers
Chief lakes

Chief products
Minerals

Exercise 3. Write a description of a famous monument in your country.
Paragraph 1. Say what the monument is and where it is situated. Say when it was built
and who it was designed by.
Paragraph 2. Describe the monument and any distinctive features.
Paragraph 3. Give any other information about the monument which makes it famous.
Use the following expressions:

A very famous monument is …, situated in … It was built in … and was designed by the
famous architect…
One of its main attractions is…

Exercise 4. Use the following notes to write a short biography about Yakub Kolas. Find
and add some additional information.
Yakub Kolas (Konstantin Mitskevich)
- born in a small village near Stolbtsy
- favourite pastime reading
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(1882 – 1956)

- 1902 / received the diploma/ Nesvizh teachers’ training seminary
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- worked / a teacher

- 1921/ moved/ Minsk

- best works “New land”, “Na Rostanyakh”, “Simon the Musician”
- showed the best features of the Belarusian national character
Exercise 5. Use the following guide to write a letter to a friend.
Paragraph 1. Thank your friend for a recent letter and apologize for not writing earlier.
Explain why you have been busy.

Paragraph 2. Tell your friend about the excursion to Brest (or any other cities) you
have been to.
Paragraph 3. Ask your friend for news about home, holidays and family.
Paragraph 4. Give a reason for ending your letter and send regards to any people who
know you. Ask your friend to write back as soon as possible.
Use the following phrases:
Ending informal letters

Well, I think that’s all the news.
I’ll stop now as it’s getting late.
Closing phrases
Look after yourself.
Give my love/regards to…
Write soon.
Exercise 6. Write paragraphs about national stereotypes. Say if you think they are true
Many people think/say that we are ….
This is probably because … .
In fact, … .
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or not. Use the following phrases:
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Jokes are often made about us because we are … and in some ways this is true.
Exercise 7. Write a paragraph why you think Russian (Belarusian) is an easy or difficult
language to learn as a foreign language. You may like to mention the grammar, the
vocabulary, the pronunciation and intonation, the spelling, the idioms or any other
aspect which interests you.

Start like this: \I think Russian is quite a … language to learn. For example, … .
Another thing is … . Also, … . And finally, … .

Translation
Exercise 1. Translate the words in italics from exercise 4 in section “Reading”.
Exercise 2. Translate an italicized passage of the text from exercise 10 in section
“Reading”.

Exercise 3. Translate the following sentences into English:
1. Самый древний город Беларуси – Полоцк (862г.), он же и самая первая
столица первого государства – Полоцкого княжества.
2. Первые школы на территории Беларуси появились в XI веке.
3. Человек на территории Беларуси появился примерно 100 – 40 тысяч лет
тому назад.
4. Первую типографию основал в столице ВКЛ Вильно в 1522 году
Ф.Скорина.
5. Первая аптека в Беларуси основана в Пинске в 1561 году.
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6. Самой первой газетой является “Gazeta Grodnenska”, которая была
напечатана летом 1776 года в Гродно на польском языке.
7. Самое большое озеро – Нарочь. Самая длинная река – Березина.
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8. Самое крупное животное – зубр (масса в среднем 1000 кг.).
9. Первым высшим учебным заведением была академия в Вильно (1570 г.).
10. Самый большой национальный парк – Беловежская пуща.
11. Первые кинотеатры построены в Могилеве в 1929 – 1933 гг. «Красная
звезда» и «Родина».

12. Первая передача Белорусского радио состоялась в ноябре 1925 года.
Exercise 4. Translate from English into Russian (Belarusian) the following sentences:
1. The Belarusian language is historically the native language of most
Belarusians. 2. The Belarusian language forms a link between the Russian and
Ukrainian languages, since its dialects shade gradually into Russian dialects
and Ukrainian dialects on the respective borders. 3. The central dialects,
among several large dialect zones, form the basis for Standard Belarusian. 4.
The language contains many Polish loanwords and is written in a form of the
Cyrillic alphabet. 5. An older form of Belarusian was used as the official

language of administration in the 14th to 16th centuries in the Grand
Principality of Lithuania. 6. Both Belarusian and Russian are official languages. 7.
Belarus has a cool continental climate moderated by maritime influences from the
Atlantic Ocean. 7. Much of the country consists of flat lowlands separated by low,
level-topped hills and uplands. 8. The greater part of the republic lies in the basin of the
Dnieper, which flows across Belarus from north to south on its way to the Black Sea. 9.
The rich forest vegetation that once covered much of Europe survives here, dominated
by trees that have grown to exceptional heights. 10. The accident at the Chernobyl
nuclear power plant in the Ukraine in April 1986 resulted in a number of immediate and
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long-term consequences for the environment of Belarus.
Exercise 5. Translate the following text into English:
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PRIPIATSKI NATIONAL PARK

В самом центре Белорусского Полесья расположен национальный парк
«Припятский». Он был организован в 1969. На его территории расположено более
30 озер. Фауна «Припятского» насчитывает 45 видов млекопитающих, 265 видов
птиц и 37 видов рыб. Площадь парка в настоящее время составляет более 83 тыс.
га. В парке можно увидеть зубра, лося, волка, кабана и других животных.
Гостям

здесь

предлагают

несколько

различных

видов

туризма:

автомобильный, пешеходный, водный, продолжительностью от одного до
нескольких дней.

Административный центр находится в городском поселке Туров. Здесь
размещены: администрация парка, научные лаборатории, музей природы,
гостиница и др.
Speaking
Giving your opinion

 I think…
 As I see it,…
 I believe/feel…
 It seems to me…
 Well, I must say…
 Don’t you think… ?
 From my point of view…
 Well, to my mind…
 From where I stand,…
 If I may say so, …
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 The way I see it,…
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Saying you have no opinion
 I really don’t have any opinion about…
 I (really) couldn’t say…

 I’ve no strong feelings about…

 I (really) don’t know what to say/to think about…
 Don’t ask me.

 Ask someone else.

 I’m quite in the dark.

Avoiding giving an opinion
 I’d rather not say anything about…
 It’s difficult to say…
 I’d prefer not to say anything about…

Exercise 1. Read the dialogue. Ask and answer questions. Give a brief account of the
conversation. Roleplay the conversation.
Excellent Suggestions
Alex: You’ve been to Paris, haven’t you?
Brian: Yes. As a matter of fact, I used to live in Paris.
Alex: Well, I’m planning to go there soon. I was wondering if you could
recommend some things to do.
Brian: Sure. You should definitely go to Notre Dame Cathedral. You also ought to see
the Palace of Versailles. And you must visit the Louvre.
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Alex: That sounds like excellent suggestions. Can you recommend any good places to
eat?

Brian: Yes. Make it a point to eat at “Maxim’s”. And if you go there, I suggest that you
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order the duck. It’s delicious.
Alex: That sounds good.

Brian: Oh, and one more thing. Be sure to have someone take your picture in front of
the Eiffel Tower.

Alex: I’ll do that.

Brian: Is there anything else I can tell you about?

Alex: I don’t think so. You’ve been very helpful. Thanks a lot.
Brian: Send me a postcard, will you?
Alex: OK.

Exercise 2. Make your own dialogues by analogy (exercise 1, section “Speaking”). You
may use additional information about hotels, restaurants, places of sightseeing,
supermarkets.
Exercise 3. Your friend has come to your region. He or she wants to go sightseeing.
You are telling your friend what is worth seeing.

Exercise 4. Read the following quotations. Agree or disagree with the author.
1. Love of country is like love of woman – he loves her best who seeks to bestow on
her the highest good. (Felix Adler)
2. Patriotism is your conviction that this country is superior to all others because
you were born in it. (George Bernard Shaw)
3. Patriotism ruins history. (Goethe)
4. I love America more than any other country in this world, and, exactly for this
reason, I insist on the right to criticize her perpetually. (James Baldwin)
(John F. Kennedy)
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5. Ask not what your country can do for you, but what you can do for your country.
6. Each man must for himself alone decide what is right and what is wrong, which
course is patriotic and which isn’t. You cannot ………………………To decide
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against your conviction is to be an unqualified and excusable traitor, both to
yourself and to your country, let me label you as they may. (Mark Twain)
7. If you want a symbolic gesture, don’t burn the flag; wash it. (Norman Thomas)
Exercise 5. Read the text from exercise 7 in the section “Reading” and discuss other
Belarusian holidays and traditions with your groupmates.
Exercise 6. Bring the pictures of the following people, places, symbols etc. What do
you know about them?

1. The Cross of Euphrosynya Polotskaya
2. Belavezhskaya Pushcha
3. The flag of our country
4. The hymn of our country
5. The National Library
6. Nesvizh

7. Hotels
8. Chermobyl disaster
9. Lake Naroch
10. Yanka Kupala
Exercise 7. Find out more information about our homeland. Start like this and ask
questions like the ones below.
A: I visited Belarus last summer.

What’s the best time of the year to visit?
What’s the weather like then?
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B: Did you enjoy it?
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What should tourists see and do there?
What’s the food like?

What’s the shopping like?

What things should people buy?

What else should visitors do there?

Exercise 8. The Republic of Belarus consists of six regions with centers in the cities of
Minsk, Brest, Vitebsk, Gomel, Grodno and Mogilev. Find out more about each region
and discuss it in groups of 3 – 5 students.

Exercise 9. Make reports on the following topics:
Climate and Weather of Belarus.
Famous People of Belarus.
Historical Places of Belarus.
Rivers and Lakes of Belarus.

Belarusian People as They are.
Fun
Quiz
1. Fill in the word square to find the missing word.
1. One of six regional centers (5 letters).
2. The place where nuclear catastrophe took place (9 letters).
3. It is a holiday, people celebrate in winter (7 letters).
4. It is one of the most mysterious summer holidays in Belarus (7 letters).
5. He is a scholar and the first publisher of the Bible in Belarusian (7
letters).
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6. It is the main document of any country (12 letters).
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7. The head of the state and the executive power in Belarus (9 letters).

1

2

3

4
5

6

7

Quiz
2. Make your own crosswords using the information you have learnt about Belarus.
3. Read the translation of a poem written by Maksim Bahdanovich and compare it with
the original. Try to make your own translation.

In the Egyptian age-long desert land,
Washed by the Nile's azure sacred waters,
Handful of seeds buried by ancient potters
Was found in crypt, covered with prehistoric sand.
Although the grains were dried in thousand years
The force of life in them that still was gleaming,
Had woken up and started magic beaming
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Which pushed the cornfield up to spring rain's tears.
My poor country, this is your immortal symbol.
Your people's spirit, cheerful and nimble,
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Believe me, won't drop off again.
It'll jet ahead, and roll like thunder

Which pushed the sprout out of the grain
And managed to create a wonder.

Unit 8. Minsk
Grammar: Numerals, Articles with the Proper Names, Prepositions, Imperative
Sentences, the Degrees Of Comparison of Adjectives, Past Simple Active and
Passive.
Vocabulary: city, roads, buildings, monuments.
Reading: Text “The History of Minsk”; Text “Places of Interest”; Text “Isle of
Tears”; Text “The Aleksandrovsky Square”.
Writing: essay writing.
sentences.
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Translation: English-Russian and Russian-English translation of the texts and
Speaking: Opinion Exchange (clichés); quotations on the topic; dialogues and
monologue speech= presentation.
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Fun: quizzes; jokes.

Grammar:

Exercise 1. Fill in the blanks with verbs from brackets in the Past Simple Active or
Passive.

The History of the City

According to the legend Minsk 1)… (to found) in the 11th century. The fact of its
existence first 2) … (to record) in the chronicles in 1067 in connection with the battle
on the river Nemiga. In 1101 the Principality of Polotsk 3) … (to share out) among his
sons. Gleb Vseslavovich 4)… (to take) possession of Minsk and 5) … (to make) it the
capital of an independent Principality.
There are certain proofs that it 6) … (to be) a flourishing commercial centre
located at the crossroads of the traditional trade routes. The merchants 7) … (to trade)
their products for salt, iron, tin and other goods. The earliest trading 8) … (to take place)
on the right bank of the Svisloch.

In the 14th century Minsk 9) … (to become) part of the Great Duchy of Lithuania.
In order to strengthen their hold on Russian soil, the Lithuanian princes 10) … (to unite)
with the lords of Poland in 1569 and the next 200 years the Belarusian people 11) … (to
dominate) by Poland and Lithuania.
The city 12) … (to suffer) from armies of Napoleon in 1812 as well as from the
Nazi occupation in 1941.
Exercise 2. Write the following numerals in words:
4

90
5th
8th
9th
12th
20th
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40
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14

Exercise 3. Read the dates according to the model:
Model. March 25, 1918

on The Twenty Fifth Of March Nineteen Eighteen

1067
1104
939
1499
1919
1941
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July 3, 1944
July 27, 1990
December 8, 1991
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January 1, 1919

Exercise 4. Use the Definite Article where necessary:
1. ... Svisloch flows in … same bed as it has flown in … ancient times.
2. ... Peter and Paul’s church is one of … oldest buildings in … city.
3. … Red Church is one of … most attractive erections of the XX century in …
Minsk.

4. ... old part of … city is …place from where … Victors Avenue originates.
5. ... section between … shop Alesia and … Yubileinaya Hotel is a pedestrian area.
6. Along … Victors Avenue … largest recreation for … citizens of … Minsk - …
Victory Garden – invites you friendly under the crowns.
7. On … opposite bank of … river Svisloch there is another park - … Park of
Kupala.
8. ... ensemble of … Victory Square plays an important part in … architecture of …
city.
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9. … Upper town is a vast area of … old Minsk.
10. An old block has survived in … St. Trinity Township in …Bogdanovich and …
Starovilenskaya Streets.
Exercise 5. Insert the prepositions:
To

with

to

in front of

across

in

over

to

in

1. A small bent bridge … the Svisloch curve leads … the Isle of Tears.
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2. … the centre of the memorial are the figures of grieving women.
3. … the Government House and … the square there is the central building of the

Belarusian State University built … 1921.
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4. The Belarusian State University sides … the Metro Administration of Minsk.
5. The two buildings open the Avenue: the Minsk Hotel … the left and the Central

Post Office … the right.

Exercise 6. Choose the right variant:

Almost in the center of modern Minsk the modest private residence held out. The
house (was constructed, constructed, has constructed) at the end of 18th century and
(belonged, was belonged) to the brother of the artist Valentij Vankovich well-known far
outside Belarus.
Being the best pupil, V. Vankovich (sended, was sent, sent) to the Petersburg
Imperial academy of arts to perfect himself. There he was noted: his works (get, got,
were got) gold and silver medals of the academy. Because of the lack of money the
artist could not (continue, continued) his study abroad, as it (was, were, is) usual at that
time, and returned to Minsk. Here he (became, become, has became) famous for the
portraits.
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In the House of Vankovich the life of the beginning of 19th century (is recreated,
recreated, has recreated): the furniture of the typical estate of a landowner, with studies,
drawing rooms, portrait galleries. The house - museum is the branch of the National art
museum.
Exercise 7. Correct the mistakes, if any, in the following sentences:
1. Minsk population is more than 1.7 millions.
2. Minsk has suffered from the armies of Napoleon in 1812.
3. Minsk is much than 900 years old.
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4. After the war there was nothing left but ruins, so it have been rebuilt.
5. Since spring 1945, the constant search of the book collections was started.

a.
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Exercise 8. Make up sentences using the following words:
is/Minsk/of/most/though/today/ancient/one/looks/young/it/of/the/cities/
Europe.
b.

the/from/a/city/ruins/new/arose.

c.

research/main/The/charge/National/of/is/the/country/which/is/Belarus/in/of/Libra
ry/institution/scientific.

d.

construction/The/unique/of/is/a/architectural/aim/create/complex/to

e.

the/the/are/grieving/the/In/centre/of/figures/of/women/memorial

Exercise 9. Form the degrees of comparison of the following adjectives:
1. old

7. ancient

2. clean

8. rich

3. cosy

9. wide

4. modern

10. vast

5. long
6. small
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Exercise 10. Make up imperative sentences.
Ask your friend: to show you the way to the Circus; to tell you the number of the
bus; to go to the library with you; to tell you the capital of the USA; to describe
you the street he lives.
Tell your friend: not to leave the hotel; not to go there alone; not to smoke in the
museum; not to speak loudly in the theatre; not to use mobile phone in the church.
Vocabulary:
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Study the following active vocabulary for the topic:
I.
 avenue (n) - проспект
capital (n) - столица
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 city (n)- город


compact (adj) - компактный

 core (n) – сердце, суть
 country (n) - страна


crossroads (n) – перекресток, пересечение дорог



independence (n) - независимость

 motorway (n) - магистраль

 prestigious (adj) - престижный


principality (n) - княжество



spacious (adj) - просторный

 square (n) - площадь
 town (n)- город


vast (adj) – обширный, громадный

 water and park reserve (n) – водно-парковый ансамбль


wide (adj) - широкий
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II
 ancient (adj) - древний
 architecture (n) - архитектура


cathedral (n) - кафедрал



church (n) - церковь



completely (adv) - полностью

 construct (v) – строить, сооружать
 destroy (v) - разрушать
 devastate (v) - опустошать, разорять
dwelling house - жилой дом
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 ensemble (n) - ансамбль
 enterprise (n) - предприятие
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 erect (v) - воздвигать
 grow (v)- расти


institution (n) – установление, учреждение, заведение

 liberation (n) - освобождение
 lofty (adj) – величественный


mansion (n) – большой дом, дворец



memorial (n) - мемориал



modernize (v) - модернизировать



multi-storied hotel - многоэтажный отель

 museum (n) - музей


pride (n) - гордость

 to be proud of - гордиться


public building – общественное здание



raise (v) - поднимать



restore (v) – восстанавливать. реставрировать

 ruin (n) - руины
 temple (n) - храм
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 theatre (n) - театр
III


ancestor (n) - предок



appearance (n) – внешность, внешний вид

 chronicle (n) - хроника
 commercial (adj) - коммерческий


develop (v) - развивать



fortress (n) - крепость



invader (n) - завоеватель



invasion (n) – завоевание, захват

 occupy (v) – занимать, завладевать
proclaim (v) - провозглашать
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 industry n)- промышленность

 rich (adj) – богатый


route (n) - маршрут

 trade (n) – торговля, ремесло
IV

 to obey traffic rules – выполнять правила дорожного движения
 to break traffic rules – нарушать ПДД

 overcrowded bus – переполненный автобус
 rush hour – час-пик

 to let smb. pass (first) – позволить кому-то пройти вперед
 to get on/ off the bus – входить/ выходить из автобуса
 at a bus top – на автобусной остановке
Exercise 1. Give synonyms to the following words:
1. to erect

a. to ruin

2. vast

b. wealthy

3. liberty

c. very large
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4. to destroy

d. to construct, to build

5. rich

e. freedom

Exercise 2. Give antonyms to the following words:
a. miserable

2. raise

b. liberation

3. ancient

c. destroy

4. lofty

d. narrow

5. invasion

e. modern
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1. wide

Exercise 3. Give definitions to the following words:

6. water and park reserve

2. public building

7. crossroads
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1. museum
3. dwelling house

8. capital

4. multi-storied hotel

9. temple

5. mansion

10. ancient

Exercise 4. Match definitions on the left with the words on the right:
1. ancestor

a. a building for Christian worship

2. to invade

b. a building adapted to resent dramas,
plays, other performances

3. avenue

c. a large and important church,
containing the seat of a bishop

4. motorway

d. a very large impressive house

5. church

e. a person who comes before one in a
family line; someone earlier than a
grandparent; forefather

6. theatre

f. the town or city that is designed as the
seat of government for a nation or state
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7. cathedral

g. to enter by force with the intent to
conquer

8. mansion

h. a house or building in which one lives

9. dwelling house

i. a street lined with trees

10. capital

j. a fast road, divided down the centre to
separate

cars

going

in

different

directions
Exercise 5. Complete the chart using a dictionary:
NOUN

ADJECTIVE

PERSON
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VERB
to invade

---

pride

---
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wide

---

--liberator

heroism

Exercise 6. Correct the mistakes, if any, in the following sentences:
1. All the people in the line got in the bus in turn.
2. The bus was overcrowded; there were many vacant seats in it.
3. Nothing’s the matter except that you aren’t obeying the traffic rules.
4. It is always easy to get on the bus during the morning rush hour.
5. The men are always very polite and let the women get first on the transport.
6. The driver didn’t break the transport rules.
Exercise 7. Learn the following proverbs by heart:
6. There is no place like home. – В гостях хорошо, а дома лучше.
7. When in Rome, do as the Romans do. – В чужой монастырь со своим
уставом не ходят.
8. East of the Sun and West of the Moon. – За тридевять земель.
9. Rome was not built in a day. – Москва не сразу строилась.
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10. I’m minding my own business. – Моя хата с краю.
11. Good clothes open all doors. – По одежке встречают.
12. The grass is always greener on the other side of the fence. - Там хорошо,
где нас нет.
Exercise 8. Insert prepositions where necessary:
1. There are many places … interest … Minsk.
2. Excuse me, how can I get … the airport?
3. Would you tell me where to get … for the Opera and Ballet theatre, please?
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4. When was Minsk liberated … the fascist occupation?
5. The citizens of Minsk are proud … their city.

Exercise 9. Complete the sentences with the words from the table:
situated

settlement
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occupation

Middle Ages

old

exploits

access
famous

Nottingham – Minsk’s Twinned City

Nottingham is … on the left bank of the Trent River, by which it has … to
the sea. Nottingham is an … city. The Anglo-Saxons were in … from the 6th
century and gave their … the name of Snotingaham. In the … the country was
covered by Sherwood Forests, … for its oaks and for the … of Robin Hood.
Exercise 10. Give all possible adjectives and verbs to the following nouns:
 Avenue
 Building
 Memorial
 Country
Writing
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Exercise 1. Look at this diary. Study it carefully and write the post-cards to your
friends.
Monday

arriving, staying at “Planeta” hotel

Tuesday

been on a bus tour to the Upper Town in Cathedral Square,
also seen some beautiful monuments

Wednesday

done the trip to the new residential areas on the outskirts
of the city
have been enjoying the Opera and Ballet Theatre

Friday

have been enjoying the National Fine Arts Museum

Saturday

having rest in the Gorky and Cheluskintsev Parks

Sunday

departure
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Thursday

Exercise 2. John is holidaying in Minsk. This is a part of a letter he wrote to his
parents. Finish in the way you like.

I’m really enjoying my holiday in Minsk. Yesterday I visited the old art of the city
with the ancient monuments that have survived till now. The first thing I saw was
the Rakov and St. Trinity townships which date back to older times. The most
exciting thing was …

Exercise 3. Write a description of the region you live in Minsk. Say what it is
worth being proud of. Use your active vocabulary.
Exercise 4. Write an essay “My Favorite Place in Minsk”.
Exercise 5. Write an essay “What I can do to keep my city clean”.
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Exercise 6. Study the Minsk Metro Map. Describe it.
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Exercise 7. Imagine that you are the head of the city. What would you change?
Write an essay.

Reading

Exercise 1. Read the following text:

THE HISTORY OF MINSK

Minsk, the capital of the republic of Belarus, is an ancient city with a rich
history. Today’s appearance of the city has developed due to many historical
factors; Minsk is situated right on the way from the West to the East. It has been
many times destroyed by invaders and devastating fires and had to be rebuilt
practically from scratch. It remembers the feudal wars, invasions of Mongol
Normands and Tatar hordes whose ancestors had lived on the Belarus territory.
It is 939 years in 2006 since the city was first described in the Story of
Bygone years chronicle under the name of Mensk as a fortress of Polotsk
Principality associated with a feudal battle on the Nemiga River in 1067. Since
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1104 – as a part of the Minsk Principality, since the 14th century – a part of the
Grand Principality of Lithuania.
In 1499 Minsk was granted the Magdeburg Rights. Situated on the
crossroads of the important trade routes, Minsk had wide commercial relations
with the West and the East. During the war of 1654-1667 between Russia and
Rzech Pospolita, the North War of 1700-1721 the city was repeatedly destroyed.
After the second partition of Rzech Pospolita in 1793, Minsk was
incorporated into the Russian Empire. The first Congress of the Russian SocialDemocratic Labor Party took place in Minsk on March 1-3, 1898. It declared the
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foundation of the party which assumed all the power in Russia in 1917, and was
called later the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. The Belarusian People’s
Republic was proclaimed in Minsk on March 25, 1918. Minsk became the capital
of the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic on January 1, 1919.
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Before 1941 Minsk grew into the country’s capital and consequently a whole
range of important buildings that constituted the core of its future architecture were
raised in the city. Among them are the Houses of Government, the building of the
Central Party committee, the Red Army Palace, the National library, the Opera and
Ballet Theatre, the Academy of Sciences and others.
During World War II, June 1941-July 1944, the city was occupied by Nazis
and had very hard times. Its center with all the buildings was completely ruined.
All factories and shops as well as 80 percent of the housing were destroyed.
On July 3, 1944, Minsk was liberated from German troops and this day is
celebrated each year as the Independence Day. After the war, it took the people a
lot of heroic effort to put the city back to life. But it was eventually raised from the
ruins becoming one of the most beautiful cities of the former Soviet Union. The
people of Minsk are very proud of the giant industrial enterprises that were
constructed during the postwar years: the lorry and tractor factories, the automated
assembly lines and gear producing works and others. After the war the population
of Minsk and its industrial potential grew rapidly. After the city’s liberation in
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1944 its population was about 50000. By 1972 it had reached a million, about
1766000 people living in Minsk today.
On July 27, 1990 a Declaration of the State Sovereignty of the Republic of
Belarus was adopted in Minsk. On December 8, 1991 the leaders of Belarus,
Russia and the Ukraine signed an agreement on creation of the Commonwealth of
Independent States (CIS) with Minsk being the administrative centre.
Notes:
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The Story of Bygone Years – Повесть временных лет
Exercise 2. Fulfill the table with the events according to the dates in the left
column:
1499
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1067
1654-1667
1700-1721
1793

March 25, 1918
January 1, 1919
July 3, 1944

July 27, 1990

December 8, 1991
Exercise 3. Answer the following questions to the text:
1. When was Minsk first described in the Story of Bygone years chronicle?
2. Due to what historical factors has today’s appearance of the city developed?
3. How old will be Minsk in 2017?
4. Why did Minsk have wide commercial relations with the West and the East?
5. What buildings were raised in Minsk before 1941?
6. Why did Minsk have very hard times during World War II?
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7. What day is celebrated each year as the Independence Day?
8. What is today’s Minsk population?
9. What does CIS mean?
Exercise 4. Read the following text:
PLACES OF INTEREST
Minsk has always been a melting pot of different cultures, the cross-roads
where the Catholic West and the Orthodox Russia churches met. For hundreds of
years Minsk had seen peaceful coexistence of Belarusians, Jews, Russians, Poles,
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Lithuanians, and Tartars…
Minsk’s modern look was formed on the ruins after World War II. Minsk is
considered one of the best cities of the former Soviet Union. The city is well
planned and despite its spacious and wide streets and squares it looks quite
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compact. Two diameters lie in the core of the city’s layout – the most prestigious
Victors Avenue with the main squares (Independence, Octyabrskaya, Victory and
Yakub Kolas Squares) and perpendicularly to the Avenue a water-green diameter
along Victors (Pobediteley) Avenue, making a cascade of water reservoirs, parks
and public gardens.

The historical center of the city is the recently restored the St. Trinity
Township (Troitskoe Predmestye) and the Upper Town (now the Liberty Square
region). The Upper town is a vast area of the old Minsk with the center in
Cathedral Square which was the city’s most important art, was built in the 16th
century. The City Hall, the men’s and women’s St. Bernard and St. Basil
monasteries, the 17th-18th centuries Jesuitical Catholic Church and the dwelling
houses of 18th-20th centuries were all situated there. The ancient monuments that
have survived till today all fit well with the modern urban architecture and lend
charm to the post war quarters.
The recently restored mansion in Internationalnaya Street that once belonged
to the artist V. Vankovich now is a part of the national Fine Arts Museum. At the
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corner of Nemiga and Rakov streets the Cathedral of Peter and Paul is found. It is
an architectural monument of the 17th century.
An old block has survived in the St. Trinity Township in Bogdanovich and
Starovilenskaya Streets. In the 80s it was rebuilt and modernized to make a single
historical and architectural ensemble of the old Minsk with its typical 19th century
buildings.
The city’s largest Pobediteley Avenue with its numerous public buildings
and dwelling blocks rising along the water and park Svisloch river artery was
chiefly built in the 70s-80s. The multi-storied hotels “Planeta” and “Yubileinaya”,
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the House of Trade Unions and Central Design Institute were among the first to
grow up here. In 1985 the Minsk-Hero-City monument was erected in the Victory
Park. The multi-storied residential blocks area, the engineering shop of the
refrigerator factory and the originally shaped Minsk-EXPO exhibition pavilion do
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not spoil the architecture design of the entire district.
The pride of the city is its parks – the Gorki Park, the Cheluskintsev Park,
the Central Botanical Gardens and the water-and-park Svisloch reserve.
There are many professional theatres in Minsk; the most famous are the Opera and
Ballet Theatre, the Yanka Kupala State Academic Theatre, the Gorky Russian
Drama Theatre. Among the most interesting museums one can mention the
National Fine Arts Museum, the Museum of the History of Great Patriotic War,
Yanka Kupala and Yakub Kolas Museums.
Notes:
The Upper town – Верхний город
Cathedral Square – Соборная площадь
The City Hall – Городская Ратуша
The men’s and women’s St.Bernard and St.Basil monasteries – женский и
мужской бернандинские и базилианские монастыри
The Rakov and St. Trinity townships – Раковское и Троицкое предместья
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Exercise 5. Answer the following questions to the text:
1. What is the Upper town of Minsk?
2. What is the centre of the Upper town?
3. When was the Upper town built?
4. Where is the Cathedral of Peter and Paul situated in Minsk?
5. What buildings were raised in Minsk before 1941?
6. What are the city’s largest avenues?
7. What is the pride of the city?
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Exercise 6. Complete the sentences by matching phrases in parts A and B:
A

B

Minsk has always been a melting pot of

it looks quite compact
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different cultures, the cross-roads
The recently restored mansion in

is the recently restored Troitskoe

Internationalnaya Street that once

Predmestye and the Upper Town

belonged to the artist V. Vankovich
In 1985

where the Catholic West and the
Orthodox Russia churches met

The city is well planned and despite its

the Minsk-Hero-City monument was

spacious and wide streets and squares

erected in the Victory Park

The ancient monuments that have

now is a part of the national Fine Arts

survived till today

Museum

The historical center of the city

all fit well with the modern urban
architecture and lend charm to the post
war quarters

Exercise 7. Read the following text:
ISLE OF TEARS
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A small bent bridge over the Svisloch curve leads to the Isle of Tears.
Unveiling of the memorial to “the Sons of Motherland Perished Abroad” was held
there on the 3d of August, 1996.
In front of the memorial there is rubble with the bronze icon of the Mother
of God and the inscription to explain the concept of the memorial. The rubble was
placed there as the starting point of the memorial to be, as early as 1988.
The monument simulates the temple. It is based on 16 piles deepened into
the swampy soil and fortified with the boulders. Each element of the memorial is
of deep historical and philosophical sense. Planned as the memorial to the soldiers
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perished in Afghanistan, it has essentially become the monument to the sons and
daughters of Belarus killed in the battlefields at all times. This symbol becomes
still more significant if one remembers that the history of the mankind is the
history of wars, however regretful it may be.
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About 30 thousand of the Belarusians and the natives of the Republic
participated in the war in Afghanistan, 771 of them have never come back.
In the centre of the memorial are the figures of grieving women,
personifying all Belarusian mothers mourning over their sons who have not come
back from the war.

Inside the monument there are four alcoves with the names of soldiers lost in
Afghanistan engraved. Each alcove encloses the icons and the bronze candlesticks
under the icons. The main icon is the Saint Mother of Belarus. Our long-suffering
Belarus is presented as a Mother whose sons have come to worship her.
Saint Ephrossinia in the icon Ephrossinia of Polotsk is on her knees, her
hands like outstretched wings, she tries to cover and protect her people from the
enemies.
In the centre of the icon Don’t mourn over me, Mother there is a soldier,
close to him there is a female image symbolizing his bride, mother, grandmother…
The icon Prayer of 14 Saints for Belarus portraits 14 Saints canonized by the
Orthodox and Catholic Churches.
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The inner sanctum is in the centre of the temple. Here the earth of
Afghanistan brought by the mothers from the graves of their sons. The bells of
memory ring in the sanctum, over the souls of the Belarusian soldiers perished at
all times.
Exercise 8. Put different types of questions to the text.
Exercise 9. Read the following text.
Aleksandrovsky Square
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A small public garden in the heart of Minsk has a rich history and not by
chance serves as the centre of “gravity” of a city life. His official, faded name is
the Central Square. Long ago people renamed it in its historical version –
Aleksandrovsky.
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The square was laid in the middle of 19th century, during a rapid growth of
Minsk. It was a trade and all empty areas were transformed into spontaneous
markets. One market (its name was New market), rather careless, was formed on
the place of the present October square. There was impassable mud, which was
mixed by foots of sellers and buyers. The governor’s palace stood on the opposite
side. Evidently, the market got on governor’s nerves and he decided to remove it
and to make a public garden. It was constructed in 1972 and looked like a quadrate.
“Being at that time vice-governor M.P.Daragan put his whole soul and his own
money into the tree-planting and flower-beds’ laying out. In the middle of the
garden there is a pool with a fountain. In this square the city winter theatre is
constructed”, - historical chronicles describes the appearance of square in Minsk.
It was named in honor of chapel in the name of the Sacred Alexander Nevski
(the chapel was destroyed in 1929). Soon, in honour of opening a city waterpipe, a
fountain was arranged. The water tower was placed in a corner of square,
approximately opposite the present tank T-34. The fountain was decorated with the
sculpture “A boy with a swan” designed by the Italian Bernini. The fountain and
the sculpture exist until now and can be considered as one of symbols of Minsk.
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In the other corner of the square the city "winter" theatre (nowadays the
Janka Kupala National theatre) was founded. In 1888 members of an imperial
family arrived to witness the opening of the theatre.
Near the theatre, a well-known public toilet, or "retirad" as then spoke, was
situated. Perhaps, this public place is unique. A rumour explained appearance of a
small architectural form in an “Empire style” like this and like that. There is a
story, that once two friends have quarreled, and one of them constructed this toilet
in the image of a house of the offender, only in miniature. Revenge took place. But
the historical chronicles denied the story. This unusual retirad is the result of a
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professional responsibility of an architect. In fact, an Arhierei`s town house
(Arhierei is a member of higher orders of clergy) was situated right diagonally.
And it was a structure of very characteristic architecture. So in order not to break
harmony, a similar toilet was constructed.
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As a rule, the favourite place of rest of townsmen has a nickname. The
center of the public garden, where the fountain “A Boy with a swan” is situated, is
known as "Panikovka". It is named in honor of Panikovski (a character of a cult
book by Ilf and Petrov “The 12 chairs”, whose hobby was to steal geese).To make
an appointment here is a usual thing. Sometimes the whole public garden is called
"Panikovka". Recently the public garden has been completely finished. Balustrades
made from modern building materials became an addition to the face-to-face
fencing from the Ukrainian red granite.

Exercise 10. Indicate if it is true (T) or false (F):
1. The official name of the Aleksandrovsky Square is the Central Square.
2. One market (its name was October market), rather careless, was formed on
the place of the present October square.
3. The market got on governor’s nerves and he decided to remove it and to
make a public garden.
4. Vice-governor M.P.Daragan put his whole soul and state money into the
tree-planting and flower-beds’ laying out.
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5. The fountain was decorated with the sculpture “A boy with a duck” designed
by the Italian Bernini.
6. The fountain and the sculpture in this park do not exist now.
7. In the other corner of the square the city "winter" theatre (nowadays the
Opera and Ballet theatre) was founded.
8. There is a story, that once two friends have quarreled, and one of them
constructed this toilet in the image of a house of the offender, only in
miniature.
9. The center of the public garden, where the fountain “A Boy with a swan” is
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situated, is known as "Panikovka".
10. The public garden has not been completely finished.
Translation
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Exercise 1. Translate the text into Russian (Belarusian):
Long Live To The Knights!

The passion so widely spread in Europe – military-historical clubs – has also
come to Belarus. It is no wonder for in the Middle Ages Belarus was the battlefield
of numerous aggressive and emancipating wars. Belarusian Knights were at war
with crusaders and became famous for their victory under Grunvald; they fought
against Moscow Tsars, defending either Great Principality of Lithuania, or Polish
Kingdom, or the Russian Empire. In the times of the Soviet Union the
reconstruction of military costumes was not allowed – but later in the epoch of
independence this hobby engrossed a large number of young people.
With nothing more but enthusiasm present-day knights and their ladies put
all their time and money to revive valorous historical memory. In the way they do
it one can easily distinguish traits of Belarusian national character.
Their arms and dresses are of the highest standard – the members of the club
“Knyazhy Guf” from Minsk (“Prince's Armed Force” in Belarusian language)
make the best in Europe “white” knight's arms. In the battle they fight heroically
“to the first blood” despite the carefully written tournament rules. The spectators of
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the fiesta “Bely Zamak” (“White Castle” in Belarusian language) enjoy an
interesting and unusual show which includes tournament, “bugurt” (a mass battle),
a competition for the best knight's armor and even a contest of medieval ballet
dances!
It is namely the festival “Bely Zamak” that is considered nowadays the main
event in the life of military-historical clubs in Belarus. It takes place in spring,
usually in March-April, and brings together enthusiasts both from our country and
from abroad. Russia, the Ukraine, Baltic countries as well as Poland and Germany
are eager to take part in this impressive event. It is really a very spectacular sight,
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which draws attention of many people. Among them are not only the historical
reconstruction enthusiasts but also common citizens who are astonished at the sight
of noble knights. Therefore young men in knight's armor and ladies in long dresses
and fanciful headgear have recently become an integral part of every city festivity.
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What are they and what do they do? Naturally they take part in tournaments,
defending their honour, they get ready to fights, learn to wield the sword and the
spear, improve these skills to perfection. They neither look for dragons nor spoil
the windmills but sometimes they do decorate populous events such as city
festivities and even… computer exhibitions.

They just live an ordinary life. The majority of them are students and pupils,
the rest are just hardworking romantics. With a noble heart of a Knight.
Exercise 2. Translate the sentences using exercise 1 in section “Reading”.
1. В 1067 г. Минск (Менск) впервые упоминается в “Повести временных
лет”.
2. В 1119 г. киевский князь Владимир Мономах захватил Минск и
присоединил его к своим владениям.
3. С середины XII века Минск снова становится центром княжества и
одним из крупнейших городов Полоцкой земли.
4. В 1499 г. Минск получает Магдебургское право.
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5. В 1886 в Минске стала выходить первая белорусская независимая
газета - "Минский листок".
6. 1899 г. - в городе было 200 улиц и переулков, 6616 домов.
7. В 1890 г. открыт городской театр.
8. В 1900 г. открыта библиотека им. А.С. Пушкина.
9. 1 января 1919 г. Минск становится столицей БССР.
10. В 1921 г. открылся Белорусский государственный университет.
11. С 28 июня 1941 г. Минск оккупирован немецко-фашистскими
захватчиками.
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12. 3 июля 1944 г. - освобождение Минска от немецко-фашистских
захватчиков

13. В 1952 г. по Минску проезжает первый троллейбус.

14. 3 декабря 1966 г. Минск награжден орденом Ленина.
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15. 1972 г. - население Минска достигло 1 миллиона жителей.
16. 1952 г. - Минску присвоено звание города-героя.
17. 29 июня 1984 г. состоялось открытие первой линии минского
метрополитена.

Exercise 3. Translate the following legend into English:
Предание об основании Менска (Минска).

Между Татарским концом и Переспенским мостком когда-то поселился
знаменитый знахарь по прозванию Менеск, или Менский, и построил на реке
Свислочи большую каменную мельницу на семь колес. Никто самого
Менеска не видел, тем не менее, в окрестных местностях свислочской земли
слышны были самые фантастические рассказы о его силе. Говорят, что в его
мельнице мука мололась не изо ржи, а из камней, что ночью слышались
какие-то странные крики, ауканье, песни, музыка и танцы, что в полночь
ездил он на своей мельнице по селениям и набирал дружину из храбрых,
смелых, сильных людей, которые позже образовали целый народ, а
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поселился он рядом с мельницей. Тут и был основан город и назван именем
богатыря - Менск.
Известный белорусский археолог Г. В. Штыхов считает, что название
Минску дала река Менка. Археологи обнаружили там древнее поселение. По
мнению ученого, его жители по каким-то причинам в XI веке перешли с
берегов Менки на Немигу и основали там новое поселение, сохранив за ним
старое название - Менск.
Подобного же мнения придерживался географ В. А. Жучкевич. Более
того, он высказывал предположение, что на берегах Свислочи к этому
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времени уже существовало самостоятельное поселение Немига. А вот
профессор Э. М. Загорульский исключает возможность переноса. По его
гипотезе, похожее название с корнем "мен" имела исчезнувшая маленькая
речка, впадавшая в Свислочь. Изначальное "Менск" было искажено в XIX
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веке. Царские чиновники механически восприняли польскую форму Minsk,
сделав ее общеупотребительной. С 1916 года в среде белорусской
интеллигенции утвердилось название Менск-Белорусский. Оно сохранялось
во время немецкой и польской оккупации, использовалось в документах
эмиграционных белорусских правительств. После установления Советской
власти историческая форма Менск стала достоянием только белорусского
языка, но и она была заменена на Минск в конце 30-х годов в связи с
усилением репрессий против национальных кадров республики. Любопытно,
что до этого в белорусских книгах указывалось место издания - Менск, а в
русских - Минск.
Exercise 4. Translate from English into Russian (Belarusian) the following
passage:
Minsk oblast (province), central Belarus. It extends from the rolling, morainic hills
of the Belarusian Ridge in the northwest across the Berezina plain, which slopes
gently to the southeast. The natural vegetation is dense forest of pine, spruce, oak,
and birch, and alder in wetter areas, but on the uplands most of the forest has been
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cleared for agriculture, with consequent gully erosion. In the south and east, grass
marsh and peat bog are extensive. The economy is dominated by the capital city,
Minsk. Apart from Borisov and the vehicle-making centre of Zhodino, the oblast's
towns are small and are engaged in processing timber and local farm produce.
Cultivation of rye, wheat, buckwheat, barley, and flax is chiefly concentrated on
the uplands and around Slutsk in the south; dairying is widespread. The chief
industries are machine and instrument building (automobiles, tractors, lathes,
motorcycles, televisions, and radio receivers). In the 1960s large deposits of
potassium salts at Starobin began to form the base for fertilizer production in
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Soligorsk. This area has become one of the most important potash-producing
centres in Europe.

Exercise 5. Read the text and translate the following Russian expressions into
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English:

High Standard Ballet

Белорусский театр оперы и балета in Minsk actually houses two
independent creative groups. They are Национальный академический оперный
театр and the National Academic Ballet theatre. Последний unlike the Moscow
Ballet Theatre is really huge. The великолепный building of the Belarusian Opera
and Ballet theatre towers on the top of Troitsky Hill and is seen из любой части
города while Belarusian ballet is well-known во всем мире.
Luckily to our country a young ambitious choreographer from St. Petersburg
возглавлял Belarusian ballet 30 years ago. His name was Valentin Elizaryev and
he was 26 at that time. He was full of ideas and in Minsk he found a prepared
troupe ready осуществить его планы. That is how the high standard ballet was
created.
Nowadays there are more than 30 names of драматических работ on the
poster of the theatre! The Belarusian Ballet theatre гордится репертуаром which
is larger than in any other theatre of that kind. Valentin Elizaryev is the main
choreographer and stage-manager of the majority of the plays. The theatre stages
современные ballets together with классические ballets which are carefully
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restored on the heritage of the great Frenchman and Russian classical ballet
founder Marius Petipa. As if by some magic Elizaryev manages not to overpass the
line

отделяющую

mind-numbing

classics

and

startling

vanguard.

His

contemporary choreography is something уникальное – a dance which is up to
date in its expressiveness and emotionality and at the same time is построен
according to the classical canons.
The three classical ballets by P. Tchaikovsky “The Swan Lake”, “the
Nutcracker” and “The Sleeping Beauty” are the most popular, especially with the
зарубежные гости of our country. All of them are well staged with rich
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decorations and eye-catching costumes.
The ballet “Raymonda” by Glazunov has been restored in the same way. His
stage-manager is Yuri Grigorovich who was бывший chief ballet master of the
Russian Bolshoy Theatre.
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On the biggest theatre stage in Belarus one can see a great number of world
drama works. “Chisel”, “Sylfida”, “Don Kichot”, “Spartak” are among the most
любимых plays. Stage works by Valentine Elizaryev unavoidably draw
everybody’s attention. They are always favorably упоминаются by foreign critics
during numerous guest tours of the theatre. And the most требовательная
audience of such “ballet” countries like France, Japan, and China is really
delighted with these performances.

Among the original author’s works are “Romeo and Juliet” by S.Prokofyev,
“Holy Spring” by I. Stravinsky, “Bolero” by Ravel and “Carmen Suite” by BizeShchedrin (which has been on for 30 years without a break!)
One can’t but mention the recently renewed ballet “Till Ulenshpigel” to the
music of the Belarusian composer Eugene Glebov and the ballet “Strasti”. The
latter is based on the events that took place in the 10-11th centuries during the
Belarusian statehood formation.
To cut a long story short, excellent ballet performances in the Belarusian
Opera and Ballet theatre are by all means заслуживают seeing. They are sure to
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make an незабываемое впечатление on you. If you are lucky enough to get the
ticket.

Speaking
Conversational Clichés
 By the way…
 Talking about…
 Personally, …
 Actually…
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 It all depends…
 Frankly speaking…
 To tell the truth
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 To cut a long story short…
 As a matter of fact…
 I mean to say…

Exercise 1. Work in two groups, A and B. Group A are tourists, group B are
guides. Group A think of the places you’d like to visit. Group B think of the places
you can show to the visitors. Make a dialogue “Tourist Agency”
Exercise 2. Draw the emblem of Minsk and describe it.
Exercise 3. Read the following quotations. Agree or disagree with the author.
1. He that can take rest is greater than he that can take cities (Benjamin
Franklin).
2. Courage is going from failure to failure without losing enthusiasm
(Winston Churchill).
3. I am a part of all that I have met (Alfred Tennyson)
4. One generation plants the trees; another gets the shade (Chinese
Proverb).
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5. I am of the opinion that my life belongs to the community, and as long as I
live it is my privilege to do for it whatever I can (George Bernard
Shaw).
6. The Grand essentials of happiness are: something to do, something to love,
and something to hope for (Allan K. Chalmers).
7. The best way out is always through (Robert Frost).
Exercise 4. Study a fragment of the panorama of Minsk. Split into groups.
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Describe it.
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Exercise 5. Do you know what is on the pictures?

Exercise 6. Change A’s questions as in the example:
a. Student A – Where’s the station?

Student B – Can you tell me where the station is, please?
i.

How far is it to Victor’s Square?

ii.

Where are the shops?

iii.

Which direction is the motorway?

iv.

How many miles is it to the nearest Car Repairing Station?

v.

Which way is the Minsk Sea?

b. Student A – He’ll get there in ten hours.
Student B – It’ll take him ten hours to get there.
1. They’ll walk it in half an hour.
2. You’ll get there in less than a minute.
3. We’ll drive there in twenty four hours.
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4. I’ll get to school in 15 minutes.
c. Student A – It’s too far: you can’t walk.
Student B – It’s too far to walk.
a. It’s foggy: you can’t see the turning.
b. It’s wet: you can’t go on foot.
c. It’s dark: you can’t find the way.
d. It’s late: you can’t get there in time.
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e. It’s early: you can’t get there by bus.
Exercise 7. Practice the situations “Asking the way”. Notice that any A’s first
utterances may be followed by any B’s first utterances, and so on.
Excuse me. Can Excuse
you

B

me, Excuse me, but Excuse
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A

tell

me please.

Could I’m

where

you tell me the find

Sovetskaya

way

street is, please?

Railway Station?

to

trying
the

to please.

me,
Could

City you tell me how

the Hall.

to get to the
Circus?

Take the second Turn round and Take the third on First

right,

on the left and turn left at the the right and go second left. You
A

then ask again.

traffic lights.

Is it far?

Will it take me Should I take a Is it too far to
long

straight on.

to

get bus?

it’s

no No,

can’t miss it.
walk?

there?
B

No,

it’s

about

only No,

five distance at all.

Many thanks.

five minutes.
Thank you.

Not at all.

That’s OK

of

hundred yards.

Thank you very Thank
much indeed.

B

can No, it’s only a

walk it in under couple

minutes’ walk.
A

you

you

much.

That’s quite all It’s a pleasure.
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right.

Exercise 8. Practice your own dialogues. Ask the way to
a) The Janka Kupala National Theatre,
b) The National Library of Belarus,
c) The Isle of Tears,
d) The Cathedral of Peter and Paul and so on.
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Exercise 9. Speak on the public transport facilities in Minsk. Get ready to speak on
the improvement of them.

Exercise 10. Work out one of suggested projects.
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 “Streets Named After Famous People”. Study the origin of such streets as
Masherova, Sharangovicha, Varvasheni and others.
 “Squares of Minsk”

 “Memorials in Minsk”

Fun

There are the Errors about Minsk. Read and correct them.
1. Independence Square is the largest square in Europe.
2. The highest place is between Kharkovskaya and Timiriazeva Streets.
3. The titles of Yubileinaya Square, Krasnaya and Moskovskaya Streets are of
Soviet Origin.
Answers:
1. The largest square in Europe is Liberty Square in Kharkov
2. The highest place is in Leshchinskogo Street, behind the house №8. the high
is 283 metres
3. Yubileinaya Square got its name in 1826 after the raising the memorial
honored to the 1500 anniversary of Nikeyski Temple. The name of Krasnaya
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Street has the same origin as Red Square in Moscow what means the mane
one. Moskovskaya Street got such a title because it led from the centre of the
city to the station of Moscow-Brest railway, which was built in 1871.
Retell the following jokes.
A pretty young woman was driving her car when something went wrong with the
engine. The traffic light changed from green to red and back to green and still she
couldn’t get the car to budge. A policeman strolled up. “What’s the matter, Miss?” he
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inquired gently. “Haven’t we got colors you like?”
The woman motorist was trying to navigate a traffic jam. She rammed the car in front
of her, then tried to back and knocked down a pedestrian. Then she tried to move over
to the kerb and smacked into a hydrant. A policeman came up. “Okay, lady, let’s see
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your licence,” he demanded. “Don’t be silly,” she grunted. “Who’d give me a licence?”
Read the Anthem of Minsk aloud and try to translate it in English.

Песня пра Мiнск

Краса беларускага краю

I творчае думкi ўзлет,
Табе сваю песню складаю,
Мой горад герой-патрыёт.
Прыпеў:
Хай удалеч песня мчыцца
Над краiнай дарагой,
Ты спявай, мая сталiца,
Родны сэрцу горад мой.
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Словы I. Панкевiча
Музыка У. Алоўнiкава

I паркi твае, i бульвары
Люблю я вячэрняй парой.
Паўсюль закаханыя пары
I шэпат, i смех над ракой.
Прыпеў.
Тваёй ганаруся я славай,
I рады я шчырай душой,
Што ў гэтай красе велiчавай
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Ёсць доля i працы маёй.
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Прыпеў.
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Unit 9. The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
Grammar: Gerund, Present Participle (Participle I); capitalization; the use of
articles with proper nouns.
Vocabulary: geographical position, climate, political system, customs and
traditions.
Reading: Text “Great Britain”; Text “The UK Political System”; Text “Shrove
Tuesday”.
Writing: personal letters, essay writing, schedule writing.
names,

including

geographical

ones);
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Translation: grammatical problems in translation (translation of proper nouns –
sight

translation

of

the

text

“Великобритания”; translation of the text and of the sentences with participles
and gerunds.
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Speaking: Talking about the weather (clichés); quotations on the topic; dialogues
and monologue speech= presentation.
Fun: quizzes; crosswords; jokes.

Grammar:

Exercise 1. Form the ing-form of the following verbs:
1. cut
2. lie
3. shut

4. resemble
5. situate
6. encompass
7. border
8. manufacture
9. travel
10. develop
Exercise 2. Write the Gerunds of the following verbs:
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1. spend 2. shop 3. play 4. clean 5. read 6. travel 7. collect 8. use 9. swim 10. save
11. watch 12. listen 13. see 14. do 15.be
Exercise 3. Insert the Gerunds from exercise 2 in the Section “Grammar” in the
following sentences:
1. ... coins is an interesting hobby. 2. ... waste glass and paper again is called
"recycling". 3. ... is a healthy sport. 4. ... money has become a mania with her. 5....
too much television gives me a headache. 6. ... to such loud music is bad for your
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ears. 7. ... time with your kids is the best thing you can do for them. 8. ... is my life!
As well as gardening! 9. ... tennis has become fashionable lately. 10. ... my rooms
is so boring. 11. ... authentic literature improves my English. 12. ... broadens your
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horizons.

Exercise 4. Find Gerunds in the following sentences and translate the sentences
into Russian (Belarusian):

1. Taking a picnic in the heart of the English countryside is one of life's most
treasured experiences. 2. Swimming every day keeps me in shape. 3. Rooming
with Fred was like sharing

a telephone booth with a hippopotamus. 4.

Skateboarding is both exciting and dangerous. 5. Learning to meditate was a very
enlightening experience for me. 6. Trying to do it has proved to be a Herculean
labour. 7. It's no good talking about it. 8. Exercising in a pool is a great way of
building up strength and endurance. 9. Smoking cigarettes can be as dangerous as
playing Russian roulette. 10. There was no mistaking what they wanted of me. 11.
Hearing him is a must for every beat fan. 12. Reading Russian classics calmed her.
13. Your knowing a thing is nothing unless another knows that you know it. 14.
Working with Bruce was like going to several universities. 15. Doing this movie is
wonderful. 16. You know, thinking about you makes me feel good. 17. It's been
wonderful sharing this time here with you. 18. But we were all wrong. Now I don't
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think there is any turning back. This is the end, for me, anyway. 19. Once this
happens, there's no going back. Not for me. 20. There's no improving on nature.
Exercise 5. Use the right form of the Gerund of the verbs in brackets:
1. We insist on (do) the work right now. The customers insist on the work (do) at
once. 2.1 enjoy (go) to her parties. But I dislike (take) there by my boyfriend. 3.
Stop (talk) about it. The incident isn't worth (mention). 4. — Have you finished
(correct) the composition? — No, it still needs (brush up). 5. Sue admitted (tell) a
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lie. And she didn't mind (reprimand) for it. 6.1 am used to (remind) by my mother
that life is great and I should keep (smiling), 7. Ted couldn't imagine (abuse)
anyone, or (abuse) by anyone. 8. He is very secretive. He avoids (ask) any personal
questions or (ask) any even by his closest friends. 9.1 remember (beat) once by my
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elder brother for cheating. 10. They suspected the inspector of (get) some more
evidence and were afraid of (call) to the police station. 11. He wasn't used to
(ignore).

Exercise 6. Replace the subordinate clauses by participial constructions:
1. As I didn't know Chinese, I had to turn to the guide for help. 2. When it came
out of the blue as it did, the question startled her. 3. The boy sat back in his chair,
and bit his lower lip, and fought the sudden rush of emotions which filled his
throat. 4. He ignored her question and went on reading. 5. Amelia sat quietly and
waited for the conversation to come to an end. 6. Dennis got up and left abruptly
his breakfast half eaten. 7. The leaves which were falling covered the earth which
was waiting for the winter to come. 8. After she took a deep breath, she banged the
door open and stood back to wait. 9. Nancy walked over to one of the French
windows, stopped there, looked out at the garden, and thought how arresting it
looked. 10. He went and threw money around. 11. The old man sat and waited, and
watched, and never got tired of his self-appointed task of keeping track of all who
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passed. 12.1 pulled my tie off and flung it onto the sofa, and stretched out to read
the paper, and listened to the crickets chirp, and then I felt the tensions of the
workday disappear. 13. We were frustrated, for we had been interpreting since
early morning. 14. They watched the sun which was setting and admired the sight.
Exercise 7. Make up sentences using the following words:
1. Great/is/name/the/Britain/island/of/the.
2. Taking/ this/ account/fact/we/into/at/arrived/decision/a.
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3. He/did/visit/UK/not/year/the/last.
4. Mountains/not/high/on/very/the/Isles/are/British.

5. British/politics/was/religion/and/closely/with/connected/monarchs.
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Exercise 8. Use capital letters where necessary:

the scottish highlands contain some of the most magnificent scenery in europe, and
the landscapes of northern scotland form one of the truly ‘wild’ areas of britain.
larger than east anglia and the south-east of england put together, it is remarkable
that the population is so small and concentrated in the towns. however, many of the
places in the highlands have not always been as deserted as they are today.
Exercise 9. Insert appropriate prepositions where necessary:
… Wednesday 24th October 1962, Love Me Do, entered … the British Top Thirty.
It was the first single … an unknown group … Liverpool called the Beatles. It was
the first … a number … big hits that would make John Lennon, Paul McCartney,
George Harrison and Ringo Starr the most successful pop group the world has ever
known.
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However, the road … success was not always easy. John and Paul had spent many
afternoons listening … American stars like Chuck Berry and Elvis Presley … they
were able to write the famous Lennon and McCartney songs.
Exercise 10. Paraphrase the sentences so as to use the right form of Participle I.
1. She blushed because she was embarrassed. 2.1 left the party early because I felt
out of place. 3. The little boy tore his trousers when he climbed up the tree. 4. The
students were bored so they started to fidget. 5.1 was caught unawares and I was at
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a loss for words. 6. She was unable to sleep so she took a couple of sleeping pills.
7. The police couldn't make an arrest as they didn't have enough evidence. 8. The
children had to go back to school because the holidays were over. 9. As I'd already
eaten, I wasn't hungry. 10. After the Prime Minister had lost the election, he
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resigned. 11. As I'd enjoyed the book, I decided to see the film. 12. He had to
climb through the window because he had lost the key. 13.1 don't know whether I
like it or not because I haven't tried it before. 14. Now that the student has passed
First Certificate, she's hoping to take the Proficiency. 15. As she has been late for
work every day, she's in danger of losing her job.
Vocabulary:

Study the following active vocabulary for the topic:
COUNTRY (beautiful, fascinating, great; hot, tropical, cold; foreign, overseas,
strange; home, native; adoptive; neighbouring, distant, far, faraway;
independent, occupied, free; enemy, friendly, neutral, non-aligned; Arab,
African, European, Asian, etc.; Anglophone, English-speaking; developed,
industrial/industrialized, developing, Third World, underdeveloped, advanced;
low-income, poor, affluent, rich; capitalist, communist, democratic, socialist;
Catholic, Protestant, Muslim, Orthodox, etc.)
 To govern (rule, run) a country
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 To lead a country
 To divide (split) a country
 To flee (leave) a country
 To serve a country
 To love a country
 To tour (travel, visit) a country
 Country of origin
 The country as a whole
CLIMATE (hot, warm, cold, cool, mild, extreme, harsh, inhospitable, severe;
tropical; northern, southern, etc.; global)
 To have a climate
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 A climate change
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damp, humid, wet, arid, dry; equatorial, Mediterranean, continental, subtropical,

 In a/the climate

INDUSTRY (thriving, important, key, major; (fastest) growing, declining,
modern, traditional, cottage; domestic, international, local, national; private,
privatized; government-owned, nationalized, state-run; heavy, light, strategic;
manufacturing, service; labour-intensive, high-tech/high-technology, building,
construction; engineering, shipbuilding, chemical, coal, electricity, energy, gas,
mining, nuclear, oil, petrochemical; agricultural, fishing, food, timber;
pharmaceutical; automobile, automotive, car, motor; computer, electronics;
textiles; advertising, insurance; entertainment, film, music/record; catering,
hospitality, hotel, leisure, tourist)
 To assist (develop, encourage, help, stimulate) industry
 To run down industry
 To damage (cripple, destroy, ruin) industry
 To enter (go into) industry
 A captain of industry
 Commerce and industry
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 Regulation of (an) industry
 The revival of (an) industry
 A sector of industry
MONARCHY (strong, weak; absolute, constitutional; elective, hereditary)
 To establish (set up) monarchy
 To abolish monarchy
 To overthrow monarchy
 To restore monarchy
 The reigning monarch
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 The power of the monarch

PARLIAMENT (current, present, outgoing, bicameral, unicameral, hung;
federal, national, provincial, regional, state)
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 To stand for the Parliament

 To elect somebody to the Parliament

 To lobby (adjourn, convene, dissolve, suspend) the Parliament
 An Act of Parliament

 A majority in Parliament
 A session of Parliament

The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland (London)
Ireland (Dublin)

Northern Ireland = Ulster (Belfast)
England (London)
Wales (Cardiff)
Scotland (Edinburgh)

Exercise 1. Give synonyms to the following words:
1. independent

a. to ruin
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b. sovereign

3. to establish

c. native country

4. to reign

d. to stimulate

5. to destroy

e. faraway

6. home country

f. to set up

7. to flee

g. to leave

8. to encourage

h. motor

9. distant

i. construction

10. building

j. to rule
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2. automotive

Exercise 2. Give antonyms to the following words:

a. to abolish

2. to convene

b. rich

3. strong
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1. independent

c. native

4. to establish

d. enemy country

5. current

e. occupied

6. poor

f. foreign

7. domestic

g. weak

8. overseas

h. northern

9. friendly country

i. to dissolve

10. southern

j. present

Exercise 3. Give definitions to the following words:
1. parliament

6. agriculture

2. monarchy

7. education

3. sovereign

8. policy

4. history

9. Prime Minister

5. industry

10. voter
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Exercise 4. Match definitions on the left with the words on the right:
1. climate

a. to stop for a short time

2. party

b. to be officially in charge of the place,
and to have responsibility for making
laws, managing the economy, and
controlling public services.
c. consisting of two chambers

4. to adjourn

d. to try to be elected for.

5. bicameral

e. becoming active or popular again.

6. to govern

f. the typical weather conditions in a
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3. to lobby

particular area
7. regulation

g.

to

persuade

somebody

that

a
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particular law should be changed or that
a particular thing should be done.

8. to stand for

h. very dry.

9. revival

i.

a

political

organization

whose

members have similar aims and beliefs.

10. arid

j. a rule made by a government or other
authority in order to control the way
something is done or the way people
behave.

Exercise 5. Choose the right variant:
1. Which of the following is not the form of worker protest?
a) a go-slow
b) a work-to-rule
c) a lock-out
2. Workers on the shop floor are
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a) shop assistants
b) shop stewards
c) manual workers on the production line
3. Which three mean the same?
a) a shop steward
b) a blackleg
c) a strike breaker
d) a scab
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e) a picket
4. Which two expressions mean “finish work for the day’?
b) lay off
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a) knock off
c) sign off

d) clock off

5. When a worker is laid off he …
a) is ill

b) is out of work temporarily
c) is out work permanently

6. An unemployed person receiving money from the state is said to be
a) on the board
b) of the shop floor
c) on the dole
7. If you apply for a job but are not accepted you are
a) laid off
b) made redundant
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c) turned down
8. When you work longer than your usual working hours, you
a) work unsocial hours
b) do overtime
c) do shift-work
Exercise 6. Correct the mistakes, if any, in the following sentences:
1. The United Kingdom is a parliamentary republic.
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2. When I visited Oxford last I went there with a train.
3. Let’s go to the Wales!

4. What would you like to see in the Highlands of Ireland?
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5. Will you give me a report about the Great Britain?
Exercise 7. Learn the following proverbs by heart:

1. With friends it is fine, but at home it’s divine. – В гостях хорошо, а дома
лучше.

2. The walls at home are your friends, your comfort and your helping hands. –
Дома и стены помогают.

3. When in Rome do as the Romans do. – В чужой монастырь со своим
уставом не ходят.

4. Habit is (a) second nature. – Привычка – вторая натура.
5. Custom rules the law. – Обычай старше закона.
6. So many countries, so many customs. – Что город, то норов, а что
человек, то и обычай.
Exercise 8. Insert prepositions where necessary:
… next week I am going … London. I am going … there with my friend. We will
arrive … the Heathrow Airport, one of the largest airports … the world. Then we
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will go … the hotel, where we have already reserved rooms. I plan to visit … some
places of interest … London, but my friend wants to go … Oxford or …
Cambridge … train, and to see how students study … Great Britain. We are both
students … the Belarusian State Pedagogical University, and we pay much
attention … widening our world outlook and sharing … experience … others.
Exercise 9. Complete the sentences with the words from the table:
country, climate, industry, monarchy, parliament
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1. The United Kingdom still has a strong … .
2. Little grows in such a dry … .

3. The election resulted in a hung …, followed by the resignation of the primeminister.
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4. It’s difficult to live in a foreign … when you don’t speak the language.
5. The government decided to encourage … based on biotechnology.
Exercise 10. Give all possible answers to the following questions:
1) What questions would you like to ask the British?
2) When in England, what cities and towns would you like to visit first?
3) What do you know about the conflict between Northern Ireland and Ireland?
4) Have you ever heard about the IRA (Irish Republican Army)?
5) What did you study at school about the UK?
6) If you were given a choice of where to go, would you choose Britain? Why?
Writing
Exercise 1. Work in small groups and write a short definition of a country. Try to
include as many of these factors as you can.
language, geography, ethnic minorities, regional autonomy, religion, history,
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colonialism
Countries: The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, the
Republic of Belarus, Russia, the USA.
Exercise 2. Write a report about a UK historical fact. You may use any books
about the United Kingdom as well as Internet sources. Get ready to present your
report in class.
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Exercise 3. Imagine that you are invited to Great Britain. Write a letter to your
friend about the places you would like to see in Great Britain.
Dear Mike,
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I have great news to tell you. I am invited to the UK and I am planning to go there
next week. Now I have to decide what places I am willing to visit, and that’s why I
am writing this letter to you. I hope you can give me a word of advice.
First of all, I would like to visit England and to see some cities there…
Best regards,

Exercise 4. Write down ten names of famous people from the UK (policy-makers,
writers, actors, musicians, etc.). Write a short summary about them and what they
are famous for.
Exercise 5. Imagine you are a leader of a newly elected government. You have just
finished a cabinet meeting and are presenting your policies to parliament. Write
down your policies, using participle I.
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 Taking into account the needs of the majority of the population…
 When talking about foreign policy…
 While keeping up with the world standards, we are going to …
 With no talking much about …
 etc.
Exercise 6. Write down all proper names from the text “Great Britain” in exercise
1 from the Section “Reading”.
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Exercise 7. Write down several dialogues between people who are going to visit
Great Britain. Then, write down a dialogue between an Englishman and a
Belarusian that have met in the streets of London and discuss the most interesting
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places to visit not only in London, but all over the UK.

Exercise 8. Write down a schedule for an excursion in Great Britain. E.g.
8.00 – arrival at the Heathrow Airport

8.30 – arrival in London, hotel accommodation
9.00 – a tour round London
14.00 – dinner

16.00 – departure from Victoria Station to Liverpool, etc.
Exercise 9. Try to create an advertising slogan for a travel agency that sells tours
to Great Britain. For example, the advertising slogan of the British Rail – ‘InterCity makes the going easy, and the coming back’, or an advertising slogan for
Bounty chocolate bars – ‘Bounty – The Taste of Paradise’. Now do the same for
tours to the UK.
Exercise 10. Write down a short summary about one of the British holidays (either
official or unofficial). Give your best as to mention all possible customs and
traditions that are used during these holidays.
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Reading
Exercise 1. Read the following text:
Great Britain
Great Britain is situated on the British Isles beautifully modeled by nature.
Properly speaking, Great Britain is the large island which includes England,
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Scotland and Wales, though the term is usually taken to include the four groups of
Scottish islands, which are administrative part of Scotland. The political unit, for
government and administration, is properly called “The United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland”.
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Great Britain is separated from the European continent by the North Sea and the
English Channel. It is washed on the western coast by the Atlantic Ocean and by
the Irish Sea, the latter separating England from Ireland.
The territory of Great Britain is 244,000 square kilometres. It is one thirtieth of
the size of Europe. England occupies the southern and central parts of the country.
Wales is a small province in the south-west of the island, and Scotland is a
mountainous region in the North.

The main areas of high land are in Scotland, Wales and Cumbria. In the centre
of England there is a range of hills called the Pennines, which are also known as
the “backbone of England”. The highest mountains are in Scotland and Wales: Ben
Nevis is 4,406 feet (1,343 m) and Snowdon is 3,560 feet (1,085 m).
The climate of Great Britain is greatly influenced by the cool wind that blows
from the sea. Thus the weather is cooler in summer and warmer than in most
countries of Northern Europe. The coast and rivers are never troubled by ice.
Summers are never very hot, and there is often much rain. Fogs often prevail in
many parts of the country. Generally speaking, Great Britain is a very damp
country.
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Great Britain is a country of strong attraction for tourists, especially in spring
and summer. The charm of it lies in its variety of scenery: the finest combination
of sea and high land, the valleys of South Wales, the smiling orchards of Kent, the
sea lakes of Scotland, its fields and woods and parks – everything is quiet and
green. They say “England is green throughout”.
Great Britain is well provided with rivers. It is quite possible to travel by water
from one end of England to the other because many rivers in Great Britain, such as
the Thames (215 miles, 364 km) and the Severn (220 miles, 354 km) are joined by
canals.
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Great Britain is a densely populated country. It has about 56 million people.
There are four main nationalities: Englishmen, the Scots, the Irish and the Welsh.
The official language is English. About 20 per cent of the population inhabit rural
districts and areas. The greater part of the population lives mainly in cities and
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towns and their surrounding suburbs.

Great Britain is a highly developed industrial country. In the 19th century it
stood the first in the world and was the biggest colonial power. But after World
War II it lost its prestige as well as its colonies.

One of the leading industries of Great Britain is the textile industry. Coals, iron
and steel as well as various machines are also produced there. Ship-building and
motor industry are highly developed, too. There are many big industrial cities in
Great Britain, such as Birmingham, Manchester, Liverpool, Cardiff, Sheffield and
many others. London, its capital, which is situated on the river Thames, is one of
the biggest commercial centres of the world.
As for the political system of Great Britain it is a parliamentary monarchy. This
means that it has a monarch (now Elizabeth the Second) as its Head of State. The
monarch has very little power and can only reign with the support of Parliament,
which includes two Houses: the House of Lords and the House of Commons.
The 650 members of the House of Commons are elected every five years. The
members of the House of Commons are called Members of Parliament or MPs for
short.
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Britain is unique in keeping its second House of Parliament with a mainly
hereditary membership. There are 1,200 members in the House of Lords.
For many years two political parties – the Conservative (or Tory) and the
Labour – dominate the British political system. There is also a Liberal Party (or
Whigs) that is now transformed into the Liberal-Social Democrat Alliance.
Great Britain is famous for its historical past, customs and traditions that have
their deep roots in its history.

1. Where is Great Britain situated?
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Exercise 2. Answer the following questions:

2. What countries does Great Britain consist of?
3. What is the official name of the state?
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4. What seas and oceans is Great Britain washed by?
5. Does the climate depend on the geographical position of the country?
6. What rivers do you know in Great Britain?
7. What big industrial centres in Great Britain do you know?
8. What are leading industries in Great Britain?
9. How many political parties are there in the UK?
10. What is Great Britain famous for?

Exercise 3. Indicate if the following statements are true (T) or false (F):
1. Great Britain is a monarchy, and the powers of the King or Queen are not
limited.
2. The present Sovereign is Queen Elizabeth II.
3. Ship-building is the major industry of the UK.
4. There are more than 500 million people populating Great Britain.
5. The Conservative Party is at power now.
6. London is the capital of England and of the UK.
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7. There is a very changeable climate in Great Britain.
8. The British do not have a long history, and that’s why they do not have any
traditions and customs.
9. The main legislative power belongs to the Queen.
10. About half of the whole population of Great Britain lives in rural areas.
Exercise 4. Read the following text:
The UK Political System
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The United Kingdom is a constitutional monarchy. This means that it has a
monarch (a king or a queen) as its Head of State. The monarch has very little
power and can only reign with the support of Parliament. Parliament consists of
two chambers known as the House of Commons and the House of Lords.
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Parliament and the monarch have different roles in the government of the country,
and they only meet together on symbolic occasions such as the coronation of a new
monarch or the opening of Parliament. In reality, the House of Commons is the
only one of the three which has true power. It is here that new bills are introduced
and debated. If the majority of the members are in favour of a bill it goes to the
House of Lords to be debated and finally to the monarch to be signed. Only then
does it become law. Although a bill must be supported by all three bodies, the
House of Lords only has limited powers, and the monarch has not refused to sign
one since the modern political system began over 200 years ago.
The House of Commons and the electoral system
The House of Commons is made up of 650 elected members, known as
Members of Parliament (abbreviated to MPs), each of whom represents an area (or
constituency) of the United Kingdom. They are elected either at a general election,
or at a by-election following the death or retirement of an MP. The election
campaign usually lasts about three weeks. Everyone over the age of 18 can vote in
an election, which is decided on a simple majority - the candidate with the most
votes wins. Under this system, an MP who wins by a small number of votes may
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have more votes against him (that is, for the other candidates) than for him. This is
a very simple system, but many people think that it is unfair because the wishes of
those who voted for the unsuccessful candidates are not represented at all.
Parliamentary elections must be held every five years at the latest, but the Prime
Minister can decide on the exact date within those five years.
The party system
The British democratic system depends on political parties, and there has been a
party system of some kind since the 17th century. The political parties choose
candidates in elections (there are sometimes independent candidates, but they are
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rarely elected). The party which wins the majority of seats forms the Government
and its leader usually becomes Prime Minister. The largest minority party becomes
the Opposition. In doing so it accepts the right of the majority party to run the
country, while the majority party accepts the right of the minority party to criticize
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it. Without this agreement between the political parties, the British parliamentary
system would break down.

The Prime Minister chooses about twenty MPs from his or her party to become
Cabinet Ministers. Each minister is responsible for a particular area of government,
and for a Civil Service department. For example, the Minister of Defence is
responsible for defence policy and the armed forces, the Chancellor of the
Exchequer for financial policy, and the Home Secretary for, among other things,
law and order and immigration. Their Civil Service departments are called the
Ministry of Defence, the Treasury and the Home Office respectively. They are
staffed by civil servants who are politically neutral and who therefore do not
change if the Government changes. The leader of the Opposition also chooses MPs
to take responsibility for opposing the Government in these areas. They are known
as the 'Shadow Cabinet'.
The parliamentary parties
The Conservative and Liberal parties are the oldest, and until the last years of
the 19th century they were the only parties elected to the House of Commons.
Once working-class men were given the vote, however, Socialist MPs were
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elected, but it was not until 1945 that Britain had its first Labour Government. At
this election, the number of Liberal MPs was greatly reduced and since then
Governments have been formed by either the Labour or the Conservative party.
Usually they have had clear majorities - that is, one party has had more MPs than
all the others combined.
The Conservative Party can broadly be described as the party of the middle and
upper classes although it does receive some working-class support. Most of its
voters live in rural areas, small towns and the suburbs of large cities. Much of its
financial support comes from large industrial companies. The Labour Party, on the
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other hand, has always had strong links with the trade unions and receives
financial support from them. While many Labour voters are middle-class or
intellectuals, the traditional Labour Party support is still strongest in industrial
areas.
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In 1981, some MPs left the Labour Party to form a new 'left-of-centre' party the Social Democratic Party (SDP) - which they hoped would win enough support
to break the two-party system of the previous forty years. They fought the 1983
election in an alliance with the Liberals, but only a small number of their MPs
were elected. In 1988, the majority of SDP and Liberal MPs and party members
decided to form a permanent single party, to be called the Social, Democratic and
Liberal Party or The Social and Liberal Democrats. However, some SDP MPs and
party members disagreed with the idea, and so the SDP still exists as a separate
party. They (and other small minority parties in the House of Commons) would
like to change the electoral system; they want MPs to be elected by proportional
representation. Under this system, the number of MPs from each party would
correspond to the total number of votes each party receives in the election. The
table on page 5 shows clearly why the Social, Democratic and Liberal Party thinks
the present system is unfair.
The House of Lords
The House of Lords has more than 1,000 members, although only about 250
take an active part in the work of the House. There are 26 Anglican bishops, 950
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hereditary peers, 11 judges and 185 life peers, and unlike MPs they do not receive
a salary. They debate a bill after it has been passed by the House of Commons.
Changes may be recommended, and agreement between the two Houses is reached
by negotiation. The Lords' main power consists of being able to delay nonfinancial bills for a period of a year, but they can also introduce certain types of
bill. The House of Lords is the only non-elected second chamber among all the
democracies in the world, and some people in Britain would like to abolish it.
The monarchy
The powers of the monarch are not defined precisely. Theoretically every act of
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government is done in the Queen's name -every letter sent out by a government
department is marked 'On Her Majesty's Service' - and she appoints all the
Ministers, including the Prime Minister. In reality, everything is done on the
advice of the elected Government, and the monarch takes no part in the decision-
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making process.

Exercise 5. Indicate if the following statements are true (T) or false (F):
1. The House of Lords has more than 1,000 members who participate actively
in the work of the House.

2. The Conservative Party is a party for the middle-class people.
3. The Labour and Conservative parties are the oldest ones.
4. The Government, Parliament and monarch have the same roles in the
country.

5. The Prime Minister chooses the officials to be the Cabinet Ministers.
6. Every governmental letter is marked ‘On Her Majesty’s Service”.
Exercise 6. Answer the following questions to the text:
1.What kind of monarchy is the United Kingdom?
7. What are the names of two parliamentary chambers?
8. Which of the chambers has a limited power?
9. When did modern political system of the UK begin?
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10. Who usually becomes the Prime Minister of the UK?
11. Can everyone vote in Great Britain?
12. Which of the parties are the main ones?
13. What is the composition of the House of Lords?
14. What responsibilities does a monarch have?
15. Does the political system of the UK differ much from the one in Belarus?
Exercise 7. Read the following text:
Shrove Tuesday
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Shrove is an old English word meaning to confess one's sins. A person is said to
be a shrove, or shriven when he/she has confessed. Shrove Tuesday is always the
day before Ash Wednesday which marks the beginning of Lent.
During the period of Lent the devout were expected to practice complete
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abstinence, including not eating meat, and so frugal housewives, mindful of the
waste of perishable foodstuffs if they were not eaten before the Lent fasting
commenced, pancakes were a good way to use up food and pancake races are a
traditional sport on Shrove Tuesday which has also become known as Pancake
Day.

Pancake-racing is one of the more unlikely events on the British sporting
calendar and takes place in many towns and villages each Shrove Tuesday. The
object of the race is run 450 yards and get to the finishing line first, carrying a
frying pan (diameter no larger than 45cm (18 ins)) with a (cooked) pancake in it
whilst flipping the pancake a pre-decided number of times. The skill lies not so
much in the running of the race but in flipping - and catching - the pancake, which
must be intact when the finishing line is reached. Nowadays these events are often
held to raise money for charity.
Allegedly the pancake race started in Olney in 1445. Legend has it that women
customarily used up accumulated cooking fats (forbidden during Lent) to bake
pancakes on Shrove Tuesday. One woman, engrossed in her pancakes, forgot the
time until she heard the church bells calling everyone to the shriving service. She
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ran to the church, clad in her apron and with skillet in hand, to become the first
pancake racer. In following years, other women of Olney, not to be outdone by
their neighbors, got into the act.
Nowadays a Pancake Bell is rung and the Pancake Race begins. The course is
425 yards long and shaped like an S from the Old Bull pub in the centre of the
village to the church gate. Only women over 16 years of age can enter, they must
be a native of the village or a resident for at least 3 months and they must wear
clothes typical of a housewife such as a skirt, apron and headscarf. The pancake
must be in a frying pan and must be loose. To ensure that it is not glued to the pan,
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the pancake must be tossed up in the air before the start and after the finish of the
race. You can see photographs of a previous pancake race here.
Another long running (if you'll excuse the pun) tradition is the Shrove Tide
Football Match, held in Ashbourne, Derbyshire. Here the men of Ashbourne play
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football through the streets of the town, in a no rules (thankfully murder and
manslaughter are barred), free-for-all. It is the world's the world's oldest, largest,
longest and maddest football game. The game takes place between the Up'ards and
Down'ards (two mills three miles apart which form the goal posts) and two teams
attempt to score. The ball (a specially prepared one - slightly larger than a football
and filled with cork) is thrown in by a visiting guest of honour. It can then be
kicked, carried or thrown, and the game can last for many hours, often finishing
after dark.

First recorded in 1682, though thought to be much older, various attempts have
been made to suppress it over the years. In 1891, it is said, the police attempted to
prevent the game from being started at all, but the ball was smuggled in under the
skirts of a woman.
Exercise 8. Put all types of questions (general, alternative, special, disjunctive and
indirect) to the sentences in italics.
Exercise 9. Answer the following questions to the text.
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1. What does the word “shrove” mean?
2. What is the other name of “Shrove Tuesday”?
3. Are pancake races a traditional sport on this day?
4. When did the tradition of pancake racing appear?
5. Was this tradition well accepted by all people?
6. What another long running tradition is mentioned in the text?
7. Who plays the Shrove Tide Football Match?
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Exercise 10. Indicate if it is true (T) or false (F):
1. The pancake race started in 1445 in Ashbourne.

2. Meat was (and is still) forbidden to eat during the period of Lent.
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3. Nowadays the races are held for entertainment of the youth.
4. During the Shrove Tide Football Match men play the game at the central
stadium of the city.

5. In 1891 the police tried to play football themselves.
Translation

Exercise 1. Translate the words in italics from exercise 1 in section “Reading”.
Exercise 2. Translate the text from exercise 7 in section “Reading”.
Exercise 3. Translate the following sentences into Russian (Belarusian) paying
attention to the translation of verbals:
1. Care must be taken, when studying British statistics to note whether they
refer to England as defined above, to England and Wales (considered
together for many administrative and other purposes), to Great Britain,
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which comprises England, Wales and Scotland, or the United Kingdom
as a whole.
2. The letter «u» in French is given a sound that does not quite correspond to
any sound we use in English words.
3. A word to be yours must be learnt by you, and possessing it means
reproducing it.
4. When a book is greatly admired and often read, the language in which
it is written is likely to be imitated to some extent by those who read
it.
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5. Later we find Shakespeare using this style in prose dialogue.
6. Taken in their literal sense these terms are either meaningless or at best
apply to nothing.

7. The Ainus are spoken of as living in primitive conditions, but
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«primitive» here may mean merely that, dwelling in remote and
unfrequented districts, they preserve ancient customs and social
organization quite different from those familiar to us.
8. This, however, does not seem to me to invalidate the general truth of
the theory as here explained.

Exercise 4. Translate from English into Russian (Belarusian) the following
sentences with the Nominative Absolute Participial constructions:
1.

When the powers of the House of Lords were reduced in 1911, the maximum
duration of Parliament was reduced to five years, because it was thought that,
the effective powers of the House of Commons having been increased, the
majority ought to secure a renewal of its mandate more often. (J.Jennings)

2.

To the bulk of these people Britain is a strange land, and there are some who
do not speak its language. Many are Maltese of origin, but strangers in Malta,
having spent their whole live in Egypt. ("The Times")

3.

With the North Atlantic Treaty Organization rent with dissension over Suez,
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now is the time to get rid of all military pacts and blocs. ("DW")
4.

In many ways it might have been preferable if, the split having occurred,

the party had immediately rallied round Mr. Todd and confirmed under his
leadership. ("The Times")
5.

During the Festival several halls in the Moscow State University will be taken
over for dancing each evening, orchestras of different nations playing in
each. ("DW")

6.

Some 3,000 will leave the Electric and Musical Industries works in
September, some of the workers having had 40 years service with the firm.
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("DW")

Exercise 5. Translate the following text into English:
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Великобритания

Соединенное Королевство Великобритании и Северной Ирландии
расположено в Западной Европе.

Оно расположено на Британских островах и отделено от материковой
Европы Северным морем, проливами Па-де-Кале и Ла-Манш. Обособленное
положение повлияло на историческое развитие страны. В ее состав входят
Англия, Шотландия и Уэльс, находящиеся на самом крупном острове
Великобритания, и Северная Ирландия, занимающая северную часть второго
по величине острова Ирландия. Остров Мэн, расположенный в Ирландском
море между двумя упомянутыми островами, и Нормандские о-ва образуют
самостоятельные административные единицы.
Общая площадь страны 244 тыс. кв. км, население 57,4 млн. человек.
Сокращенно страну называют Соединенным Королевством, а также
Великобританией или просто Британией.
Одна

из

удивительных

особенностей

Великобритании

-

наличие

множества островов на западе и почти полное их отсутствие на востоке.
Кроме того, на западе береговая линия протяженнее, что связано с сильной
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изрезанностью берегов. Хотя протяженность основного острова с севера на
юг превышает 965 км, а с запада на восток - 508 км в самом широком месте,
общая протяженность береговой линии, включая острова и небольшие
заливы, достигает почти 8000 км, из них большая часть приходится на
западное побережье. На долю восточного берега Англии приходится всего
1030 км, а на долю западного вместе с Уэльсом - 1970 км.
Климат Соединенного Королевства весьма мягкий. Хотя отмечались
экстремальные температуры выше 38° С или ниже -18° С, температура очень
редко повышается в летние дни выше 29° С или понижается в зимние ночи
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ниже -7° С.
В обычные годы во всех районах Великобритании выпадает достаточно
осадков для ведения сельскохозяйственных работ, а в некоторых горных
районах они даже избыточны.
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Соединенное Королевство - многонациональное государство. Создавалось
оно постепенно: в 1543 Англия присоединила Уэльс, в 1707 - Шотландию, а в
1800 - Ирландию. После почти столетия бурных дебатов большая часть
Ирландии в 1921 отделилась от Великобритании. 6 графств на севере страны
остались в составе Великобритании, образовав Северную Ирландию.
Великобритания является членом НАТО и Западно-Европейского союза.

Speaking

Conversational Clichés
In the UK it is very popular to talk about the weather.
Some clichés you can use are listed here:
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 Nice
 Nice and warm
 Nice and sunny
 Nice and hot
today, isn’t it?

 Very nice
 Quite mild
 Hot
 Beautiful
 Lovely day
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 Marvellous weather

beautiful.

very nice.
 Yes,
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wonderful.

very pleasant.
lovely.

marvellous.

 And they say it’s going to stay warm for the
next couple of days.

 We could do with some nice weather for a
change.

 It’s about time we had some sun.
 Let’s hope it keeps like this.
 Makes a change from all the rain we’ve had
lately.
cold
A bit

wet

Rather

cloudy

Very

overcast

today, isn’t it?
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windy

 Shocking day/ Terrible weather today, isn’t it?
 Not very nice/ promising, is it?
 Looks like rain, doesn’t it?
horrible.
dreadful.
terrible.
awful.
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Yes,

shocking.

 And they say it’s going to stay like this until the
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weekend.

 Good for the garden, though.

 I’ll be glad when the summer comes.
 It’s about time we had some sun.
 No sign of it changing, either.

Exercise 1. What comments about the weather would you make in each of these
cases?

1. The temperature is -50 C and there is a bitterly cold wind.
2. The temperature is +240 C and the sun is shining in a blue sky.
3. Dark clouds are gathering.
4. It is raining hard.
5. It is raining but the sun is getting brighter.
6. You’re comfortable indoors in bad weather. It is miserable and windy out.
Exercise 2. In pairs, discuss the following questions:
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1. What is the weather forecast for the next couple of days?
2. What kinds of weather are typical at different times of the year?
3. What are the points of the compass and the points in between?
Exercise 3. Work in five groups and write a weather forecast for these parts of the
UK. Draw a map of the UK on the board. Ask one student to come to the board.
The five groups take turns to give their forecasts and the student at the board draws
weather icons accordingly.
Group B – The south and south-west
Group C – Wales and Northern Ireland
Group D – The Midlands and the north-east
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Group A – East Anglia and the south-east
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Group E - Scotland and the north of England

Exercise 4. Read the following quotations. Agree or disagree with the author.
1. England has two books: the Bible and Shakespeare. England made
Shakespeare but the Bible made England. (V. Hugo)
2. This land (Great Britain) is blessed with a powerful mediocrity of mind. It
has saved you from communism and fascism. (G. Steiner)
3. England is the paradise of individuality, eccentricity, heresy, anomalies,
hobbies, and humours. (G. Santayana)
4. The English winter – ending in July,
To recommence in August. (Lord Byron)
5. England is the mother of Parliaments. (J. Bright)
6. Custom, then, is the great guide of human life. (D. Hume)
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Exercise 5. On your own, write some words that you associate with the sun, rain
and snow, e.g. sun – beach, volleyball, holiday, Greece. Compare your lists with a
partner, explaining why you chose your words and places.
Exercise 6. In small groups, discuss what you know about these festivals.
Carnival, Easter, Guy Fawkes Night, Chinese New Year, Eid, Diwali, Christmas,
Thanksgiving, Passover, Pancake Day
Find a partner from another group. Did his/her group know anything that your
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group didn’t?
Exercise 7. In small groups ask each other about your own countries, or other
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countries you know well. What is the national …?
dish, sport, dress, drink, music, monument

(If it’s a single nationality group, answer questions about the UK/USA and
Belarus. Then the students will work in groups and will write sentences about
another country. Allocate a different country to each group. Then a representative
of each group reads out the sentences and sees if the other groups can guess the
country.

Exercise 8. In small groups, discuss what you know about these areas of British
history. Appoint a secretary to make notes.
invaders, colonialism, revolution, imperialism, kings and queens, the First and
Second World Wars
Work with a partner from another group and compare notes.
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Exercise 9. Make up dialogues and find out information about the geographical
position, climate and regional structure of the UK. Try to use your active
vocabulary when making up dialogues.
Exercise 10. Some people think that the monarchy should be abolished because it
has no power and it costs the State a lot of money to maintain. How useful do you
think the monarchy is in Britain today?
Fun
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Quiz 1.
Choose the correct answer:

1. What's the capital of the Republic of Ireland?
a) Cardiff
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b) Dublin

c) London
d) Belfast

2. Where in Britain can you find Loch Ness?
a) England
b) Wales

c) Scotland

d) Northern Ireland

3. What is the capital of Scotland?
a) Glasgow
b) Aberdeen
c) Edinburgh
d) Inverness
4. What is the highest mountain in Britain?
a) Snowdon
b) Ben Nevis
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c) Ben Macdhui
d) Scafell Pike
5. In which part of Britain can you find the Snowdonia National Park?
a) England
b) Wales
c) Scotland
d) Ireland
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6. Which island lies between England and Ireland?
a) the Isle of Man
b) the Isle of Skye
d) Jersey
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c) the Sheltand Islands

7. What is the longest river of the UK?
a) the Severn

b) the Thames

c) the Great Ouse
d) the Trent

8. Which part of Britain is not in the flag of the UK?
a) England
b) Wales
c) Scotland
d) Northern Ireland
9. What is the flag of the UK called?
a) Tricolour
b) Union Jack
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c) Star and Stripes
d) United Kingdom
10. In which part of the UK is Dartmoor?
a) England
b) Wales
c) Scotland
d) Northern Ireland
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11. Which of the following islands does not belong to the Hebrides?
a) The Shetland Islands
b) The Isle of Skye
c) Anglesey
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d) The Orkney Islands

12. In which part of the UK is the Lake District?
a) England
b) Wales

c) Northern Ireland
d) Scotland

Answers: 1b; 2c; 3c; 4b; 5b; 6a; 7a; 8b; 9b; 10a; 11c; 12a.
Quiz 2.
Decide whether the words are written in British or American English. Write them
into the correct column:
petrol, theatre, downtown, store, kilometre, favourite, lift, lorry, postman,
pavement
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British English

American English

Answers:
Downtown, store – American English;
All the rest words are in British English.
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Joke.
Read the following joke:

TOP 10 REASONS FOR BEING AMERICAN
1. You can have a president without electing him.
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2. You can spell colour wrong and get away with it.
3. You can call Budweiser beer.

4. You can be a crook and still be president.

5. If you've got enough money you can get elected to do anything.
6. If you can breathe you can get a gun.
7. You get to be really obese.

8. You can play golf in the most hideous clothes ever made and nobody seems to
care.

9. You get to call everyone you've never met "buddy".
10. You can think you're the greatest nation on earth with condom on.
TOP 10 REASONS FOR BEING ENGLISH
1. Two World Wars and One World Cup.
2. Warm beer.
3. You get to confuse everyone with the rules of cricket.
4. You get to accept defeat graciously in major sporting events.
5. Union jack underpants.
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6. Water shortages guaranteed every single summer.
7. You can live in the past and imagine you are still a world power.
8. Bathing once a week - whether you need to or not.
9. Ditto changing underwear.
10. Beats being Welsh.
TOP 10 REASONS FOR BEING SCOTTISH
1. You ain't English!
2. You ain't English!
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3. You ain't English!
4. You ain't English!
5. You ain't English!
6. You ain't English!
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7. You ain't English!
8. You ain't English!
9. You ain't English!

10. You ain't English!

TOP 10 REASONS FOR BEING WELSH

1. You've got to be having a laugh, haven't you?

TOP 10 REASONS FOR BEING IRISH

1. Guinness.
2. 18 children because you can't use contraceptives.
3. You can get into a fight just by marching down someone's road.
4. Pubs never close.
5. Can use Papal edicts on contraception passed in second Vatican Council of 1968
to persuade your girlfriend that you can't have sex with a condom on.
6. No one can ever remember the night before.
7. Kill people you don't agree with.
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8. Stew.
9. More Guinness.
10. Eating stew and drinking Guinness in an Irish pub at 3 in the morning after a
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bout of sectarian violence.
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Unit 10. London
Grammar: Tenses and Voices; Participle I and Participle II; Interrogative
Sentences.
Vocabulary: Sights of London
Reading: Text “London”; Text “ Madame Tussaud’s”; Text “Buckingham
Palace”; Text “Nelson and Victory”.
Writing:Abbreviations; Descriptive Letters; Essay Writing.
Speaking: Describing the Sights of London.
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Fun: Funny Stories.

Grammar:

Exercise 1. Fill in the blanks with verbs from the brackets in the right tense form
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(active or passive).

1) There are some wax visitors dotted around the displays, and many
people (to fool) by them because they (look) so real.

2) The world’s first Underground line (to open) between Baker street and
the City in 1863.

3) Sometimes the system (to nickname) ”the tube”.
4) The Queen (to like) to spend her weekends at Windsor Castle.
5) Roman soldiers (to arrive) to conquer Britain in AD 43, and (to found)
Londinium, now called London.

6) At the end of the fourth century AD the Roman Empire (to begin) to
crumble and the Roman armies (to recall) from Britain to defend Rome
itself.
7) In 604 AD a cathedral (to found) in London and (to name) after the
apostle, Saint Paul.
8) Kings and queens (to live) in Windsor Castle for 900 years, and many
(to bury) in Saint George’s Chapel in the grounds.
9) Many modern blocks-of-flats in London (to build) for the capital’s large
population.
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10) The old Roman walls of the City of London (to repair) and (add) to in
medieval times.
Exercise 2. Open the brackets using Participle I or Participle II. Translate into
Russian.
1) Heathrow and Gatwick are the two major airports (to serve) the London
area.
2) These are nine Undreground lines, each one (to name) and (to give) its
own colour or black and white pattern on the map.
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3) Over the centuries London has spread over 15,850 sq km (6,120 sq
miles) of the Thames valley, (to swallow) up towns and villages.
4) The original site of london, now ( to know) as the City, contains many
famous landmarks.
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5) The Tower of London, (to begin), about 1079, was a former royal
residence which later served as a prison.

6) Medieval londoners could buy all kinds of things from street sellers, (to
include) food, such as hot pies, pies and strongly (to spice) meat.

7) There are many museums and exibitions in London, (to cover) all kinds
of subjects.

8) London Underground stations have (complicate) tunnel networks.
9) There are art galleries all around London, (to house) lots of valueble
works of art.

10) Hyde Park was originally (to hunt) a forest and is still popular with
horseriders.
Exercise 3. Write questions for these answers:
1. London is the largest political, economic and commercial centre in Britain.
(Where…?)
2. The city streches for nearly thirty miles from north to south and for nearly thirty
miles from east to west. (How many…?)
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3. Few people live in the City. (Alternative.)
4. The Tower of London has many tragic associations. (General or Disjunctive).
5. St.Paul’s Cathedral was built between 1675, and 1710.(When…?)
6. The West End is the richest and most beautiful part of London.(What…?)
7. A group of ravens live at the Tower of London.(What…?)
8. Nelson’s statue is over 5 m high.(How high…?)
9. Yes, for many years Piccadilly Circus has been a famous London landmark.
(General).
10.Many outstanding statesmen, scientists, writers, poets and painters are buried
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here.(Who…?)
11.No, the park has been the home of London Zoo since 1825. (General).

Russian.
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Exercise 4. Point out Participle II in the following sentences. Translate them into
1) Tower Bridge built in 1894, is still in daily use even though the traffic in and
out of the London wharves (пристани) has increased to and extraordinary
extent during the 20th century.

2) Due a special mechanism, the main traffic-way consisting of two parts fixed
to two hinges (шарниры) at the ends can be lifted up.
3) The election of a new Lord Mayor og London is celebrated by a pageant,
known as the Lord Mayor’s show.

4) On this day Lord Mayor rides through the streets of London in his splendid
coach, drawn by six horses.
5) The Houses of Parliament constitute the most popular and widely spread
image of London, known and recognized throughout the whole world.
6) The street called Whitehall streches from Parliament Square to Trafalgar
Square.
7) The West End is the name given to the area of central London north from the
Mall to Oxford street.
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Exercise 5. Choose the right variant:
1._____ a few pages I felt like _____ a short rest.
a.Writing, having
b.Having written
c.Written, having
d.I have written, to have.
2._____ her about my problems I was ashmed _____ such a foolish mistake.
a.Having told, of having made
b.To have told, to make
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c.Telling, to have made
d.On telling, making.

3.The damage _____ to the house was extensive and he made them _____ for it.
a.having made
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b.done,pay

c.having done, to pay
d.done, to pay.

4.They tried their best _____ solution to the problem, and finally they suggested
_____ the building.
a.to find, restoring

b.finding, to restore
c.find, to restore

d.to find,restoring.

5.They were discussing where _____ the money, as they were afraid _____.
a. to hide, to be robbed
b.to hide, of being robbed
c.hiding, to be robbed
d.hiding, of being robbed.
Exercise 6. Correct the mistakes, if any, in the following sentences:
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1) Trafalgar Square dominates by the monument to England’s greatest
naval hero, Admiral Lord Nelson.
2) The Houses of Parliament is often reffered to as the Palace of
Westminster.
3) Westminster Abbey saw the coronation of every monarch since William
II (the Conqueror).
4) Up to 3 millions people visit St.Paul’s Cathedral every year.
5) The East End is a poorest district of London.
6) London is famous by its theatres, and there are over thirty theatres
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within a squre mile.
7) The national Gallery, one of the most important galleries in the world,
founded on 2 April 1824.

8) The number 10 Downing street is the official home of the British Prime
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Minister.

9) In Poet’s Corner can found statues and the tombs of poets such as Eliot.
10) Most of London’s big department stores are in the Oxford street and
Regent street.

Exercise 7. Make up sentences using the following words:
1. Divided, London, is, traditionally, parts, several, into.
2. Heart, City, is, the, of, the, London.

3. Closely, Tower, the, with, history, London, of, is, connected, the.
4. Part, of, governmental, historic, Westminster, is, the, city, the.
5. Queens, have, here, crowned, been, all, English, nearly, kings, and.
6. Parks, are, capital, streets, best, the, and, there, the, of.
7. Circus, of, West, the, End, life, Piccadilly, centre, night, is, in, the.
8. Main, End, the, includes, East, all, areas, dock.
9. London, the, of, End, the, West, in, finest, parks, are.
10. Interesting, in, is, Park, sight, Hyde, Corner, Speaker’s, an.
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Exercise 8. Fill in the gaps with the correct words from the table:
Harrods

building, small, shoppers’, developed, store (×2), includes, delivered, Harrods,
riding, gentlemen, skunk, costumers.

London is a ... paradise. Its best known ... is Harrods in Knightsbridge, a red
terracotta ... completed in 1905 whose interior decoration ... Art N and Art Deco
styles.
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What began as a ... grocer’s shop in 1849 was ... by the son of the founder,
Henry Harrod, until by 1894, Harrods ... to ”serve the world”. It has ... an elephant
to Ronald Reagan, gooseberries to Saudi Arabia and a ... to an American’s ex-wife.
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... was the first ... in the world to install an escalator, and Victorian ... were
so overcome by the experience of ... a ”moving staircase” that the store posted
attendants at the top to administer brandy to ... and smelling salts to the ladiesю
Exercise 9. Choose the right variant:

1)Great Britain is famous for the art of _____ dictionaries.
a.constructing
b.composing
c.compiling

d.collecting.
2)The statue in Trafalgar Square _____ Admiral Nelson who defeated the
fleet of Spain and France at the _____ of his life.
a.commemorate, cost
b.reminds,worth
c.remembers, price
d.celebrates, value.
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3)The Beatles is the English musical group that _____ worlwide popularity in
the 1960’s.
a.enjoyed
b.gained
c.received
d.seized.
4)_____ of songs ranging from ballads such as ”Yesterday” to complex
rhythm tunes like ”Papeback writer”, from children’s songs such as ”Yellow
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submarine” to songs of social comment.
a.Amount
b.Deal
c.Many
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d.Variety

5)The group began in the pairing of McCartney and Lennon in 1956, joined
by Harrison in 1957, the three _____ the name ”The Beatles” in 1960.
a.imposed
b.gave

c.nicknamed
d.adopted.

6)The vikings spread out from their homelands in Scandinavia because they
needed more _____ for their expanding population.
a.room
b.place
c.space
d.square.
7)The Titanic is a British luxury passenger liner that _____ on April 14, 1912.
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a.drowned
b.sank
c.dissappeared
d.was lost.
8)The greatest ship of that time had a double-bottomed hull that was _____
into sixteen watertight compartments.
a.divided
b.selected
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c.shared
d.imparted.
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Study the following names and active Vocabulary for the topic:
Names

St.Paul’s Cathedral – собор Св.Павла (главный собор англиканской
церкви)

The Tower of London – Лондонский Тауэр
Sir Christopher Wren – сэр Кристофер Рен
The Duke of Wellington – герцог Веллингтона
Turner– Тернер

Sir Winston Churchill – сэр Винстон Черчилль
William the Conqueror – Вильгельм Завоеватель, Вильгельм 1
The Thames – река Темза
The Houses of Parliament – здание парламента
Big Ben – " Биг Бен", " Большой Бен"
Westminster Abbey – Вестминстерское аббатство
Newton – Ньютон
Darwin – Дарвин
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Chauser – Чосер
Dickens – Диккенс
Kipling – Киплинг
Trafalgar Square – Трафальгарская площадь
Nelson’s Column – колонна Нельсона
Piccadilly Circus – площадь Пиккадили
Horatio – Горацио
Eros – Эрос
Madame Tussaud’s – Музей мадам Тюссо
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The crown – королевская власть
St.James’s Park – парк Святого Джеймса
Hyde Park – Гайд-парк

Speakers’ Corner – " Уголок ораторов"
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Regent’s Park – Риджэнтс-парк

The City – Сити

Westminster – Вестминстер
The West End – Уэст-Энд
The East End – Ист-Энд

Marble Arch

– Марбл-Арч (Триумфальная арка)
Vocabulary

amazing – изумительный
event – событие
to strech – простираться
epoch – эпоха
financial – финансовый
numerous – многочисленный
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masterpiece – шедевр
burial-place – место погребения
to name but a few – вот те немногие, кого можно упомянуть
funeral – похороны
dome – купол
throughout – во всем
to found – основывать
raven – ворон
to go – гласить
governmental – правительственный
seat – местопребывания
outstanding – выдающийся
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to collapse – рушиться
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to bury – хоронить
wealth – богатство

luxury – роскошь

to commemorate – чтить память
naval – военно-морской
height – рост

junction – точка пересечения
fountain – фонтан

heart – центр (перен.)

topped by – увенчанный
winged archer – крылатый стрелок из лука
pagan – языческий
to stem from – происходить
dressmaker –портниха
frilled collar – украшенный оборками воротник
wax museum – музей восковых фигур
lifelike – очень похожий
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notorious – отъявленный
crown – королевская власть
assorted – смешанный
fowl – птица (собир.)
acre – акр (= 0,4га)
trac – участок
venue – место сбора
spectacular – эффектное зрелище
to draw – привлекать внимание
to lay out – разбивать (парк)
to admit – впускать
unimpressive – невпечатляющий
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to declaim – произносить с пафосом (речь)
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densely – густо, плотно

striking – поразительный

to renovate – ремонтировать

cockney – кокни (лондонское просторечие, выходец из низов)
Exercise 1. Match the words from the left column with their synonyms from the
right column:
1. strech
2. design

a) astonishing, surprising

b) joining, crossroads, connection

3. collapse

c) expand, spread, extend

4. victory

d) fight, war, conflict, struggle

5. outstanding

e) plan, scheme, , create

6. ancient

f) infamous, ill-famed

7. tract

g) conquest, success, triumph

8. notorious

h) important, well-known, famous, prominent

9. junction

i ) meeting place, location

10. amazing

j) fall, fail drop, ruin, end
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11. battle

k) antique, old, primitive

12. venue

l) region, area, district, territory

Exercise 2. Match the words from the left column with their antonyms from the
right column:
a) go, leave, depart

2. strech

b) new, fresh, recent

3. ancient

c) boring, tiring, disinteresting

4. large

d) appear, emerge

5. come

e) ordinary, average

6. famous

f) defeat

7. outstanding

g) unknown, anonymous

8. amazing

h) contract, shrink

9. victory

i) diminutive, tiny, little, small

10. capital

j) trivial, unimportant, secondary
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1. disappear

Exercise 3. Give the words to the following definitions:
1.a ruler of state (such as a king, queen,
etc.) who has the right to rule by birth

2.a person of work, especially art, which is
the best of its type or the best aperson has
done
3.to permit to enter, let in
4.a place where ships are loaded and
unloaded, or repaired
5.to make a drawing or pattern of, to draw
the plans for
6.to start building (something large)
7.to be in memory of.
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Exercise 4. Insert prepositions where necessary.
Tradition
The City does not refer _ the hole _ central London but rather _ a small area
east _ the centre, which includes the side _ the original Roman town. It is an area
_ a long and exiting history, and it is proud _ its independence and traditional role
as the centre _ trade and commerce. This tradition is focussed _ the City’s Lord
Mayor, whose official residence is the Mansion House. Once a year, _ November,
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the Lord Mayor’s Show takes place. This is a colourful street parade _ which
newly elected Lord Mayor travels _ a golden coach, which is over 200 year old. _
the evening a spleanded mael is served _ the Guildhall which the Prime Minister _
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the Government are invited.

Exercise 5. Match defenitions on the left with the words on the right:
1.a period of historical time, during which

a.raven

certain events or developments happend.

b.venue

2.a rounded roof on a building or room

c.archer

3.a large shiny black bird with a deep

d.to declaim

unmisical voice

e.dome

4.a place of joining, meeting or uniting

f.wax

5.a wide strench of land

g.epoch

6.a meeting place arranged for some

h.to strech

purpose or activity

i.tract

7.a solid material made of fats or oils,

j.junction

which changes to a thick liquid when

k.notorious

melted by heat.

l.landmark

8.an easily recocnizable object, by which

m.renovate

one can tell one's position

n.to collapse
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9.a person who shoots arrows from a piece
of bent wood
10.famous for something bad, widely and
unfavourably known
11. to fall down
12.to repair, put back into good condition
13.to say something loud and clear with
pauses and hand movements to increase the
effect of the words
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14.to make or become wider or longer.
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Exercise 6. Match the English proverbs with Russian ones:

1.East or West home is best.

а. В каком народе живёшь, того

2.The is no place like home.

обычая держись.

3.Dry bread at home is better than roast meat.

б. Худая та птица, которая своё

4.An Englishman’s house is his castle.

гнездо марает.

5.It is a foolish bird that soils its own nest.

в.Дом англичанина – его

6.Every bird likes its own nest.

крепость.(Syn. На своей печи – сам

7.He has no home whose home is everywhere.

себе голова.)

8.Every country has its customes.

г. Всяк кулик своё благо хвалит. =

9.So many countries so many customes.

Всякая сосна своему бору шумит.

10.When in Rome do as the Romans do.

д. В каждой стране свои обычаи =
Что город, то норов.
е. В гостях хорошо, а дома лучше.
ж.Нет места подобного дому .= В
гостях, а дома лучше.
з. Сухая корка дома лучше жареного
мяса за границей. = Дома и сама
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съедома.
и. Чужие стены не греют .= У того
нет дома, у кого он везде.
к. Сколько стран, столько и
обычаев. = У каждой пташки свои
замашки.

Reading
London
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Exercise 1. Read the following text:
London is the capital city of England and of the United Kingdom, with a
population of more than 10 million. It is the largest and the oldest city in Britain,
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its political, economic and commercial centre. It has developed over 2000 years,
and many of its streets and buildings have amazing stories and events connected
with them. It is the most interesting city in the world. London streches for nearly
thirty miles from north to south and for nearly thirty miles from east to west.
Traditionally it is divided into several parts: the City, Westminster, the West End
and the East End. They are very different from each other and seem to belong to
different towns and epochs.

The heart of London is the City, its financial and business centre. It is a very
small part of London. Numerous banks, offices and firms are situated there. Few
people live in the City but over one million come here to work every day. Two
masterpieces – St.Paul’s Cathedral and the Tower of London – are situated there.
St.Paul’s Cathedral designed by Sir Christopher Wren and built between 1675 and
1710 is the burial place of many famous men – Nelson, the Duke of Wellington
and the painter Turner to name but a few. In 1965 the State Funeral of Sir Winston
Churchill was held here. Saint Paul’s is the cathedral of the City of London. Up to
3 million people visit it each year and its 111 m high dome has become a symbol
of London throughout the world.
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The Tower of London, one of the oldest parts of the capital was built in
1078. The history of London is closely connected with the Tower. It was founded
by William the Conqueror and served as a fortress, Palace and prison. It has many
tragic associations. Now it is a museum. A group of ravens live at the Tower. The
tradition goes that if they disappear the building will collapse.
Westminster is the historic, governmental part of London. On the left bank
of the Thames is Westminster palace, famous as the Houses of Parliament. It is the
seat of the British Parliament. The Clock Tower with the hour-bell called ”Big
Ben” is known the world over.
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Westminster Abbey has more historic associations than any other building in
Britain. Nearly all English kings and queens have been crowned here. Many
outstanding statesmen, scientists, writers, poets and painters are buried here:
Newton, Darwin, Chaucer, Dickens, Kipling and others.
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The West End is the richest and most beautiful part of London. It is the
symbol of wealth and luxury. The best hotels, the largest department stores, clubs,
restaurants and theatres are situated there. The best streets and parks of the capital
are there too.

Trafalgar Square is one of the nerve-centres of London. It was named like
this to commemorate the historic naval victory won by the British fleet under the
Command of Horatio Nelson in the battle of Trafalgar in 1805. The tall Nelson’s
Column stands in the middle of the square. Nelson’s statue is over 5 m high, about
three times his real height.

For many years, Piccadilly Circus – at the junction of five busy streets – has
been a famous London Landmark. At its heart is a bronze fountain topped by a
figure of a winged archer. The statue is popularly called Eros, the pagan god of
love. The name Piccadilly stems from a 17th century dressmaker who lived in the
area and created a frilled collar called ”piccadil”.
Not far from Trafalgar Square is the British Museum – the biggest museum
in London. It contains a priceless collection of ancient manuscripts, coins,
sculptures, etc., and is famous for its library.
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Madame Tussaud’s, near Baker Street Station, is the world’s most famous
wax museum. Over 2 million visitors go there every year to see the lifelike wax
figures og historical characters, modern stars, statesmen and notorious criminals.
London’s royal parks were once the private palace playgrounds of the
nation’s monarch. While they still belong to the Crown today, they are freely open
for all to enjoy. St.James’s is considered the most beautiful and the most ancient of
the central London royal parks. Its main feature is the lake where assorted water
fowl now live – including pelicans, originally presented by the Russian
ambassador in the 17th century.
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Hyde Park is a 360 acre tract, once part of the land owned by Westminster
Abbey. Hyde Park has been the venue for national celebrations and spectaculars
through the ages. Speakers’ Corner near Marble arch draws the crowds. Here
anyone with a loud enough voice can declaim on every subject imaginable.
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Regent’s Park was laid out in 1812. Since 1825, the park has been the home
of London Zoo. The public were first admitted in 1847, and a century later around
3 million people a year visited.

The East End is the poorest district of London. It includes the port, docks
and factories. The streets are narrow and the buildings are unimpressive. The East
End is densely populated by working class families. The dirty narrow streets and
poor houses are a striking contrast to the houses of the rich people of the West End.
But over the recent years many parts of the East End have been rebuilt and
renovated. The face of the district is changing for the better. The East End grew
with the spread of industries to the east of the City, and the growth of the port of
London. It covers a wide area. It is also one of those areas of London where people
from abroad have come to find work. For centuries foreigners have made London
their home. Some have had to live their country for religios or political reasons.
Others have wanted to find a better life. The East End markets are famous
throughout the world. Traditionally someone born in the East End is known as a
cockney although this name is not given to anyone who speaks like a Londoner.
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Exercise 2. Indicate if the following statements are true (t) or false (f):
1)

London has developed over 1300 years.

2)

The heart of London is Westminster.

3)

Two masterpieces – St.Paul’s Cathedral and the Tower of London –
are situated in the City.

4)

Thr Tower of London was founded by Sir Christopher Wren.

5)

Nearly all English kings and queens have been crowned in St.Paul’s
Cathedral.
The West End is the symbol of wealth and luxury.

7)

Nelson’s column stands in the middle of Trafalgar Square.

8)

Sciense Museum is the biggest museum in London.

9)

Madame Tussaud’s is the world’s most famous wax museum.

10)

Speaker’s Corner is in St.James’s park.

11)

The East End is densely populated by working class families.
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6)

Exercise 3. Answer the following questions to the text:
1)
2)
3)

What is the largest and the oldest city in Britain?

What is the population of London?

Traditionally London is divised into several parts. Can you name

them?

4)

What do you know about the City?

5)

Who was St.Paul’s Cathedral designed by?

6)

Who founded the Tower of London?

7)

What is historic, governmental part of London?

8)

What is called ” Big Ben”?

9)

What building has more historic associations than any other building
in Britain?

10)

What can you say about the West End?

11)

Can you describe Trafalgar Square?
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12)

What place has been a famous London Landmark for many years?

13)

What is the biggest museum in London?

14)

What are London royal parks?

15)

Where do the working people of London live?

Exercise 4. Read the following text:
Madame Tussaud's
Madame Tussaud's is the best-known wax exhibition in the world and its
history spans more than two hundred years. The exhibition has been imitated but
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never with anything like the realism and imagination that makes the genuine
Madame Tussaud's in London.

A visit to Madame Tussaud's is a unique and unforgettable experience..
Madame Tussaud, nee (nee - урожденная) Marie Grosholts, was born in
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Strasbourg, France, in 1761. Her father was killed during the Seven Years War
before her birth. So Marie lived with her uncle, Dr.Philippe Curtius, a doctor and a
wax modeller.

At the age of 9, Marie helped Dr.Curtius to open his wax exhibition in Paris.
Very soon, she learned to make wax figures herself.
When Marie was 17, she was allowed to model the great figures of the time.
Among them were Francois Voltaire and Benjamin Franclin. Both of these figures
are still on display at Madame Tussaud's.

Dr.Philippe Curtius's exhibition was so successful that Marie was invited to
Versailles to help in the artistic education of King Louis XVI's sister.
At the outbreak of the French Revolution in 1789 she returned to
Dr.Philippe Curtius in the centre of Paris. During this period Marie was
commanded by the regime to take death masks from the decapitated heads of the
victims of the guillotine, a grisly task which demanded both a strong mind and
stomack.
In 1794, Dr.Curtius died and Marie inherited his wax collection. In the
following year she married a French engineer Francois Tussaud. Her marriage was
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not a success, and in 1802, she decided to move to England. Marie saw neither
France nor her husband again.
She spent the next 33 years travelling all over the British Isles, exhibiting
her growing collection of figures to crowds of curious spectators.
By 1835 she got tired of travelling and decided to settle the exhibition
permanetly in London.
Madame Tussaud continued to make wax models until she was 81. She died
in 1850, at the age of 89. Her final work – a remarkable self-portrait – can still be
seen today.
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Modelling methods at Madame Tussaud's almoust have not changed in 200
years. ”It is the same process, basically, and the same kind of wax is used,” says
Craig, head of the portrait studio of the museum. These days, however, the bodies
straw.
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are made of fiberglass while originally they were made of leather stuffed with
Every year about 10 new figures are made at Madame Tussaud's.
Exercise 5. Answer the following questions:
1.What is exposed at Madame Tussaud's museum?
2.Marie Grosholts was born in England, wasn't she?
3.How did she learn to make wax figures?
4.At what age did she begin to create figures?
5.How did she manage to come to Versailles?
6.What did she model during the French revolution?
7.Did Marie buy the wax collection?
8.When did she settle in London?
9.Have you ever heard about Madame Tussaud's? What do you know about
it?
Exercise 6. Read the following text:
Buckingham Palace
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Buckingham Palace, the best known royal palace in the world, was built in
1705 and bought sixty years later by King George III. His extravagant but stylish
son, King George 4 commissioned John Nash, the court architect, to remodel it in
1824. The rebuilding budjet was wildly overspent, but the palace became the
permanent London base for the court. George 4’s successor, Queen Victoria, found
the palace too small for her growing family so an east wing was added in 1847.
This was remodelled in 1913 to the present stern but dignified classical style.
When Her Majesty the Queen is in residence, the Royal Standard flutters
over the east front. The first floor balcony is the scene of formal appearences by
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the Royal Family on important occasions. Below it in the forecourt, the colourful
ceremony Of Changing The Guard takes place. The wrought-iron screen and gates
upon wich royal announcements are posted were the gift of the Dominion countries
in 1906.
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Facing the east front, at the head of the Mall, is the Queen Victoria
Memorial. The statue of the seated monarch represents a celebration of the ideals
of motherhood, truth,justice, peace and progress.
The interior of Buckingham Palace is not open to the public, though
television cameras have been admitted for a rare glimpse of the splendours inside.
The State Rooms are used to receive visiting heads of state and for investiture
ceremonies where Her Majesty and other members of the Royal Family bestow
titles, honours and awards for outstanding service.
The west front of the palace overlooks a private 40-acre of lawns and lake.
Exercise 7. Read the following text: Buckingham Palace.
Exercese 8. Put general and alternative questions to the text.

Exercise 9. Answer the following questions to the text:
1)

When was Buckingham Palace built?

2)

Who was it bought by sixty years later?
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3)

Was it remodelled in 1824 or 1834?

4)

Why was an east wing added in 1847?

5)

When Her Magisty the Queen is in residence, the Royal Standart
flutters over the east front, isn’t it?

6)

What does the statue of the seated monarch represent?

7)

What does the west front of the palace overlook?

Exercise 10. Indicate if it is true(t) or false(f):
King George III bought Buckingham Palace in 1753.

2)

John Nash was the court painter.

3)

Queen Victoria found the palace too small for her growing family.

4)

The second floor balcony is the scene of formal appearances by the
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1)

Royal Family on important occasions.
6)
7)

Facing the east front is the Queen Victoria Memorial.
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5)

The interior of Buckingham Palace is closed to the public.

The State Rooms are never used.

Exercise 11. Read the following text:

Nelson and Victory

Vice Admiral Lord Nelson composed his prayer shortly before the Battle of
Trafalgar which was to lead to the end of the French threat to Britain/
Thirty four years before in 1771, just 12 years old, he first set sail as a
midshipman and by the age of 21 had risen to the senior rank of captain. A series
of brave and strategic victories throughout his carrer ensured his reputation as the
country’s most successful commander.
His progress was not always smooth, however. At times he fell foul of the
Admiralty, he was constantly plagued by ill-health and injury and his notable affair
with Emma Hamilton invited as much criticism during his time as it would today.
She eventually died a pauper in Calais, France.
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It was his vitality, enthusiasm and above all his humanity that won the
popularity and respect which identified him as an international hero and one of the
greatest leaders in history.
It was 1805 and the allied French and Spanish fllet greatly outnumbered the
British ships.
Flying his famous signal "England expects that every man will do his duty",
Nelson in his flagship HMS Victory attacked and broke through the allied line.
Success followed but the Admiral was amongst the casualties, hit by a
musket ball pierced his lung and shattered his spine.
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Three hours later he died aboard his beloved ship.
Exercise 12. Indicate if it is true(T) or false(F):
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1. At the age of twelve Nelson first set sail as a midshipman.
2. He was always a success, his progress was always smooth thanks to his
vitality and enthusiasm.

3. Admiral Nelson enjoyed great popularity and respect as the country's most
successful commander.

4. Nelson fell in love with Emma Hamilton and she became his wife.
5. The Battle of Trafalgar was to lead to the end of the French threat to Britain.
6. The Battle of Trafalgar took place in 1802.
Exercise 13. Answer the following questions:
1. When did the Battle of Trafalgar take place?
2. How many countries took part in the Battle? What were the countries?
3. What kind of person was Nelson?
4. How did he die?
Writing:
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Exercise 1. Study the following abbreviations often used on roads. Translate
them into Russian (Belarusian):
DT (drive in theatre) –?
NSD (no standing) –?
DNT (do not tailgate) –?
GS (go slow) –?
NP (no parking) –?
RA (ramp) –?
Ch (cars for hire) –?
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H.P. (hour parking) –?
OW (one way) –?
BC (beware of the car) –?
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NSP (no stoping) –?

Exercise 2. Memorize these phrases. Make up a short dialogue using them:
I am a stranger here

I am completely lost

Can you direct me to...
How can I get to...

Could I get there by bus?

You'd better ask a policeman
You'd better take...
Keep straight on
Go straight alone this road

Go past (the church, the park, the club, etc.)
Take this road
Take the next turning
Take this bus
Turn to the right (left)
Get on
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Get off
Fares, please!
It'll take some (5) minutes
You don't have to change.

Exercise 3. Fill in the missing parts of the dialogue:
Britney and Jack are talking about life in big cities and in the country.
Br: ___________________.
J: I lived in London five years ago.
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Br: ____________________.
J: Not very much. There were too many people, and there was too much
noise.
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Br: ____________________.

J: Most young people go to London because they want excitement.
Br: ____________________.

J: Yes, it is. London is too expensive for young people.
Br: ____________________.

J: As I was born in a small town I just want a quiet life. That's all.

Exercise 4. You are visiting London. You have visited some of the most
famous sights of interest such as Madame Tussaud's, Buckingham Palace,
Trafalgar Square, the Tower of London, St.Paul's Cathedral. You are excited and
full of impressions. Write a letter to your friend Britney and share your
impressions.
Exercise 5. What places of interest would you like to see if you had to spare
a day in London? Give reasons when writing an essay.
Exercise 6. Say what you know about London's history and London today.
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Fun
An American in London
A self-conceited American visited London where he hired an Englishmen to show
him around the city.
”How long were they building that?” he asked his guide as they passed a large
hotel.
”About six months, I think,” answered the guide.
”Six months!” exclaimed the American. ”It would not take us more than six weeks
They passed a building which was quite new.
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to build a hotel like that in New York”.
”And how long were they building that?” asked the American.
”About four weeks,” answered the guide.
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”Four weeks!” exclaimed the American. ”In New York we should build a
house like that in six days”.

Nothing more was said until they reached the Houses of Parliament.
”Well, that is not a bad-looking palace,” said the American. ”How long
were they building that?”

”Well, you may not believe me,” answered the guide, ”but that building was
not there when I crossed the bridge last night”.

The millionare at the hotel

This is a story about the well-known millionare who did not like to spend
even small sums of money.
One day he went to stay at a hotel in New York. He asked for the cheapest
room they had. He asked:
”What is the price of the room?”
The manager told him.
”Is cheapest room you have? I am staying here by myself and only need a
small room”.
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The manager told him that that was the smallest room they had and added:
”But why do you take the cheapest room like that? When your son stays here
he always has the most expensive room”.
”Yes,” answered the millionare, ”but his father is a wealthy man, and mine is
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not”.
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Unit 11. The United States of America
Grammar : The Use of Articles with Geographic Names, The Passive Voice, the
Adjectives: Degrees of Comparison, the Numerals
Vocabulary: weather, climate, natural resources, geographic names; education
Reading: text “Across the USA”; text “ The Educational System”; text “Holidays
in the USA”
Writing: a story about Sacajawea, a legend about Sitting Bull, a personal letter,
project work, essay writing
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Translation: translation of the text, lexical problems in translation (proper names,
numerals)

Speaking: group discussion, project work, dialogues and monologue speech
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presentation

Fun: funny stories about famous people, jokes, quizzes
Grammar

Exercise 1. Choose the right preposition:

1. The United States can be divided (in, into) six regions.
2. The Northeast is made up (of, from) New England states and the Middle
Atlantic States.

3. The capital of Utah, Salt Lake City, was set up in 1847 (with, by) Brigham
Young.
4. San Francisco is surrounded on three sides (with, by) water.
5. Too many American farms were worked (with, by) slaves from Africa.
6. The beginning of Great Plains is marked (by, of) the “50cm Rainfall Line”.
7. As a result of severe struggle between the settlers and American natives –
Indians – in 1890s the land was turned (into, in) fields and pastures.
8. The soil of Oklahoma was lifted (with, by) the winds and carried for miles,
turning it into a “Dust Bowl”.
9. Many Indians died of “new” diseases that were brought (from, by) whites.
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Exercise 2. Complete the following sentences using the phrases from the box:
was set up

are grown

is concentrated
are situated

is surrounded are launched

are rightly called
are exported

is known

are to be found

1. One of the most picturesque national parks, Yellowstone … in 1871 in
Wyoming.
2. Along the US Pacific coast … Coast Valleys.
3. In California most of the grapes … for wine.
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4. Computers, fish, timber and fruit … from California to numerous Asian
markets.

5. San Francisco … on three sides by water.
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6. On the Great Lakes – the largest concentration of fresh water in the world –
two major cities …

7. Much of America’s farmland …. in the region of the Central Basin on the
Mississippi.

8. The states of Ohio, Illinois, Iowa and Nebraska … “America’s corn belt”.
9. Florida … to be the main industrial state.

10. On the Atlantic coast at Cape Canaveral you can go to the Kennedy Space
Centre where space vehicles …

Exercise 3. Rewrite each sentence in the passive, omitting the words underlined:
1. You can see the Grand Canyon of the Colorado River from outer space.
The Grand Canyon of the Colorado River can be seen from outer space.
2. In California people grow most of the grapes for wine.
…………………………………………………………………………...
3. One can divide the USA into six regions.
…………………………………………………………………………...
4. On the Great Lakes you can find two major cities, Chicago and Detroit.
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…………………………………………………………………………..
5. The winds lifted the soil and carried it for miles from Oklahoma.
…………………………………………………………………………..
6. During the Mardi Gras Festival citizens organize many parades, and even
spectators dress in fancy costumes.
………………………………………………………………………….
7. Everyone knows Los Angeles as the centre of movie industry.
……………………………………………………………………………
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8. Experts insist that Americans must solve the problems of crime and
violence if Los Angeles wants to keep to the Southern Californian lifestyle
for which it is famous.
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……………………………………………………………………………
Exercise 4.Correct the mistakes (if any) in the following sentences:
1. The Florida is the main industrial state.

2. In this miraculous place you can find Walt Disney World – the most
famous tourist attraction.

3. New Orleans is situated in the mouth of Mississippi.
4. Across the Texas and the Oklahoma runs a line, dividing the USA in two
halves.

5. Grand Canyon on the Colorado River is another natural wonder of the
region.
6. Golden Gate Bridge has become the symbol of San Francisco.
7. Waikiki beach is a popular place with tourists.
8. Hawaii has the world’s best surfing.
9. More than 15 million people live in City of New York.
10.Chicago is located on Lake Michigan.
Exercise 5. Insert the appropriate articles:
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1…. Indians called …. Mississippi the Father of waters. Indeed, its name
comes from …. Algonkian Indian word for “big” (mitchi) “water” (sipi).
…Mississippi is without doubt …most important geographic feature of
…. United States. It runs 2, 300 miles, from … Minnesota to … Gulf of Mexico.
With its tributaries, …Missouri and … Ohio, … Mississippi drains all or part of 31
states. In 1811, …steamboat was introduced to … Mississippi. They traveled from
… Pittsburg to … New Orleans.
No writer captured … Mississippi River better than … Mark Twain. As …
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young man, he was … riverboat pilot.
Exercise 6. Supply the required articles, paying special attention to geographic
names:

1. The longest river in the United States is the Mississippi with its west
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tributary Missouri.

2. World-famous is the region of … Great Lakes, situated in the north-east
of the United States bordering … Canada.

3. … Niagara Falls, great rapids situated on … Niagara River joining …
Lakes Erie and … Ontario, are famous all over the world and attract lots
of tourists.

4. The waters of … Five Great Lakes have their outlet into … Atlantic
Ocean by … St. Lawrence River.

5. The eastern part of the country is occupied by … Appalachian
Mountains.
6. Iron is mined near … Great Lakes and in … Pittsburgh, … Birmingham
and … Philadelphia areas.
7. In … California and … Texas there are rich oil-fields.
8. … Detroit is a large motor-car industry centre.
9. Cotton is grown in … Mississippi Valley, tobacco in … Maryland and …
Virginia.
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10. … California is famous for its fruit plantations, and … West – for its
cattle- farming.
Exercise 7. Use the required form of the adjective:
1. The Great Lakes have the (the largest) concentration of fresh water in the
world.
2. The Sears Tower in Chicago is the world’s (tall) building.
3. In the northern states of Minnesota and Wisconsin the climate is (cool
and damp).
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4. In the last few decades the South has become (industrial) than in the
past.

5. The Rockies are among the earth’s (young) mountains.
6. The South preserves its traditions, for example good cooking and a
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(slow), (hospitable) way of life.

7. The Great Plains area to the west is much (dry) than the prairie.
8. Some parts of the South are among the (fast-growing) areas in the
country.

9. Of the 500 (powerful) US companies, 450 have their offices in Atlanta.
10. Benjamin Franklin was the city’s (prominent) citizen.
Exercise 8. Translate the words given in brackets:
1. The Walt Disney World is (самый известный) tourist attraction.
2. (самые высокие) peaks of the Rocky Mountains rise up to 4,200 m.
3. Times Square got its name from the New York Times, (самая
популярная) newspaper in America.
4. The New York Times is regarded as one of (лучшая) newspapers in the
country.
5. Boston, Philadelphia and Baltimore are (самые оживлённые) ports.
6. The Atlantic coast is (самая густонаселённая) area in the US.
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7. (самые крупные) American car manufacturing companies have their
offices in Detroit.
8. Further to the south the climate gets (теплее), gradually passing into the
monsoon subtropical climate in the extreme south and Florida.
9. The temperatures in the south are comparable to those on the Pacific
coast of California, but the rainfall is (более обильный) and occurs
mostly in summer.
10. (самая высокая) temperature is observed in the Death Valley
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(sometimes up to 56 ‘C).
Exercise 9. Find the cardinal and ordinal numerals in the following sentences and
write them down in words:

1. Salt Lake City was set up in 1847 (eighteen forty-seven).
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2. The main part of the United States occupies 7,800,000 square kilometers
(………………………………….).

3. By the 1970’s almost half the forests in the country had been cut down
(………………………………….).

4. The Golden Gate Bridge in San Francisco opened in 1937
(………………………………….).

5. In 1959 Hawaii became the 50th state
(………………………………….).
6. Philadelphia

is

the

nation’s

4th

largest

important

city

(………………………………….).
7. Los

Angeles

is

the

2nd

largest

city

in

the

USA

(………………………………….).
8. 1/3 of Alaska is above the Arctic Circle
(………………………………….).
9. The famous American poet of the 19th century Walt Whitman said that the
United States “is not merely a nation, but a nation of nations”
(………………………………….).
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10. Today

there

are

about

1,5

million

Indians

in

the

country

(………………………………….).
11. ¾ of downtown Los Angeles is own by foreign companies
(………………………………….).
Exercise 10. Both sentences in each pair have the same meaning. Complete the
second sentence using the Passive Voice:
1. Plateaus and mountains cover about half the United States’ territory.
About half the United States’ territory is covered by plateaus and
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mountains.
2. The Appalachian Mountains occupy the eastern part of the country.
The eastern part of the country ……………….by the Appalachian
Mountains.
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3. It is possible to observe a great diversity of climatic conditions in
different parts of the US.

A great diversity of climatic conditions …………in different parts of the
US.

4. Prairies covered considerable areas in the Central Plains.
Considerable areas in the Central Plains ……… with prairies.

5. Different rodents and reptiles inhabit the semi-desert and desert zones.
The semi-desert and desert zones ……………… by different rodents and
reptiles.

6. Lots of tourists visit Greenwich Village every year.
Greenwich Village …………….… by many tourists.
7. In New York you can see street performers, jazz bands, police, joggers
and roller skaters.
Street

performers,

jazz

bands,

skaters……………
in New York.
Vocabulary
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police,

joggers

and

roller

to attend

посещать;

присутствовать

(на

лекциях, собраниях и т. п.)
to be famous for

быть знаменитым, известным

to bloom

цвести, быть в расцвете

to bubble

кипеть,

подниматься

пузырьками,

бить ключом
бизон

cable car

вагон канатной дороги, фуникулёра

cargo

груз

to climb

взбираться, карабкаться

to compromise with

пойти на компромисс

damp

сырой, влажный

to defeat

наносить поражение

densely

густо, плотно

disease
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desert
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buffalo

пустыня
болезнь

elementary school

начальная школа

to enrich

обогащать, улучшать, удобрять

entertainment

развлечение

farming

сельское хозяйство

favourite

любимый

fee

плата

fertile

плодородный, плодовитый

geyser

гейзер

grade

отметка, класс, оценка

grain storage

зернохранилище

heat

жара, тепло

high school

средняя школа

to irrigate

орошать

landmark

ориентир, достопримечательность
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meatpacking

мясоконсервное дело; производство
мороженого мяса

mouth of the river

устье, исток (реки)

movie

фильм

natural resources

природные ресурсы

non-academic

внеучебный

to overuse

чрезмерно

использовать,

злоупотреблять
особенность, специфика

plain

равнина

population

население

prominent

выдающийся, знаменитый, известный

public school

бесплатная средняя школа (в США и
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peculiarity

rainfall
remote
scenery
setting
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Шотландии)
ливень
отдалённый
пейзаж, вид, ландшафт
окружение, окружающая обстановка

settlement

колония, поселение

skyline

горизонт, контур

slave (-ery)

раб, рабство

slope

наклон, скат

spectacular

живописный

steep

крутой

to surround

окружать

suspension

приостановка, перерыв

tributary

приток (реки)

treacherous

вероломный

timber

древесина, лесоматериалы

tuition cost (fee)

плата за обучение
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urban

городской

valley

долина

Exercise 1. Study the vocabulary list. Practise the pronunciation of the words.
Exercise 2. Give synonyms to the following words:
8. cargo

2. prominent

9. cable car

3. favourable

10. remote

4. farming

11. grade

5. to defeat

12. to attend

6. scenery

13. damp

7. movie

14. disease
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1. to comprise

Exercise 3. Give antonyms to the following words:
1. densely

6. spectacular

2. damp

7. fertile

3. urban

8. remote

4. heat

9. free

5. to defeat

10. academic

Exercise 4. Match definitions on the left with the words on the right:

1. far away from anything

A. remote

2. surroundings for a film – the place

B. setting

where it is shot

C. slope

3. the side of a hill or mountain

D. irrigate

4. supply water to land

E. geyser

5. a spring that sends up hot water

F. timber
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and steam

G. tributary

6. wood to be used for building

H. cargo

7. stream sand rivers that feed a

I. tributary

larger river

J. landmark

8. goods carried by ship, train, truck,
etc.
9. the place where a river opens into
a larger body of water
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10. an important building or other
place, often easily recognized
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Exercise 5. Supply the words for the given definitions:
1. money paid in order to go to school
2. having to do with studies;

3. an academic title given by college or university to a person who has finished
a course of studies;

4. plants grown by farmers;

5. a person who is the property of another person;
6. a wide area of flat land with grass but few trees;
7. land in between hills and mountains;
8. a place where wine is made;
9. a car that moves along a rail by means of a wire up above;
10. schools owned by the state; tuition is free there.
Exercise 6. Insert prepositions where necessary:
out to; of; from; with; on;

of; over; in; with; with
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Spectacular and beautiful, Niagara Falls has always been popular … two
kinds … visitors: thrill-seekers and honeymooners.
In 1859 Frenchman Jean Francois Gravelet became the first person to cross
the Falls …tightrope. Not satisfied … this achievement, he made this trip … his
manager on the back! In 1901 Annie Taylor, a school teacher, was the first to go
… the falls ... a barrel. Each year many people visit … either the American or the
Canadian side. A boat called “Maid … the Mist” will take you right … … the falls!
Exercise 7. Write out all place names from exercise I in the section “Reading”.
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Consult the dictionary to supply pronunciation for them. Practise the reading of
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the proper names.

The Map of the USA
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Exercise 8. Choose the right variant:
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1. A dry area that lacks water or trees, often covered with sand
a) ranch;

b) oasis;

c) desert;

2. A deep, narrow opening, usually with a river running through
a) valley;

b) canyon;

c)oasis;

3. Having to do with studies
a) academic; b) non-academic;

c) vocational;

4. A large hoofed animal of the North American plains
a) donkey;

b) zebra;

c) buffalo;

5. A district that is right outside a city and that mainly has dwelling houses
b) downtown;

c) suburb;
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a) village;

Exercise 9. Complete the sentences with the words from the table:
crop,

geyser,

densely,

cargo,
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tuition,

natural resources,

settlers,

buffalo,

favourable,

to defeat

1. The South has a warm climate and a long season for growing…
2. The New England states are the most… populated part of the USA.
3. Much rainfall, warm summers and mild winters create … conditions for
farming.

4. First … appeared in the Wild West in the middle of the 19th century.
5. As a result of severe fighting the Indians … by the state troops.
6. Whites killed … in large numbers for their skin and for sport.
7. The Rocky Mountains are rich in … such as gold, silver, led, zink.
8. The port of Los Angeles handle more … than the port of New York.
9. The most spectacular kinds of thermal activity are … shooting water and
steam into the air.
10. In private schools, often associated with religion, … fee is often quite high.
Exercise 10. State the part of speech and translate the derivatives:
1. dense-densely-density
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2. farm-farmer-farming
3. to settle-settler-settlement
4. populate-population-populated
5. entertain-entertainment-entertaining
6. favour-favourite-favourable
7. nature-natural
8. slave-slavery
9. store-storage
10. rich-enrich

Reading
Exercise 1. Read the following text:
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11. use-overuse
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ACROSS THE USA

The USA stretches from East to West for 4, 500 km, and from North to
South – for 2, 400 km. In this vast territory one comes across a great variety of
climatic and natural differences. The overall area of the country (together with
Alaska and Hawaii) comprises over 9 million square km. The USA can be divided
into six regions, and each of them has its own economic, physical and cultural
peculiarities. The population makes up 250 million people and represents
practically all races and cultures.

The Northeast is made up of New England states and the Middle Atlantic
states. Here is situated New York, the largest city in the USA, the population of
which, together with its suburbs comprises up to 15 million people. New York is a
world center of banking and entertainment.
The region’s largest cities – Boston, Philadelphia and Baltimore – are the
busiest ports. Boston was one of the first settlements of puritans in New England
since 1600s. It has long been the centre of the country’s higher education as
Harvard University and Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) are situated
here.
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Philadelphia is the national’s fourth largest city (over 2 mln people). It is
historically important – both the Declaration of Independence (1776) and the US
Constitution (1787) were signed here. It also used to be the national capital up to
1800. Benjamin Franklin – an outstanding statesman, a writer, a scientist, an
inventor – was the city’s most prominent citizen.
The nation’s capital, Washington D.C., is also located here
The Atlantic Coast is the most densely populated area in the United States.
20% of the country’s population live on the territory comprising only 2 % of its
total area.
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On the Great Lakes – the largest concentration of fresh water in the world
– two major cities are to be found. Chicago is on Lake Michigan. It is a centre for
meatpacking and grain storage. Is possesses an outstanding skyline with the Sears
Tower being the world’s tallest building. Detroit, due to Henry Ford, has become,
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and still is, the Motor City – home to the largest American car manufacturing
companies.

In the Central Basin of the Mississippi and its tributaries the great forests
of the East are over and vast grass covered plains – or prairies – begin. Rich soils,
long and hot summers with much rainfall make up favourable conditions for
farming. Much of America’s farmland is concentrated here. The states of Ohio,
Illinois, Iowa and Nebraska are rightly called “America’s corn belt”. They are the
country’s largest producers and exporters of agriculture products such as corn,
oats, soy-beans, wheat. In the northern states of Minnesota and Wisconsin the
climate is cooler and damper, so cattle-breeding is more developed there.
The south including Virginia, Georgia, Florida, South and North Carolina,
Alabama, Louisiana and other nearby states had a warm climate and rich soil and it
soon developed an economy based on export crops such as cotton and tobacco.
These were grown on farms worked by slaves from Africa. Conflicts between the
North and the South, especially over slavery, led to the Civil War (1861).
In the last few decades the South has become more industrial and urban
than in the past. Some parts of the region are among the fastest-growing areas in
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the country. No city grew more than Atlanta, Georgia. It has the world’s secondlargest airport. Of the 500 largest US companies 450 have their offices in Atlanta.
In 1996 the city hosted the Olympic Games.
Florida is the main industrial state. Fishing is among its main branches. Its
subtropical climate makes it possible to grow fruit all year round. On the Atlantic
Coast at Cape Canaveral you can go to the Kennedy Space Centre where space
vehicles are launched and astronauts are trained. Here you can also find the
famous Walt Disney World – the world’s famous tourist attraction. Palm Beach
and Miami Beach are famous holiday resorts.
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New Orleans, situated in the mouth of Mississippi, is a city of special
charm. It has taken elements from many cultures and created its own one. The
beautiful old buildings of the French Quarter remind of former French settlements.
Great Plains. Across the states Texas and Oklahoma runs a line, dividing
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the USA in two halves. This “50 cm Rainfall Line” marks the beginning of Great
Plains. To the west of it lies the zone of “risky farming” due to hot summers, cold
winters and strong winds. As a result of severe struggle between the settlers and
American natives – Indians – in 1890s the land was turned into fields and pastures.
But 1930s brought terrible heat and wind storms. The farmland had been
overused. The winds lifted the soil and carried it for miles, turning Oklahoma and
nine other states into “Dust Bowl”.

Nowadays farming is conducted on a scientific basis, using the plants
which enrich and protect soil. Oklahoma remains a major producer of wheat.
The only significant city of the region is Denver, situated at the foot of the
Rocky Mountains. It is the centre of meat processing and packing.
From 1860 to 1890s the struggle between the Indian tribes and the US
Army took place in Great Plains. The Indians were defeated, not just by the army.
Many of them died of “new diseases”, brought by whites, to which Indians had no
resistance. The Wild West, known to us from numerous “cowboy-Indian”
westerns, really began here, and you can still see many of its landmarks. For
example, Dodge City, Kansas, was a centre for buffalo hunters and cowboys. You
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may have seen it on the screen – it has been the setting for many TV series and
films.
Mountains and Deserts. It used to be a treacherous region for pioneer
settlers. They tried to cross it as quickly as possible on their way to the Pacific
coast. But the Rocky Mountains were rich in natural resources such as gold, silver,
copper, lead, zinc. Now only deserted towns remind of the times of the Gold Rush.
The mountain region has plains and even deserts – as the notorious Death
Valley – the hottest and the lowest point in the US. But its main geographic feature
is the Rocky Mountains, stretching from Alaska to northern Mexico. The highest
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peaks rise up to 4200 m. The Rockies are among the earth’s youngest mountains.
They have steep slopes and many peaks and valleys, which gives the region
spectacular scenery. The nation’s first national park, Yellowstone, was set up in
1871 in Wyoming. It is famous for two types of thermal activity – geysers, which
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shoot water into the air, and mud pots – bubbling, boiling pools of mud.
The Grand Canyon of the Colorado River, another natural wonder of the
region, is large enough to be seen from outer space. It is 277 miles long and about
a mile deep!

The capital of Utah is Salt Lake City. It was set up in 1847 on the bank of
the Great Salt Lake by Brigham Young, a Mormon, with a group of his followers.
They irrigated the valley, which was nearly a desert, and made it bloom. Today
over

1 million Mormons live in Utah.

Along the US Pacific coast are situated Coast Valleys. Owing to fertile
soil and moderate climate the area has especially favourable conditions for
farming: gardening, cattle-breeding and the production of wheat. But from grapes
California earns more than from any other crop. Most of the grapes are grown for
wine. Californian wines, produced in many wineries by numerous growers, enjoy
popularity all over the world.
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As for their industry, all the three coastal states – Washington, Oregon and
California – are oriented for the East. Aircrafts, computers, fish, timber and fruit
are exported from here to Asian markets.
Los Angeles is the second largest city in the USA. It stretches for 130
thousand hectares with the population of about 14 million people. The Los Angeles
area has many beaches, with surfers and holiday-makers. It is the centre of the
movie industry and home to many film stars. Los Angeles is a centre not only for
entertainment and tourism, but also for manufacturing, business and finance. Its
ports now handle more cargo than New York.
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Another big city of the region, San Francisco, was set up as a result of the
Gold Rush. It is surrounded on three sides by water. San Francisco has 40 hills. It
is famous for its cable cars climbing these hills, and for its steep and narrow
streets. In mid -1960s the city gave rise to “hippie” movements. And the sight not
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to be missed is the Golden Gate Bridge which has become the symbol of San
Francisco. This beautiful orange suspension bridge opened in 1937 and goes across
San Francisco Bay.

Alaska is by far the biggest state. It is twice as big as Texas, the next largest
state. One-third of Alaska is above the Arctic Circle. Although it is so big, it has
the fewest people – 0,7 persons per square mile. Today Alaska has 500,000 people,
about 15 per cent of whom are native Indians, Aleut, and Eskimo. Alaskian land is
incredibly beautiful. It is also very rich in natural resources. One-fifth of all US oil
is from Alaska.

Hawaii. Its eight islands are together one of the smallest and least populated
states. The islands are remote – about 2,500 miles off the US Pacific coast. In 1959
Hawaii became the 50th state. Today tourism makes up 30 per cent of the state’s
income. Tourists come from around the world, especially from the US mainland
and Japan. Waikiki beach is a popular place with tourists. Besides, Hawaii has the
world’s best surfing.
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Exercise 2. Find in the text the English equivalents for the following words and
expressions:
особенности ландшафта, четвёртый по величине город страны, выдающийся,
запас пресной воды, автозаводы, плодородная почва, экспортные культуры,
принимать ( в гости), место отдыха, напоминать о, превратить в,
заброшенные городки, печально известный, последователь, быть известным,
отдыхающий, следующий по величине, за полярным кругом, наименее
заселённый, континентальные США.
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Exercise 3. Supply the endings for the given initial parts of the sentences:
1. The population of the USA……
2. It has long been……..
3. The Atlantic coast is …….
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4. The states of ……are rightly called….

5. Conflicts between the North and the South……..
6. In the last few decades…….
7. To the west of it lies……

8. Many of them died of ……

9. But the Rocky Mountains were……..

10. The Grand Canyon of the Colorado…..
11. Although it is so big……..
12. Tourists come from……..

Exercise 4. Answer the questions:
1. What is the area of the USA?
2. What are the six regions the country can be divided into?
3. Why is Philadelphia a historically important city?
4. What is Chicago marked for?
5. What makes up favourable conditions for farming in the Central Basin?
6. What crops used to be cultivated in the South?
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7. Why does Florida attract tourists all year round?
8. What is Yellowstone famous for?
9. By whom and when was Salt Lake City set up?
10. What crops are grown in Coast Valleys?
11. Why can Alaska be called a state of contrasts?
12. Where is Hawaii situated?
Exercise 5. Read the following text:
Elementary School through High School
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There are three basic levels in the U. S. educational system – elementary
school, which usually goes from kindergarten to sixth grade; junior high school,
from seventh through eighth or ninth grade; and high school, from ninth or
tenth through twelfth grade. Children are required to be in school from the ages
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of 7 through 16.

About 90 percent of all children attend public school, which is free. The
remaining 10 percent go to private schools, which often are associated with a
religion. About half of all private schools are Catholic.
In the United States, education is mainly the responsibility of state and local
governments, rather than the national government. The amount of money spent
on education varies considerably from state to state. The subjects studied also
vary somewhat. The school year usually runs from September to June.
At the high school level there are some specialized schools, including schools
that emphasize vocational subjects like business or auto mechanics. Most high
schools, however, are general schools. High school students are often involved
in non-academic activities that their school offers – for example, in drama
clubs, sports teams, or the school newspaper.
Advanced Schooling
Many students, upon finishing high school, choose to continue their
education. Community colleges, also known as junior colleges, offer two-year
programs. They are public schools and the tuition costs are usually low.
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Colleges and universities have four-year programs leading to a bachelor’s
degree (as well as, in many cases, further programs leading to higher degrees).
These schools may be public or private; private schools cost a lot more. U.S.
colleges and universities have many students from around the world, especially
from Asia.
Trends in Education
Many more Americans than ever before are finishing high school and
college. More than 20 percent of all adults have finished college, and more than
75 percent have finished high school.
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Although the number of years of schooling is going up, there are signs that
the quality of education may be going down. This is of great concern, especially
since education is considered crucial to the American ideal that each person
should achieve all that he or she can.
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There are many theories about where the problems lie. Some think that
students have too many “electives”, or courses they choose, and too few courses
in basic subjects. Others think students watch too much TV and do too little
homework. Everyone agrees the problems must be solved.
Exercise 6. Mark the statements as true or false:
1. Every child is required to be in school from the age of 7 through 16.
2. The majority of children attend public schools, which is free of charge.
3. The school year runs from September to May.
4. High school students in the USA are those who attend universities.
5. Vocational subjects include mathematics and languages.
6. As the amount of money spent on education is the same, schools do not
differ from one another in the quality of education.
7. Tuition costs at community colleges, as they are public, are usually low.
Exercise 7. Answer the questions:
1. What are the basic levels in the US educational system?
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2. Is education free of charge in the USA?
3. What are private schools often associated with?
4. Why schools differ from each other in the curriculum and quality of
education?
5. What courses do community colleges offer?
6. Where can one get a bachelor’s degree?
7. Why do many students choose to study at public institutions of higher
education?
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8. What are “electives”?
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Exercise 8. Study the scheme on the next page:
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Exercise 9. Read the following text:
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Holidays in the USA.
The population of the USA is made up of people of different
nationalities. Centuries ago they brought with them their native celebrations.
Some holidays which are marked in the US originated in America. There is
no provision for national holidays in the USA. The number of holidays is
different in different states – from 8 in the District of Columbia to 20 in
Oklahoma.
New Year’s Day is celebrated with parties which last beyond
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midnight so that everyone can see the New Year in and the Old Year out.
Theatres, night - clubs, restaurants are crowded. People throw streamers and
confetti, shake hands, exchange kisses and embraces, and wish each other a
“Happy New Year !”
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Besides champagne, streamers and noisemakers, other symbols of the
New Year celebration include

an old man symbolizing the Old year, and a

new baby symbolizing the New year. This may be an allusion to the
ancient Roman god Janus, for whom the month of January is named.
Legend has it that Janus had two faces, one looking into the past, and the
other looking into the future. This certainly personifies the feelings of many
people who, on New Year’s Day think both about the past year with its
achievements and shortcomings as well as looking forward with hope to a
new and better year to come. Sincere and practical, many Americans even
write down their “New year resolutions” to do specific things like giving up
smoking, going on a diet, getting up earlier, spending less money on
clothes, etc. Even though such resolutions are rarely kept, at least they
make for a good laugh when the next New Year comes.
On January 15th, people in the United States celebrate

Martin

Luther King’s Day. He led the civil rights movement – the struggle for equal
rights for black Americans. He said that people should be judged by their
characters, and not the color of their skin. Martin Luther King is
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remembered in church memorial services and public ceremonies. People sing
spirituals and the civil rights anthem “We Shall Overcome.”
Two other great Americans are honored on President’s Day.
George Washington led the American Army to victory in the War
for Independence. Later he was elected the first President of the United
States and was in office for 8 years (1789 -797).
Abraham Lincoln was President during the Civil War (1861 - 1865). He
led the fight to keep the nation together and free the slaves.

In honor of

this great man a beautiful memorial has been built in Washington D. C.
On this day Americans
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The last Monday in May is Memorial Day.

honour the soldiers who gave their lives in past wars. Schools, clubs and
churches put up the flags on the graves of the army, navy and airmen.
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In addition to solemn services Memorial Day is often marked by
other, more joyful ceremonies: colorful parades, sports competitions.
The most important American holiday is the Fourth of July, or
Independence Day.

On this day in 1776 the American colonies declared their

independence from Britain and the final of the Declaration of Independence,
was adopted.

Traditionally the Fourth of July is celebrated with firing of guns and
fireworks, parades, open – air meetings and speeches praising “Americanism,
democracy, free enterprise.”

Independence Day isn’t only day for cookouts and fireworks. It is also a
day to think about freedom. The Declaration of Independence says everyone
has the right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
Columbus Day celebrates the discovery of the American continent in
1492 by the Spanish seaman Christopher Columbus. Columbus is said to
be the first European man, stepping on the American land, and the day,
it happened, the 12th of October, became a holiday.
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Halloween is the day or evening before All Saints’ Day,

celebrated

on November 1st by the Catholic Church. Halloween customs date back to
the time when people believed in devils, witches and ghosts. They thought
that these evil spirits could do all kinds of damage to property. Some
people tried to ward off witches by paintings signs on their barns. Others
tried to scare them away by nailing a piece of iron, such as horseshoe,
over the door.
Now most

people do not believe in evil spirits. On this day they just

have a nice holiday. Children dress up as ghosts and witches and go out
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into the street to beg. They go from house to house and say: “Trick or
treat!”, meaning “Give me a treat or I’ll play a trick on you”. People give
them candy, cookies and apples.

The favorite custom is making a jack -o -lantern. Children scrape out
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a pumpkin and cut the outlines of eyes, nose and mouth in its side. They
light a candle inside the pumpkin to scare their friends. This custom refers
to a man named Jack who still wanders around the earth lighting his way
with a pumpkin lantern.

Thanksgiving Day is marked on the fourth Thursday of November in
memory of the first Thanksgiving Day held by the early Pilgrim settlers in
Massachusetts

in

1621,

Thanksgiving Day is a

in

gratitude

for

the

successful

harvest.

family holiday. Families and friends get together for a

big feast. The meal usually includes roast turkey with stuffing and gravy a sweet
sauce made from cranberries, sweet potatoes, squash,

and pumpkin pie. Apple

cider is the drink of the day.
What a meal! It’s not surprising that a recent Thanksgiving tradition is to sit
after dinner in front of the TV watching a professional football game.
Christmas is a Christian holiday commemorating the birth of Jesus
Christ. The Americans celebrate Christmas on December the 25th.

By this day

people decorate fir - trees with toys and candies. Children wait for Santa
Claus who comes to every house and brings them presents. Their parents tell
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them, that Santa lives in the North Pole and on the night before Christmas he
travels the world in a sled pooled by reindeer. He goes down the chimneys of
houses to leave gifts for children who have been good. Naturally, children are the
first to get out of bed on Christmas morning!
Decorating the house with holly and ivy is a custom, which comes
from England. Ivy means immortality.
Christmas is a family holiday.

Holly berries symbolize Christ’s blood.

People stay at home and spend the time with

their families. People send cards or Christmas greetings to family and
friends away from home. All the members of the family exchange gifts. It
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is a merry holiday.
A holiday has simply become, for most Americans, a day off from work.
No matter what the holiday’s origin is, they all seem to be the same thing,
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though some retain their individuality.

Exercise 10. Mark the statements as true (T) or false (F):
1. Thanksgiving Day is a holiday of the family when children honour their
mothers and fathers.

2. On Memorial Day the Americans honour all past presidents of the country.
3. Christmas is a holiday when the Americans give thanks to God for the
blessings they have enjoyed during the year.
4. The Fourth of July is known as Independence Day when the USA was
proclaimed an independent republic in 1776.
5. The Americans widely celebrate Christmas but they do not celebrate New
Year’s Day.
6. George Washington and Abraham Lincoln are honored on President’s Day.
7. All the holidays which are marked in the US originated in America.
Exercise 11. Discussion points:
1. Is there in your country a holiday similar to the Fourth of July?
2. Why is the Ninth of May widely celebrated in Belarus?
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Exercise 12. Match the poetic lines with a holiday:
***
Love and joy come to you,
And to you your wassail, too !
And God bless you and send you
A happy new year !

America, America,
Land of hope and liberty,
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Freedom rings from every mountain,
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***

From sea to sea.
***

The moon is full and bright

And we shall see what we can’t be seen
On any other night.
***

When Pilgrims sailed to this new land,
They met a friendly Indian band.

The Indians taught them to plant, hunt, and fish,
Then they all had a feast with many a tasty dish.
***
It’s time for hanging stockings,
It’s time for riding sleighs,
It’s time for jolly greeting,
Snow and holly overeating,
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It’s the best of holidays.
Writing
Exercise 1. Give the full variants of the following abbreviations:
Mass, Conn, Ia, La, Me, Md, Mich, Mo, Pa, Ut, Vt, Va, Minn.
Exercise 4. Write a personal letter (for your relative or friend) sharing your virtual
impressions of the most spectacular sight (spot) in the USA.
Exercise 5. Write a short account of one of American holidays comparing it to the
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way it is celebrated in Belarus.
Exercise 6. Project work. Make up the list of 50 states and their capitals.
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Consulting dictionaries put down their transcription.

Exercise 7. How many words can you make from the following words within 5
minutes? Complete with your group mates:
- mountainous
- inhabitant

- atmosphere
- irrigation

Exercise8. What are the differences between the educational system in the USA
and Belarus? Write a paragraph describing the main ones.
Exercise 9. Write the summary of the story choosing the most relevant
information:
Sacajawea
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In 1803, President Thomas Jefferson sent Merriweather Lewis and William
Clark to explore the continent from the Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean.
Never before had Americans undertaken such a voyage.
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An important member of the expedition was Sacajawea, a sixteen-year-old
Shoshone Indian girl. Together with her husband, a French Canadian fur trapper,
Sacajawea served as a guide and interpreter.

Interpreting was by no means easy. With the Tushepaw people in Idaho, for
example, Lewis and Clark spoke in English to a trapper, who translated into French
for Sacajawea’s husband, who translated into the Minatree Indian language for
Sacajawea, who translated into Shoshone, which some of the Tushepaw
understood!

Sacajawea had originally come from the Rockies, so she had valuable
knowledge about many things in the West. She knew, for example, which plants
and berries could be eaten and which could not.
Just before joining the expedition, Sacajawea had had a baby. She carried
her baby on her back on the 3, 000 mile trip, unbothered by dangers like
snowstorms or near-starvation in the Rockies.
Exercise 10. Complete the paragraphs by adding appropriate prepositions:
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as

at

for

from
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against

in

of

to

with
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about

Sitting Bull was born _____ 1831, _____ what is today South Dakota. _____
the age ______ 14, Sitting Bull went _____ his father and other Sioux warriors to
fight __ a Crow tribe. Sitting Bull was very brave _____ the battle. His father was
proud ______ him.

Sitting Bull soon had a reputation ____ bravery. He became leader _____ the
Midnight Strong Hearts, a society ____ the best warriors. When the Sioux tribes
came together ____ one nation, they chose Sitting Bull ____ their leader.
Sitting Bull was not surprised _____ the victory _____ Little Big Horn. Before
the battle, he had a dream. ____ this dream, white soldiers fell _____ the sky
_____ the ground. _____ this reason, he was not worried ______ what would
happen.
Translation
Exercise 1. Translate the text from exercise 1 in the section Reading.
Exercise 2. Translate the text from exercise 5 in the section Reading.
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Exercise 3. Translate the words in italics from exercise 8 in the section Reading.
Exercise 4. Translate the following text in English:
Статуя Свободы, ставшая символом США, была создана скульптором
Барбольди и архитектором Эйфелем. В 1886 году она была установлена на
Острове Свободы в гавани Нью-Йорка. Общий вес статуи составляет 205
тонн. Высота знаменитого памятника составляет 46 метров, высота
постамента – 47 метров. “Леди Свобода” держит в поднятой правой руке
факел, а в левой – Декларацию Независимости. Основа статуи изготовлена
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из стали, а внешнее покрытие – из меди толщиной 2, 35 мм. В основании
скульптуры расположен Музей Иммиграцию. Чтобы добраться до короны
статуи, необходимо подняться на 354 ступени. Внутри короны расположена
обзорная площадка с 25 окнами. А 7 лучей короны символизируют семь
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мировых океанов и континентов. К вершине пьедестала ведёт лестница из
192 ступеней.

Общая стоимость изготовления статуи в 19 веке составила 250 тысяч
долларов. Реставрация гиганта сто лет спустя обошлась уже в 29 миллионов.
Exercise 5. Translate the following text into Russian:
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Manhattan is an island just 13 miles long and 2 miles wide. It is the center of
American finance, advertising, art, theater, publishing, fashion—and much more.
The borough of Manhattan is what most people think of when they think of New
York, one of the most exciting cities in the world.
New York's other boroughs are Brooklyn, Queens, the Bronx, and Staten
Island. Brooklyn alone has so many people that if it were a separate city, it would
be the fourth largest in the United States!

It’s said that in today’s world to get where you’re going, you have to know
how to get there. This is certainly true in Manhattan! Many taxi drivers are recent
immigrants, who don’t fully know their way around. The subway system confuses
even some longtime New Yorkers. And, when you want to ask for directions,
people look like they’re in too much of a hurry to stop and answer you.
Manhattan is divided into the East Side and the West Side. The dividing line
is Fifth Avenue. So, for example, East 47th Street begins at Fifth Avenue, as does
West 47th Street. (Avenues with the lower numbers are on the East Side, avenues
with higher numbers on the West Side).
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Manhattan is also divided, with less exactness, into Lower (Downtown),
Midtown, and Upper (Uptown) Manhattan. As you go north, or uptown, the street
numbers get higher. Lower Manhattan generally refers to streets below 14th Street,
Midtown to the area between 14th Street and Central Park, and Upper Manhattan to
the remaining, northern, part of the island.
Speaking
Exercise 1. Answer the questions about Manhattan. Use the map and the passage
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above:
1. The West Side of New York is bordered by the _________, whereas the East
Side is bordered by the __________.

2. What are some areas in Lower Manhattan?
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3. What divides the Upper East Side from the Upper West Side?
4. You want to go from 14th Street to 42nd Street. Do you take a bus, that’s
headed (a) Downtown, (b) Uptown, or (c) cross-town (east to west)?
5. After seeing a Broadway play, you want to have a Chinese meal in an
authentic setting, Will you go uptown or downtown?
Exercise 2. You are the guide now. What sights of Manhattan would you advise to
visit? Try to persuade your groupmates.

Exercise 3. Can you find similar examples of outstanding women in the history of
Belarus? (See exercise 2. from the section “Writing”) Share them with your group.
Exercise 4. Project work. Have another look at the map of the USA. Distribute the
regions among the students. Using exercise 4. from the section “Reading” and
additional sources present your regions to the group.
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Exercise 5. Group discussion. Which of the regions do you think is of most
importance for the country? Which is most authentically American (or
cosmopolitan)? Which spots would you like to see most of all? Give reasons.
Exercise 6. List the natural attractions in the USA. What are the natural attractions
that visitors to Belarus should see? Describe them.
Exercise 7. Make up and act out dialogues on any aspect of US history, geography,
economy or culture you like. Present them to your group.
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Exercise 8. Describe one of American holidays without naming it. Other students
are to ask the speaker for further information. Guess what holiday is being
described.
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Exercise 9. Make up a short legend about the USA or its people using your active
vocabulary. Present it to your group.

Fun

Exercise 1. Read the stories and retell them:

JACK LONDON, famous American novelist and story writer.

Jack London was late with a story which he had promised to the editor of a
New York magazine. The editor of the magazine whose first name was Dick, was a
friend of the writer’s, so he tried to be very patient with him. He asked London for
the story several times and very politely, but it was no good. At last the editor
could wait no longer, and he sent an angry note to the author. The note read as
follows, “Dear Jack, if I don’t get the story tomorrow, I’ll come up to your room
and kick you downstairs, and I always keep my promises.”
London replied also in writing, and his note read as follows, “Dear Dick, if I
did my work with my feet, I’d keep my promises too.”
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MARK TWAIN, famous American humoristic writer.
Once Mark Twain was fishing. Suddenly a man came up to him from behind
and asked, “Are you catching any fish?” “I caught twelve trout yesterday,” the
writer answered. “Is that so?”, said the man. “And do you know who I am?” “No, I
don’t,” replied Twain. “Well, I’m the game warden of this place, and the season
for catching trout is over.”
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The witty author thought for a while, then smiled at the game warden and
asked him, “Well, and do you know who I am?” “No,” answered the game warden.
“Then meet the biggest liar in the world.”
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Exercise 2. Fill in the blanks:

a) Which eight states of the USA begin with the letter M ?
1. Massachusetts

3. ……………

5. …………….. 7. ……………..

2. ………………

4. ……………

6. …………….

8. ……………..

b) Which four states of the USA begin with the word New ?
1. New ……………

3. New ……………

2. New ……………

4. New ……………

Exercise 3. Put together the jumbled pieces:
The passenger plane touched down at 8 cities in the Northeast of the USA. Find the
names of those cities by putting together the jumbled word pieces correctly.
AL

PHYLA

ANNA

AU
RICH

WA
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CHARLE

DELPHIA

TREN

STON
GASTA

HOU
MOND

TON

SHINGTON

POLIS

Exercise 4. Many words in English are made with “sun”. How many of the
following “sun words” do you know?
Having lots of sun

Sun_ _ _

Every week has one

Sun_ _ _ _ _

To lie out in the sun, for example, at the beach

Sun_ _ _ _

What you can get if you lie out in the sun for too long

Sun_ _ _ _ _

What the trees in a tropical forest block out

Sun_ _ _ _

When the sun comes up in the morning

Sun_ _ _

When the sun goes down at night

Sun_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

A fried egg that’s cooked on only one side
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Sun_ _
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Unit 12. Washington, D.C., New York City
Grammar: revision of Tenses; Passive Voice; Articles; Pronouns, Prepositions.
Vocabulary: Proper nouns, Common nouns on the topics “Washington D.C.”,
“The Political System of the USA”, “New York”.
Reading: text “The city of Magnificent Distances”; text “The Political System of
the USA”; text “New York.”
Writing: interviews, crosswords; personal letters; essay writing.
Translation: text “The American Flag and the Statue of Liberty”; text “Pattern of
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the city”; quotations.
Speaking: quotations on the topic; dialogues and monologue speech presentation,
discussion, finding the way.
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Fun: Famous People in anecdotes; puzzle, games.
C.D. “Washington D.C. The Places of Interest”.
Grammar

Exercise 1. Fill in the blanks with the appropriate article were necessary:
1. If you want to see all …sights of … New York you should start with … Empire
State Building. It’s not … highest building now, but … view is just beautiful in …
morning, when it’s clear and fresh. Then you must go to … Met – … Metropolitan
Museum of … Art, which is just …enormous. You could spend …two days there.
That’s by …Central Park, so you can take a walk through …park at …same time.
Next you can see … Statue of …Liberty. The cheap way is just to take … regular
Staten Inland ferry – it passes right by. You can also take a tour and climb up to
…top of … monument. There is another interesting trip in …same area – to …Ellis
Island. There’s a big museum all about …immigrants who arrived there. But …
best time for sightseeing is at …night, when you can relax and look at … lights of
… city. It’s wonderful.
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2. …Meriwether Lewis and …William Clark were … keen amateur scientists and
wanted to know more about … geography, … people, … animals and … plants of
… lands to … west of … United States. …American government appointed them
to lead … expedition. They hoped that … explorers might find an easy way across
… North America to … Pacific Ocean. In … spring of 1804 … group of 29 men
left … trading post of St. Louis, where … Missouri River flows in from …
northwest to meet... Mississippi. For months … explorers rowed and sailed their
boats up … Missouri, hoping that it would lead them to … Pacific. When the river
became too shallow to follow any further, they marched for ten weeks across …
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Rocky Mountains, killing their horses for … food and with only melted snow to
drink. At last they reached … westward-flowing … Columbia River. They floated
down it to … Pacific. Lewis and Clark arrived back in St. Louis in … late
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September 1806. They brought back much useful information about … western
lands. They had failed to find … easy overland route to … Pacific, but they had
shown that … journey was possible.

Exercise 2. Complete the sentences in the Passive Voice choosing the words from
A and B lists:

A. build, design, write, name, invent, discover

B. Thomas Jefferson, Bill Gates, Amerigo Vespucci, Manhattan Island, Alaska,
Thomas Edison
1. The Declaration of Independence … .
2. Windows… .
3. New York ….
4. America … .
5. Gold … .
6. The electric lamp … .
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Exercise 3. Make up sentences using the following words:
1. had/My/shoes/cleaned/been.
2. A/switched/light/on/was.
3. What/with/was/written/it?
4. The/will/of/paintings/exhibited/till/the/be/end/August.
5. in/Steps/had/cut/the/been/rock.
6. Children/fifteen/will/under/not/admitted/be.
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7. interested/Were/by/you/idea/the?
8. All/broken/shop/windows/the/were/in/recent/riots.
9. This/by/opposed/most/was/people.
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10. What/can/is/done/not/be/undone.

Exercise 4. Correct the mistakes, if any, in the following sentences
The United States of america has often been caled a nation of immigrants. For
centuries, people moved to the US in search of the ‘American Dream’, and million
of people a year still apply for visas to live and work in the US. Nowadays, how
ever, the United States has very strict immigrant controls. There are two main type
of visa. A non-migrant visa are given to people visiting the US for a temporary
period – for example, as tourist, or to study in an American university. If you want
to live in the US permanent, you need immigrant visa. (This is known as “green
card”, although these days the visas are actually white, pink or multi-colored).
There is a number of ways in which you can qualify for a Green card, such as
having close relatives which are american citizens, or investing money to stat your
own busines in the US.
There are limited numbers of visas issued each year though, so you will
probable be put on a waiting list. this means that, even if you will meet all the
requirements, it might be a long time before you can to start a new life in the
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United States.
Exercise 5. Change the following sentences from active into passive:
1. They make Ford cars in Chicago.
2. Farmers grew cotton in Georgia.
3. Bell invented the telephone in 1876.
4. Thieves stole two pictures from the Metropolitan Museum of Art last night.
5. Boeing Company has built three new factories this year.
6. American Indians sold the Manhattan for 24 dollars.
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7. They have bought this necklace at Tiffany's for $20.000.
8. Warner Bros. will produce 50 new series of cartoons about Bugs Bunny.
9. Did they produce many jazz singles last year?
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10. Thomas Edison didn’t invent television.
11. They sell Coca-Cola in many countries.

Exercise 6. Open the brackets using the proper tense and voice:
The Ideal Holiday of Your Life (to announce)!
The west coast of America (to consider) to be very attractive to tourists. The
casinos and nightclubs of Las Vegas (to talk about) always much. But if you (not
to be interested) in gambling, San Francisco is awaiting! The city often (to
describe) as a popular destination for European tourists. The Golden Gate Bridge
(to build) over the San Francisco Bay and is really a sight to remember. The
famous prison Alcatraz (to open) to the public several years ago. Now the life of its
prisoners (can experience) by visitors. In 1890 big areas of unspoiled land in
California (to make) into the Yosemite National Park. Giant Sequoia trees and
other rare plants (to grow) there. Los Angeles, Hollywood, San Diego often (to
describe) as a tourists paradise of the New World. These destinations (to include)
into our tourist programme this year. Join our group! The holiday of a lifetime
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already (to create) for you!
Exercise 7. There is one mistake in each sentence below. Cross it out.
1. How many people they live in San Francisco?
2. After the interesting travel to Los Angeles, he wanted to live in the USA.
3. Tobacco were brought from the New World.
4. My boyfriend lives in the same part of town as me I do.
5. My favourite hobby it is playing baseball.
6. English is speaked all over the world.
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7. One of my friends be living in the USA at the moment.
8. My dad is a doctor and mum does work in a hotel.

9. I was seeing a very good programme on CNN last night.
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10. Elvis Presley was call a king of rock-and roll.
Exercise 8. Choose the right variant:

How the Americans Chose their First President

Everyone (use to think, think, thinks, uses to think) of the President of the
United States (to be, being, like, as) the most powerful man in (western world, the
western world, West, occident). But when the representatives of the thirteen former
British colonies (found, met, encountered, put together) to draw up the constitution
of the new country (at, by, on, in) 1788, (a number, a big lot, a large amount, the
most) of them were not sure whether they (should, would, ought, must) to have a
President at all. There were even (few, a few, little, a little) who (had preferred,
would have preferred, should have preferred, were preferring) a king, (although,
however, nevertheless, in spite of) their successful war against the British king,
George III.
The decision was in doubt (until, as far as, so far as, by) the last moment.
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One group wanted (that the President was elected, the President would be elected,
the President to be elected, to be elected the President) for life, while (another,
other, the other, some other) suggested that (it should, it would, there should, there
would) not be a President, because a Committee would govern the country better; a
third group (would have liked, would, would like, would be liking) a President
(that’s, whose, which, of which) term of office would last seven years but who
could not stand for re-election, because they were afraid he would spend his time
(looking for, to look for, to look at, looking at) votes at the next election.
In the end they chose George Washington as President for four years and let
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him (stand, to stand, be standing, that he stood) for re-election because they trusted
him. But they were (so careful, too careful, careful enough, enough careful) to
make rules in case a future President (would carry, carried, would behave,
behaved) badly and these rules were used to get rid of President Nixon two
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hundred years later.

Exercise 9. Choose the correct word:
A.

1. Columbus at times wondered if the crew would remain loyal to (he, him).
2. Thomas Jefferson and (I, me) served in Congress.
3. Lewis and Clark knew that fame would be ( his, their, theirs) when they
return.

4. One day Americans will be proud of (he, him).
5. Gatsby and Daisy thought that the estate would be too large for (him, her,
them).
6. The congressmen said, “ Public school education was a great help to ( we,
us) immigrants.”
7. The race to finish the railroad was between (I, me) and (he, him).
8. As Armstrong and Aldrin stood on the moon, (he, they) could see the earth
as no one else had ever seen (it, them).
9. (You, Your) ancestors came to America earlier than (she, her).
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B.
1. The sailors returned to their/ there ships.
2. When their/ there is a constitutional parade, it will take place over
there/they’re.
3. Their/there are so many vividly painted houses in California, it is no wonder
the residents take pride in their/ there neighborhoods.
4. The children listened attentively as the teacher spoke to it/them about
George Washington.
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5. Eleanor Roosevelt said that society must help its/their members live together
in harmony.

6. The team of business experts presented its/their report to the public.
7. The constitutional parade made its/their way through the streets of
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Philadelphia.

8. The Bill of Rights has not lost its/their significance in two centuries.
9. Their/they’re rights as citizens are found in the Constitution.
10. They’re/ their going to destroy the village, the priest thought as he ran
their/there in an effort to save the children sleeping in there/their beds.
Vocabulary

Washington D.C.

город Вашингтон

New York City (N.Y.C.)

город Нью-Йорк

District of Columbia (D.C.)

(федеральный) округ Колумбия

“The City of Magnificent Distances”

“Город величественных просторов”

Capitol

Капитолий

White House

Белый дом

Oval Office

«овальный кабинет», рабочий
кабинет президента США
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Jefferson Memorial

памятник Джефферсону

Smithsonian Institution

Смитсоновский институт

(комплекс
научных учреждений и музеев
Washington Monument

обелиск в честь Дж.Вашингтона
конгресс США

Chamber of the Senate

Сенат

House of Representatives

палата представителей (конгресса)

Supreme Court

верховный суд

United Nations Headquarters

штаб-квартира ООН

Constitution of the USA

конституция США

Declaration of Independence

декларация независимости

abolition

отмена

amendment

поправка

appoint

назначить

borough
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approve
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Congress of the USA

одобрять
округ

capricious

безвозмездный

carry out

исполнять

crown
diffusion

венчать

проникновение

department

отделение, отдел

design

замысел, план, проект

discover

открывать, делать открытие

draw up

вырабатывать, разрабатывать

elect

избирать

executive

исполнительный

found

основывать

grant

наделять полномочиями

inauguration

инаугурация
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начертать

judicial

судебный

judge

судья

legislative

законодательный

law

закон

mix up

путать

occupy

занимать

participate

участвовать

recognize

признавать

re-elect

избирать на второй срок
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inscribe

residence

резиденция

sovereignty

суверенность

штат сотрудников
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staff

Exercise 1. Study the vocabulary list. Practise the pronunciation of the words.
Consult the dictionary.

Exercise 2. Give synonyms to the following words:
1. mix up

a. link

2. pick

b. find

3. connect

c. point

4. abolish

d. make up one’s mind

5. discover

e. cancel

6. decide

f. enlarge

7. taper

g. spread

8. diffuse

h. achieve

9. reach

i. become narrower

10. increase

j. confuse
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Exercise 3. Give antonyms to the following words:
a. local

2. difference

b. slavery

3. sovereignty

c. trivial

4. central

d. outside

5. inside

e. initial

6. important

f. similarity

7. unique

g. outer

8. final

h. poverty

9. consolidate

i. irrelevant

10. wealth

f. weaken
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1. interior

Exercise 4. Match the definitions on the left with the words on the right:
1. legislator

a. a sudden and unreasonable change of
mind or behaviour

2. fortune

b. a passage which goes up through a
building so that someone may get in or
out

3. caprice

c. someone who has the power to make

laws
4. shaft

d. a very large amount of money

5. slave

e. a short form of a word or expression

6. sovereignty

f. introduction of a new person into an
important job, such as that of president

7. abolition

g. someone who is legally owned by
another person and works for him for no
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money
8. inauguration

h. complete freedom and power to
govern

9. inscription

i. an official end of a law

10. abbreviation

j. a piece of writing carefully cut on the
surface of a stone

Exercise 5. Give Russian equivalents:
a symbol for the legislative branch of the Government; to be crowned, a symbol for
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the executive branch of the government; to be inscribed; to be noted for; a
capricious gift; diffusion of knowledge; a one-industry city; to be founded; for the
active participation; in honor of; not to be mixed up; to be approved; to recognize
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the sovereignty; to be drawn up; to be granted to somebody.
Exercise 6. Give English equivalents:

к середине 18-ого века; быть назначенным пожизненно; не противоречить
Конституции; быть переизбранным на второй срок; иметь равные
конституционные права; независимо от; в соответствии с; вступать в силу;
Декларация Независимости; центр развлечений; второй по величине город;
состоять из; иметь поддержку.

Exercise 7. Choose the right variant:
1. Government office buildings put (on/up) a flag every morning and take it
(away/down) every evening. 2. Get on a subway in New York and look (on/at) the
newspapers that people (around/among) you are reading. 3. The Republicans tend
to be more conservative and to have more support (between/among) the upper
classes. 4. The President is elected (in/for) a four-year term. 5. The President
decides how the law should be carried (on/out). 6. Within the national
Government, power is divided (among/into) three branches: the legislative,
executive and judicial. 7. By the middle of XVIII century, the English settlers had
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occupied 13 colonies (along/at) the Atlantic coast. 8. The Library of Congress
contains more than 13 million books (on/in) various languages. 9. The Jefferson
Memorial was built (in/to) honor of Thomas Jefferson, the author of the
Declaration of Independence.
Exercise 8. State the part of speech and translate the derivatives:
1. reside – residence – residential
2. execute – executive – execution
4. fortune – fortunate – fortunately
5. science – scientific – scientist
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6. govern – governor – government
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3. settle – settler – settlement

7. usual – usually – unusually

8. memory – memorial – memorize
9. differ – difference – different

10. tradition – traditional – traditionally
11. construct – construction – reconstruction
12. present – represent – representative
13. depend – dependent – independent

Exercise 9. Supply the words for the given definitions:
 Something, especially a stone with writing on it, to remind people of someone
who has died.
 Introducing a new person into an important job such as that of President.
 The people who work for an organization.
 An official end of a law, system etc, especially one that has existed for a long
time.
 Someone who goes to live in a new place where there are few people
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 The group of people who govern the country or state
 An important city where the central government of a country or state is.
 A written change to a law or document
Reading
Exercise 1. Read the following text:
“The city of Magnificent Distances”
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Washington D.C.
The USA is made up of fifty states but the City of Washington is not in any of
these states. It occupies the District of Columbia, abbreviated into D.C., and the
name of the capital always goes with this abbreviation not to be mixed up with
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another Washington, which is a state on the Pacific Coast.
The District of Columbia was called in such a way in honour of Columbus,
the discoverer of America. It is a territory with its own laws and regulations.
When it was decided that the new country needed a new city for its capital,
the first American President George Washington known for the active participation
in the war for Independence, helped to pick the spot – a marshy area between the
states of Virginia and Maryland, on the Potomac River not far from the Atlantic
Ocean. The city was founded there and named in his memory.
Washington D.C. is one of the most magnificent and unusual cities in the
USA.
It is the world’s largest one-industry city. And that industry is government.
The White House, where the US President lives and works, the Capitol, the home
of the US Сongress, and the Supreme Court, are all in Washington.
In the centre of the city rises the Capitol. It is a symbol for the legislative
branch of the Government. It consists of a central building, which is crowned by a
great dome with a statue of Freedom on its top. The central building is connected
at each end by galleries with a large wing, one of which contains the Chamber of
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the Senate, and the other – Hall of the House of Representatives. Beneath the
dome, there is a large monumental hall where you can see works of art describing
American history, and sculptures of famous Americans. The Capitol is a meeting
place for the US Congress and the place for inauguration of most Presidents.
The official residence of the USA president is the White House. It is the
symbol for the executive branch of the government. It is the home and office for
the President. The President often meets his visitors, members of Congress, and
representatives from foreign governments at the White House. It has 132 rooms,
among them the Oval Office where the president works. The first president who
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moved into the White House in 1800 was John Adams. British troops burned the
building in 1814 during the Anglo-American war. After the reconstruction, the
building was painted white, and since then it became traditionally called the White
House.
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One can hardly find a square or an open area in Washington without a
monument or a memorial. The Jefferson Memorial was built in of Thomas
Jefferson, the author of the Declaration of Independence and the third president of
the USA. Inside the Memorial, there is a large statue of Jefferson and his writings
are inscribed on the walls.

The Lincoln Memorial reminds everybody of Abraham Lincoln, the
sixteenth American president who is noted for the slavery abolition. There is a very
large statue of Abraham Lincoln inside the memorial with his two famous speeches
on the walls.

Washington D.C. is one of the United States’ greatest tourist attractions with
its numerous parks and museums, which are among the finest in the world.
The Library of Congress – “the biggest existing library”, contains more than
13 million books in various languages, more than 19 million manuscripts including
the personal papers of all but the more recent presidents.
The Smithsonian Institution, a unique organization including scientific
institutes, art galleries, Zoos – all the result of a capricious gift from an
Englishman named James Smithson who never saw America in his life and left all
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his fortune to the United States to found “an institution for the increase and
diffusion of knowledge among men”. The National Air and Space Museum is one
of the most visited among them. The museum has aircraft and spacecraft that were
important in aviation history.
Thousands of tourists visit Washington every day. The city greets its visitors
with the Cherry-Blossom festival every spring. The pink and white blossom of the
Japanese cherry trees near the Washington Monument creates a magnificent
delicate picture. This beautiful monument is a tapering white marble shaft 169
meters high. Memorial stones from the 50 states of the USA, foreign countries,
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cities and organizations, were put into the interior walls. The top platform is
reached by a lift, and from there a visitor can enjoy a beautiful panoramic view of
the American capital.

1.
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Exercise 2. Fill in the blanks:

The D.C. is the territory of the national … of the USA with its own … and

regulations.
2.

The Capitol is a symbol for the … branch of … .

3.

The official … of the USA president is the White House. It is the symbol for

the … branch of the Government.
4.

The Jefferson Memorial was built in honor of Thomas Jefferson, the author

of the Declaration of … and the … president of the USA
5.

The Lincoln Memorial reminds everybody of Abraham Lincoln, the

sixteenth American president who is noted for the … abolition.
6.

The Smithsonian institution, a … and cultural organization is the largest

complex of … in the world.
7.

The pink and white blossom of the Japanese … trees near the ... Monument

creates a magnificent delicate picture.
Exercise 3. Complete the sentences with the best answer (a, b, or c) according to
the information in the text:
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1. When it was decided that the new country needed a new city for its capital,
____________________________________________________________ .
a) the American President George Washington asked his people to decide
where the new capital should be.
b) the first American President George Washington helped to pick the spot
c) one of the old cities of the country was reconstructed and renamed
Washington is the world’s largest one-industry city_____________________
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2.
.

a) and that industry is tourism
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b) and that industry is electronics

c) and that industry is government
3.

The President often meets his visitors

members of Congress, and

representatives from foreign governments ___________________________
.

a) at the Capitol

b) at the White House

c) at the Smithsonian institution
4.

The Smithsonian institution, a scientific and cultural organization founded in
1846 is _______________________________________________________
.
a) the largest complex of museums in the world.
b) the greatest library in the USA
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c)
5.

the most equipped medical center
Memorial stones from the 50 states of the USA, foreign countries, cities and
organizations, were put into _____________________________________ .

a) the interior walls of the Washington Monument
b) the outer walls of the Jefferson Memorial
c)

the National Gallery foundation
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Exercise 4. Mark the statements as true or false:
Washington is the largest industrial center of the USA.

2.

All the national symbols of the USA are in its capital.

3.

The Library of Congress – contains more than 5 million books in English

4.

An Englishman named James Smithson who saw America many times in his
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1.

life left all his fortune to the United States to found the National Art Gallery.
5.

The Jefferson Memorial honors Thomas Jefferson who is noted for slavery
abolition in the USA.

The White House is named after the architect who designed it (Charles White).
Exercise 5. Read the following text:

The Political System of the USA.

By the middle of XVIII century, the English settlers had occupied 13 colonies
along the Atlantic coast. In May 1775, their representatives met in Philadelphia,
and in 1776, the Declaration of Independence was approved. As a result of War of
Independence Britain was defeated and recognized the sovereignty of the United
States. George Washington was elected the first President of the country.
In 1787, the American Constitution was drawn up in Philadelphia, which,
with its 26 amendments is in forth until present. According to the Constitution, the
USA is a union of 50 states under strong federal government. Within the national
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Government, power is divided among three branches: the legislative, executive and
judicial.
All legislative powers are granted to the Congress, consisting of two Houses:
the Senate and the House of Representatives. Each state, regardless of the
population, has two senators, elected for a term of six years. The number of
members of the House of Representatives is 435, and they are elected for two
years. Each House has equal constitutional rights, e.g. to introduce bills on any
subject. Its residence is Capitol. The President is the head of the executive branch
and the country. He decides how the law should be carried out. In addition to the
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President, Vice-President and their staff, the executive branch consists of
departments and agencies. The President is elected for a four-year term, but may be
re-elected for another term. The official residence of the US President is the White
House in Pennsylvania Avenue.
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The judicial branch interprets laws and makes sure that new laws agree with
the Constitution.

The Supreme Court is the highest court in the USA, all its decisions are final.
It consists of nine judges who are appointed for life.
The USA has two main political parties – the Democratic and the Republican
parties. There are no clear differences between them now. In general, the
Republicans tend to be more conservative and to have more support among the
upper classes, while the Democrats tend to be more liberal and to have more
support among the working class and the poor.

Exercise 6. Mark the statements as true or false:
1. The Declaration of Independence was approved. in May 1775.
2. George Washington was elected the first President of the US.
3. There are 25 amendments in the US Constitution.
4. There are 50 states in the country.
5. The Congress possesses all executive powers.
6. The Senate is one of the two Houses of Congress.
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7. Senators are elected for a six-year term.
8. Congressional representatives are elected for a four-year term.
9. The President can serve a complete term of eight years.
10. The decisions of the Supreme Court can be appealed.
Exercise 7. Answer the questions:
1. When and where was the Declaration of Independence signed?
2. How many states did initially constitute the US?
3. What are the branches of power within the US Government?
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4. Does the number of senators depend on the population of the state?
5. What is the residence of Congress?

6. Which House has the right to introduce bills?

7. How many times can the President be reelected?
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8. What are the functions of the Supreme Court?
9. What is the term that judges of the Supreme Court serve?
10. Which of the major political parties does mostly proletariat support?
Exercise 8. Read the following text:

New York.

New York attracts people from all over. Get on a subway in New York and
look at the newspapers that people around you are reading. One person is reading a
newspaper in Spanish, another in Chinese, yet others in Arabic, Russian, Italian,
Yiddish, and French. New York was always a city of immigrants. It still is.
Although New York is not the capital of the United States, it is the biggest
and most important city of the country. New York is situated on the Atlantic coast,
in the Northeast of the country in the state of New York in the mouth of the deep
Hudson River. It is the financial and media capital of the world, the centre of the
American cultural life and the national leader of fashion and entertainment. The
“Big Apple” is the nickname of the city. New York with the population of 16
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million people, is the second largest city and the biggest seaport of the world. It
was founded in 1613 by Dutch settlers. It consists of five large boroughs:
Manhattan, the Bronx, Queens, Brooklyn and Richmond.
There are a lot of places of interest in New York. The most famous among
them is The Statue of Liberty, given to the USA by France in 1886. Its torch
towers about 200 feet over the harbour and can be seen at night for many miles. It
is the largest statue in the world. The Empire State Building used to be the first,
but now it is only the third tallest building in the world. It is a 102- storeyed
building with an observatory on the 86th floor. Broadway is the longest street in
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the world. It is 12 miles long. It is the centre of entertainments. The Metropolitan
Museum is by now probably the richest museum in the world of painting and other
objects of Art, due to what had been bought by the Europeans after the 2nd World
War. Besides, we can see the works of American painters there. The Central Park
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is the largest park in the world. The Fifth Avenue has the best houses, hotels and
fashionable shops. Times Square is known as New York’s theatre land the
Metropolitan Museum of Art and many other museums are situated there. The
Rockefeller Centre belongs to the Rockefeller family. It is 15 skyscrapers housing
several large corporations. It is also known as “Radio City”. There is a theatre, too.
The United Nations Headquarters was built in 1952. The building and the
grounds contain sculptures and other works of art, donated by member nations.
Exercise 9. Finish the sentences using the information from the text:
1. New York was always … .
2. Although New York is not the capital … .
3. New York is situated … .
4. The city was founded in … .
5. The Statue of Liberty was given to … .
6. The Empire State Building is a … .
7. The Metropolitan Museum is by now probably … .
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8. Times Square is known … .
Exercise 10. Mark the statements as true or false:
1. New York was once the capital of the USA.
2. It consists of four large boroughs: the Bronx, Queens, Brooklyn and
Richmond.
3. New York is situated on the Atlantic coast in the North-West of the country.
4. The Empire State Building is the tallest building in the world.
5. The Metropolitan Museum exhibits predominantly the works of American
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painters.
6. The Metropolitan Museum of Art is located in the Central Park.
7. Broadway is the longest street in the USA.

8. The “Red Apple” is the nickname of the city.
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Exercise 11. Answer the question:

What information in the text is new to you?

The National Symbols of the USA.
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 Independence Hall (Declaration of Independence and U.S. Constitution
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were signed here)
 The Statue of Liberty
 The White House
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 Lincoln Memorial
 The Capitol

 The American Flag

 Washington Monument

 Liberty Bell (Rang on July 4, 1776, for the national holiday, Independence
Day)

Translation

Exercise 1. Translate the text from exercise 1 in the section Reading.
Exercise 2. Translate the text from exercise 5 in the section Reading.
Exercise 3. Translate the text from exercise 8 in the section Reading.
Exercise 4. Translate the following text from English into Russian .
The American Flag and the Statue of Liberty.
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The American Flag has three names: Old Glory, Stars and Stripes, and the
Star-Spangled Banner. The third name is also the name of the national song.
The Flag represents freedom and justice in the USA. It has three colours: red,
white and blue. There are 13 red and white stripes. These stripes represent the
original 13 states. There is a field of blue with white stars. In 1990, there were 50
stars. Each star represents one of the states in the USA. The states are united as one
nation with liberty and justice for everyone.
People put up flags on special holidays. Government office buildings put up a
flag every morning and take it down every evening.
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The statue of liberty was a gift from France in 1886. It represents freedom,
opportunity for Americans, and international friendship. In early 1900’s, many
immigrants came by boat to the USA. They saw the statue on an island near NewYork City. It was their first sight of America.
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There is a museum in the bottom part of the statue. It has exhibits about the
history of immigration in the USA. There are many pictures, letters, and objects
from the native countries of the immigrants.

Exercise 5. Translate the quotations from English into Russian (Belarusian).
1. A city is in many respects a great business corporation, but in other respects, it
is enlarged housekeeping.

Jane Addams

2. I only regret that I have but one life to lose for my country.
Nathan Hale, patriot
3. You must learn the American language if you want to understand the American
people.
T.C. Halliburton, Canadian legislator
4. Give me liberty, or give me death!
Patrick Henry, U.S. public official
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5. Give me your tired, your poor, our huddled masses yearning to breath free, …
Emma Lazarus, poem appearing on the Statue of Liberty.
6. With malice toward none; with charity for all; with firmness in the right, as God
gives us to see the right.
Abraham Lincoln
7. Equality of rights, embodied in general self-government, is the great moral
element in modern democracy
Carl Schurz, U.S. secretary of the interior
8. Now he belongs to the ages.
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Edwin M.Stanton, U.S. secretary of war, on the death of Lincoln

Exercise 6. Translate the following sentences into English, using the words in
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brackets:

1. В 1828 году в Соединенных Штатах было начато строительство
первой

пассажирской

железной

дороги

и

опубликован

“Американский словарь английского языка” Вебстера (construction,
passenger railroad).

2. В 1840 году Эдгар По опубликовал сборник коротких рассказов
(short story collection).

3. В 1879 году Томас Эдисон изобрел электрическую лампочку
(invent).

4. 5-ого мая 1961 года Соединенные Штаты осуществили первый
пилотируемый полет в космос (perform, manned flight).
5. 20-ого июля 1969 года произошла высадка первого американского
астронавта на Луне (take place, landing).
6. 12-ого aпреля 1981 года Соединенные Штаты запустили в космос
первый в мире космический корабль многоразового использования
(launch, spacecraft, reusable).
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7. В 1992 году отмечалась пятисотая годовщина открытия Америки
(celebrate, anniversary, discovery).

Exercise 7. Translate the following text from English into Russian (Belarusian).
Pattern of the City
Some American cities are planned out in squares, like New York. Others
are planned spider’s web-shape. Washington combines both. It’s street plan
seems at first to be awfully complicated, but it’s not so bad as it seems and, in
fact, is quite orderly and logical once a few basic rules have been learnt.
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The first is that the Capitol Building is the city’s central point. From this
centre the city is divided into four sections: North West, North East, South
West, South East.
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The Capitol Building is also the point from which the city’s streets are
numbered or lettered. The streets east and west of the Capitol are numbered.
Similarly, the streets to the north and to the south are named for letters of the
alphabet .

This simple plan is made more complicated by a handful of broad
avenues, all named after the original thirteen American states that fan out
through the city.

With these rules in mind, finding the way around Washington becomes a
matter of logic.

Writing
Exercise 1. Put down the dates from exercise 6 in section Translation in words:
Exercise 2. Put down the proper names from exercises 1, 5 and 8 in section
Reading in transcription. Consult a dictionary.
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Exercise 3. Look at the pictures of the National Symbols of the USA. Turn the
page and make a list of the symbols you remember.
Exercise 4. Compose the plan of excursion about New York. Mention the sights
you consider the most attractive for a foreigner.
Exercise 5. Write a short passage, beginning with the words: “If I were President, I
would give my citizens the following rights: …”
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Exercise 6. Compose crosswords, using the nouns from your active vocabulary.
Exercise 7. Write a letter to your friend about your virtual holidays in Washington.
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Mention the attractions that impressed you most.

Exercise 8. You are a journalist, getting ready to interview a U.S. public official.
Write at least 10 questions concerning the political system of the USA.

Speaking

Exercise 1. Work with a partner.

Partner A looks at the paragraph US Constitution A. Partner В looks at the
paragraph US Constitution B.
Partner A reads the first paragraph aloud to Partner В two or three times.
First, Partner В listens. Then, as Partner A reads again, Partner В writes the
missing words on the blanks.
Switch the roles. Partner В reads the second paragraph aloud to Partner A
two or three times. First, Partner A listens. Then, Partner A writes the missing
words on the blanks.
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US Constitution A
The US Constitution says the US is a democracy. The people help make the
decisions. The citizens choose leaders or representatives to work in the
government. The federal government has three branches with different duties. No
person or part of the government has too much power.

The Constitution is the supreme 7)______of the country. It tells the important
rules of the US. It 8) _____________________the rights of 9)_______________
people living in the US The Bill of 10)_________________lists many of our most
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important rights. The US Constitution is a 11)___________________ Constitution
because the people and representatives can make 12)_____________ and additions
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to the Constitution.
U.S. Constitution В

The U.S. Constitution says the U.S. is a 1)______________ . The people help
2)_____________the decisions. The 3) ________________ choose leaders or
representatives to work in the government. The federal government has 4)_______
branches with different 5)_____________. No person or part of the government
has too much 6)_____________.

The Constitution is the supreme law of the country. It tells the important rules
of the U.S. It protects the rights of all people living in the U.S. The Bill of Rights
lists many of our most important rights. The U.S. Constitution is a living
Constitution because the people and representatives can make changes and
additions to the Constitution.
Exercise 2. Say what democratic rights and freedoms you consider most important.
Compare your point of view with that of your group mates.
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Exercise 3. Choose a guide and ask him questions about Washington D.C., its
history and attractions. Let him answer, using the information from exercise 1. in
section Reading.
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Exercise 4. Study the scheme and complete the sentences:

The President can do three of these things:
The President . . .
___ 1.
__ 2.
__ 3.
__ 4.
__ 5.

makes plans for foreign policy.
appoints people to the Supreme Court.
writes taxes for states.
votes in the Senate.
sends soldiers to war.

Exercise 5. Read the following quotations. Agree or disagree with the author:
1.

And I’m a migrant, for if a migration is anything, it’s a state of mind …
Jack Agueros, U.S. author

2.

Human beings are not born once and for all on the day their mothers give

birth to them, but that life obliges them over and over again to give birth to
themselves.
Gabriel Garcia Marquez
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3.

Democracy doesn’t necessarily result from majority rule, but rather from the

forged compromise of the majority with the minority.
Daniel Inouye, U.S. senator
4.

The United States themselves are the greatest poem
Walt Whitman

Exercise 6. Agree or disagree with the statement: “Capitals should be not only
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political centers. » Compare your point of view with that of your group mates.
Exercise 7. Answer the following questions: Does Belarus have its national
symbols? What are they? What events of Belarusian history are they connected
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with?

Exercise 8. Discuss in class what events you consider the most important in the
history of the USA; in the history of Belarus.

Exercise 9. Look at the map. Read the directions and write the destination.
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1. You're coming out of Percy Library. Turn left, then first right, go across
one street, turn left on to Jackson Street, then take a right after the big intersection.
Go across one more street, and your destination is on your right. You can't miss it.
Destination:_______________________________________________________
2. You're coming out of Kennedy Hospital. Turn right, then take the second
right. Go straight ahead to the top of this long street, turn right and your destination
is on your right.
Destination:_______________________________________________________
3. You're coming out of Memorial Park facing Fraser Street. Go straight ahead
through two intersections, go right at the next intersection, go across one street,
take a left at the next street, then go across two more streets, and you'll see your
destination on your left.
Destination:________________________________________________________
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Exercise 10. Look at the map again. Write three different ways of getting from
Percy Library to Convention Hall.
a.

Go south to Kennedy Boulevard,

then_______________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
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b. Go up to Perry Street and turn left to Columbus Drive,
then_______________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
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__________________________________________________________________
с. Go up to Perry Street and take a right,

then_______________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Fun

Exercise 1. Read the story and retell it.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN, American political leader
and the 16th president of the United States
Once a neighbour of Lincoln’s in Springfield heard some children crying in
the street. He ran to the door and saw Lincoln with two of his sons. They were the
children who were crying in the street.
“What’s the matter with the boys?” Lincoln’s neighbour asked. “The same
thing that is the matter with the whole world,” Lincoln replied. “I’ve got three
walnuts, and each wants two.
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Exercise 2. How many words can you make from the word Washington in five
minutes’ time?
Exercise 3. The adjectives below are among those that were often used to
describe Abraham Lincoln. Match the adjectives and their definitions. Consult
the dictionary.
a. clumsy

2. insightful

b. able to understand situations

3. compassionate

с. clever

4. capable

d.expressing yourself in a powerful way

5. shrewd

e. having feeling and concern for others

6. awkward

f. having abilities

7. ambitious

g. having a strong desire to succeed
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1. eloquent

Exercise 4. Do the Puzzle:

Circle the names of the symbols in the puzzle below. The first one is done for
you.
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Unit 13. Mass Media
Grammar : Infinitives; Active and Passive Voices of the Infinitive; Complex
Subject; Complex Object.
Vocabulary: Newspapers; TV.
Reading: Text “The British Press”; Text “Television in Modern Life”; Text
“Children and Television”.
Writing: Interview Writing; Essay Writing; Reporting.
Translation: Translation of the Texts, lexical problems in translation.
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Speaking: Group Discussion, Project Work, Dialogues and Monologue Speech
Fun: Interesting Facts, Crosswords.
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Grammar

Exercise 1. Insert the particle ‘to’ where necessary.
1. You must …be careful.

2. Don’t forget…turn off the TV set.
3. You can…go home if you like.

4. The first thing…do is …listen to the news.
5. Never…study at night was my rule.

6. He was…buy a copy of the Guardian.
7. You shall …learn the poem by heart.
8. Judy is hard…control.
9. They were afraid…read the telegram.
10. I don’t have an idea how…behave.
Exercise 2. Paraphrase using Infinitive.

1. Is there anybody who will help me with the translation?
2. The accident was too terrible, I don’t want to talk about it.
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3. Here is a new brush which you can clean your teeth with.
4. She was so upset that she didn’t understand my explanation.
5. I have only a few minutes in which I can explain these words to you.
6. The problem was so difficult that it was impossible to solve it.
7. Here is something which will cheer you up.
8. She has got so plump that she can’t wear her new dress.
9. I have brought you a book which you can read now.
10. I have too little wool, I can’t make a sweater.
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Exercise 3. Use either Active Infinitive or Passive Infinitive forms.
1. He seems (to read/ to be read) a lot.

2. She hoped (to help/ to be helped) by the teacher.

3. We expect (to invite/to be invited ) to the wedding.
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4. I want (to take/ to be taken) to the concert by my father.
5. We were sorry (to find/ to be found) the house in a mess.
6. She is always glad (to tell/to be told) the news by her friends.
7. They seem (to work/to be worked) at the same office.
8. He expected (to send for/to be sent for) in case of emergency.
9. Jane was glad (to make/to be made) fun of her boy-friend.
10. You always seem (to find/to be found) fault with.
Exercise 4. Paraphrase the following sentences using Complex Object.
1. You should be more careful. I want it.
2. The girl sang the song to the end and I heard her.
3. I expect that the letter should be typed in time.
4. They crossed the street and got into a car. I saw them.
5. I know that he is a great scientist.
6. I didn’t expect that my mother would forget to water the flowers.
7. The lady saw that the stranger opened the door and entered the house.
8. The boy felt that the bear touched him, but he didn’t move.
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9. The policeman noticed that the woman waved to him.
10. I should buy a newspaper. My father wants it.
Exercise 5. Paraphrase the following sentences using Complex Subject.
1. It seems that they know all about it.
2. It appeared that he was an ideal man.
3. It is believed that the climate here is very healthful.
4. It seems that the old lady doesn’t hear me well.
5. It turned out that his office was in one of the back streets.
7. It appears that he doesn’t want to help me.
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6. It is said that the book is popular with both old and young people.
8. It was reported that the weather in Europe was exceedingly hot.
9. It happened that the door was locked.
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10. It is supposed that this type of rocket has many advantages.
Exercise 6. Insert the particle ‘to’ where necessary.
1. The music was heard…reinforce.
2. Mike seemed…be nervous.

3. She made him…fetch the napkin.

4. They are expected…be back by the end of the week.
5. The door was noticed…open with a low crack.
6. I want you…be more polite in public.

7. The lady turned out…be terribly mean.
8. They heard her…cry out something bitter.
9. The teacher didn’t let us…leave the room.
10. He is known…be the author of this book.
Exercise 7. Fill in the gaps with the right prepositions.
1. They accuse him…breaking into the house.
2. He didn’t agree…my leaving the house.
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3. My success depends…your helping me.
4. I insist…being told the truth.
5. My friend succeeded…translating the whole text.
6. Mary thought…moving to London.
7. She always complains…feeling unwell.
8. We are looking forward…seeing you again.
9. Ladies and gentlemen, thank you…coming.
10. The girl was afraid…falling as the road was icy.

1. They promised (to come/ coming) in time.
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Exercise 8. Chose either Gerund or Infinitive.
2. Don’t forget (to send/ sending) the documents.

3. Olga suggested (to visit/ visiting) an old friend of hers.
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4. Do you remember (to see/ seeing) the film before?
5. The girl stopped (to cry/ crying) and smiled.
6. He failed (to enter/ entering) the university.

7. I’ll never forget (to speak/speaking) to the Queen.
8. We offered (to discuss/ discussing) the affair at the meeting.
9. I prefer (to drive/ driving) to (to walk/ walking) on foot.
10. Imagine (to get/ getting) up at 5 a.m.!

Exercise 9. Cross out the unnecessary word:
1. How about we watching TV tonight?
2. Can I please to borrow one of your CDs?
3. I saw Alice to open your bag.
4. Let’s not to tell him the news yet.

5. My parents forbade me watching TV after the watershed.
6. Mum made her son to do his homework instead of watching cartoons.
7. She hates to being asked for advice.
8. We found the show being very amusing.
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9. To working in the open air is useful.
10. He went to the post-office for to send a telegram.
Exercise 10. Find sentences with mistakes and correct them. Mind gerunds and
infinitives.
1. I can’t stand people telling a lie to me.
2. I don’t mind for helping you with your homework.
3. You had better not to tell anyone about this.
4. My father advises us reading broadsheets.
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5. She apologized to me for not buying The Times for me.
Vocabulary
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Study the following active vocabulary for the topic:
Newspapers and Magazines
printed media
newspaper
magazine

broadsheet
tabloid

gutter press
circulation
readership
Contents
article
story

editorial, leading article
page
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home news
foreign/international news
business news
feature article
radio and TV programmes
sports page
advertisement
comic strip
gossip column
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supplement
review
horoscope
cartoon
scandal
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crossword
paparazzo

Television

TV, telly, box

colour television set
cable television

satellite television
network
viewer

prime time (8-11 p.m.)
TV addict
People in TV
announcer
newsreader
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presenter
TV reporter, correspondent
commentator
quiz master
cameraman, operator
editor
producer
technician
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soundman
Programmes
programme
daily
weekly
monthly
news
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show

current affairs programme
special report

live report, broadcast
talk show

panel discussion
interview
documentary

children’s programme
cartoon
educational programme
weather report, forecast
variety show
quiz programme
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feature film
thriller
western
“soap opera”
Television Techniques
to broadcast a programme
to cover news, events
to show smth on TV
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to appear on the programme
to be on the air
to record/ tape/ videotape
to cater for smb’s interests
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to censor a programme

to conduct an interview

Exercise 1. Match definitions on the left with the words on the right:
1. broadsheet

a. a newspaper published every day

2. readership

b. articles in a newspaper featuring art

3. editor

c. an additional part of a newspaper/magazine

4. circulation

d. a newspaper reporter/photographer fallowing famous
people

5. art review

e. the number of a newspaper’s copies generally sold

6. daily

f. a newspaper with many pictures and a limited amount of
serious news

7. gossip
column
8. paparazzo

g. a newspaper for intelligent readership covering
important news and affairs
h. the particular number or type of people who read a
newspaper or a magazine

9. tabloid

i. a newspaper article dealing with gossip and scandal
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10. supplement

j. the person who is in charge of a newspaper and is
responsible for its organisation

Exercise 2. Give synonyms for the following words:
a. objective

2. to show

b. to print

3. to cover smth

c. a magazine

4. fair

d. to pay attention to smth

5. free

e. a reporter

6. to publish

f. gutter press

7. a magazine

g. a programme

8. a journalist

h. to feature smth

9. a broadcast

i. independent
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1. yellow press

10. to focus on smth

j. to broadcast

Exercise 3. Give antonyms for the following words:
1. biased (reporting)

a. a Sunday paper

2. local/ regional

b. gutter press/ yellow press

3. a broadsheet reporter

c. foreign/ international news

4. a tabloid

d. the back page

5. quality press

e. objective

6. a daily/ daily paper

f. national

7. the front page

g. a paparazzo

8. home news

h. a broadsheet

9. live (interview)

i. a children’s programme

10. an adult film

j. recorded

Exercise 4. Which of these words collocate with news? Complete the sentences
with some of the words in the table:
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room

agency

conference

worthy

stand

flash

print

hound/ hawk

desk

1. The newsroom is the place where journalists write their reports.
2. You can buy a paper at a news… or at a news… in the street.
3. If it is a good story, it is news… .
4. A good reporter is sometimes called a news… .
5. Politicians often inform journalists about their actions at news…s.
6. If a news is very important, it can be announced in a news… .
7. The type of letters of a newspaper is called the news… .
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8. A news… is an organisation buys and sells news reports from all over the
world.

Exercise 5. The following words often appear in newspaper headlines. Match them
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to their meanings.
1. to quit

a. the important factor

2. to bid

b. to try to buy/ take over smth

3. to cut

c. to support

4. to back

d. to reduce

5. to hit

e. to affect smth badly

6. talks

f. to resign

7. key

g. formal discussions

Exercise 6. Match the newspaper headlines to the sections.
1. Poland hit by more bad weather

a. UK news

2. Mobile phone company makes bid for

b. world news

rival
3. Russian satellites launched

c. politics

4. Poor results force England’s cricket

d. business
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captain to quit
5. Cancer screening benefits praised

e. education

6. A magical performance

f. sports

7. TV standards falling

g. science/technology

8. UK backs peace plan

h. entertainment

9. South-East Asian leaders meet for new

i. health

talks
10. Education spending key to next

j. reviews
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election
Exercise 7. Chose the right variant:

1. A … is a programme on which members of the audience are asked
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questions, in case of correct answers they receive prizes.
a) interview

b) quiz show

c) live footage

2. A…is a short film providing entertainment.
a) feature film b) soap opera

c) documentary

3. A… is a TV play continuing from day to day, presenting emotional and
melodramatic situations.
a) cereal

b) soap opera

c) current affairs programme

4. A… is a film featuring adventures of the first white American settlers.
a) thriller

b)documentary

c) western

5. A…is a programme on which a presenter and his guests are discussing some
affairs.
a) panel discussion

b) interview c) sitcom

6. A… is an entertaining show combining music, dancing and humour.
a) talk show

b) variety show

c) commercial

7. A… is a comedy with funny heroes who fall into absurd situations.
a) sitcom

b) cartoon

c) special report

Exercise 8. Change the words from the table and fill in the gaps:
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Can’t get enough TV
Is TV addiction becoming Britain’s new problem? New figures from
the1)………Office of Statistics 2)………suggest that this might be the case. Their
3)………have found that watching TV is the nation’s 4)………pastime. Britons on
average, watch an 5)………amount of TV each week. The 6)………couch
potatoes 7)………watch more than six hours of TV every day. The 8)………of
these people enjoy soap operas, 9)………series and game shows and can’t wait for
10)………TV with all the new channels it will offer.
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Addict, nation, certain, research, favour, believe, bad, regular, major, entertain,
digit
Exercise 9. Insert prepositions:
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1. Broadsheets devote much space … politics and other 'serious' news.
2. Tabloids concentrate … 'human interest' stories.
3. Most local papers do not appear … Sundays.
4. In Britain morning papers are delivered … the front door … a teenager who
gets up …half past five every day.

5. Editors must be responsible … what their newspaper prints.
6. Modern television offers the viewers several programmes …different
channels.

7. We like to watch television programmes dealing … animals and birds and
all kinds of living things.
8. Researchers have been especially concerned … children.
9. Today's children are so addicted … TV that nothing else interests them.
10. Viewers often complain…the poor level of some TV programmes.
Exercise 10. Correct mistakes:
1. A life report is much more exiting than a recorded one.
2. What’s in the air tonight? – A cooking programme.
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3. We watch TV set every evening.
4. A good serial can keep the whole family behind the telly for days.
5. You can give much useful information on the educational channel.
6. Today's standards is objective, biased reporting.
7. TV makes children teach the alphabet, reading and numbers.
8. There are many excellent educational programs, especially by children
9. Are all newspaper journalists responsible for what they broadcast?
10. Freedom the press in the USA is protected by the Bill of Rights.
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Reading
Exercise 1. Read the following text.

The British Press
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British people watch a lot of television. They are also reported to be the
world's most dedicated home-video users. But this does not mean that they have
given up reading. They are the world's third biggest newspaper buyers; only the
Japanese and the Swedes buy more.

The importance of the national press

Nearly 80% of all British people buy a copy of one of the main national
papers every day. There are more than eighty local and regional daily papers: but
the total circulation of all of them together is much less than the combined
circulation of the national 'dailies'. Most local papers do not appear on Sundays, so
on that day the dominance of the national press is absolute.
The 'Sunday papers' are so-called because that is the only day on which they
appear. The Sunday papers sell slightly more copies than the national dailies and
are thicker.
Most newsagents organize the morning ‘paper round’ and more than half of
the country’s readers get their morning paper delivered to their door by a teenager
who gets up at around half past five every day in order to earn a bit of extra pocket
money.
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The two types of national newspaper
Each of the national papers can be characterized as belonging to one of two
distinct categories.
The ‘quality papers’ or ‘broadsheets’ cater for the better educated readers.
The ‘popular papers’ or ‘tabloids’ sell to a much larger readership. They contain
far less print than the broadsheets and far more pictures. They use larger headlines
and write in a simpler style of English. While the broadsheets devote much space
to politics and other 'serious' news, the tabloids concentrate on 'human interest'
stories, which often means sex and scandal.
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However, the broadsheets do not completely ignore sex and scandal or any
other aspect of public life. Both types of paper devote equal amounts of attention to
sport. The difference between them is in the treatment of the topics they cover and
in which topics are given the most prominence.
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The reason that the quality newspapers are called broadsheets and the
popular ones tabloids is because they are different shapes. The broadsheets are
twice as large as the tabloids.

Standards of reporting

One of the central principles of British society is the right to know, and the
main function of the media is to communicate to society what its members do, feel
and think. Therefore, the media must be free to discuss whatever they think is
important for the public welfare. At the same time they must be responsible for
what they print and broadcast and be fair, accurate and objective in their coverage
of events. Journalism requires intelligence, knowledge, experience and powers of
observation.
A free press is one of the greatest achievements of democratic society.
Freedom of the press is protected by law. At the same time there are laws against
libel and invasion of privacy, as well as limits on what reporters may do in order to
get a story.
Newspapers are the oldest of the news media in Britain. They have always
been highly political. Nevertheless it is essential that news be reported honestly
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and objectively.
Approximately half of all daily newspapers classify themselves as
independent. One of the canons of British journalism is that the press must be free
of any ties, except the public interest, i.e. it must not promote private or selfish
interests. Today's standards are objective, unbiased reporting. The Times and the
Observer, as well as the Guardian, the Independent and the Daily Telegraph are the
most important daily newspapers that shape public opinion. They focus on major
home and international events and are known for their responsibility,
independence, impartiality and fair play and in this way differ from supermarket
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tabloids, such as the Daily Express, which lay stress on celebrities, human interest
stories about children, pets, diet and health tips.

The British mass media are now troubled by growing public dissatisfaction.
Critics complain that journalists are always emphasizing the negative, the
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sensational, and the abnormal rather than the normal. There is a feeling that the
press sometimes goes too far, crossing the fine line between the public's right to
know and the right of individuals to privacy and the right of the government to
protect the national security.

Exercise 2. Indicate the following statements as true (T) or false (F).
1. The British are the world's biggest newspaper buyers.
2. British local papers do not appear on Sundays.
3. Broadsheets concentrate on politics, while tabloids deal with 'human interest'
stories.
4. The quality newspapers are called broadsheets because they cover news from
abroad.
5. Most British people buy morning newspapers at newsstands’.
6. Freedom of the press is protected by British law.
7. Journalists in Great Britain may write in their articles what they think fit.
8. British newspapers have always taken political stands.
9. The Daily Express is known for its responsibility and independence.
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10. Some people are not pleased with “yellow” journalism.
Exercise 3. Answer the following questions.
1. Do newspapers play an important part in the life of British people?
2. What is the morning ‘paper round’?
3. What are the two main types of the newspaper in GB?
4. In what way do they differ? Who reads them?
5. What is the difference between a ‘daily’ and a ‘Sunday paper’?
6. What is the main function of mass media in Great Britain?
8. Is the British press free and democratic?
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7. What are the standards of reporting in Great Britain?
9. Give examples of some British tabloids/broadsheets.

10. Why are the British dissatisfied with their mass media?
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Exercise 4. Read the following text.

Television in Modern Life

How do people usually answer questions like "What are you going to do
tonight?" or "What are you doing at the weekend?" In other words how do people
spend their free time? Some twenty or thirty years ago the usual answers used to
be:

"We're going to the theatre (or to the cinema)" or "We're going to a party" or
"We're having some friends round". Now you very often hear "We're going to stay
at home and watch the telly'." A colour TV set has become an ordinary thing in the
household today.
Modern television offers the viewers several programmes on different
channels. In addition to regular newscasts you can see plays and films, operas and
ballets, and watch all kinds of contests, quizzes, and sporting events. You can also
get a lot or useful information on the educational channel. A good serial (perhaps,
a detective story or a screen version of a classical novel) can keep the whole family
in front of the telly for days, and we spend hours and hours watching our favourite
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football or hockey team in an important international event. Television most
definitely plays a very important part in people's lives. But is this a good thing or a
bad one? Haven't we become lazier because of television? Don't we go out less
often than we used to? Don't we read less?
We tend to view more and listen less, as time goes on. Take, for example,
meetings between famous people in various walks of life. We like seeing the
people taking part in these discussions. Merely hear their voices is not quite the
same thing. We also like to watch television programmes dealing with animals and
birds and all kinds of living things in their natural surroundings, as well as to watch
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sporting events in actual progress. Above all we love seeing dramatic
entertainments of all kinds: the plays of many leading dramatists: dramatized
versions of the works of famous novelists: lovely one-act plays, comic turns and
amusing episodes of all sorts.
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We can hear symphony concerts, operas and oratorios and popular melodies
all transmitted with lifelike clarity. We have an opportunity of hearing wellinformed talks on archeology history, geography, science and technology. We hear
critics talking about new books, films, plays, works of art. We hear living poets
reading their own poems.

Exercise 5. Indicate the following statements as true (T) or false (F).
1. Most people nowadays spend their free time by going to the cinema.
2. A black and white TV set has become an ordinary thing in the household.
3. Generally there are some educational programmes on TV.
4. Sports events (football matches, etc.) are seldom broadcast.
5. Sometimes it is enough to listen to the voices of famous people.
6. TV channels provide talks on different academic subjects.
7. Art lovers can always find a TV programme to their taste.
8. If viewers want to watch animals or birds, there are only reports from the zoo.
9. Music on TV is as natural as in concert halls.
10. We listen less and view more.
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Exercise 6. Read the following text.
Children and Television
There have been more than 2,300 studies and reports on the effects of television
on American society. Most of them show that these effects are mainly negative.
Researchers have been especially concerned about children. In the past decade
researchers have had children participate in numerous studies. They had children
watch television intensively for three weeks. The results showed a drop in the
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children's creativity.
Teachers can't get children to pay attention for any length of time because
today's children want everything to be as fast and entertaining as TV. Dr
Benjamin Spock, an expert in child raising, once complained that he couldn't get
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his grandchildren to leave the TV set when he wanted to take them to the zoo.
Some of today's children are so addicted to TV that nothing else interests them.
Parents have to make them turn off the TV and go out to play or read a book. They
can't get them to do these traditional childhood activities without having an
argument over the TV.

Although most of these studies have shown the negative effects of television,
some sociologists argue that television has become a part of our lives. They do not
think that parents should make their children limit the amount of TV that they
watch to one or two hours a day. They believe that parents should let their children
decide for themselves what and how much they want to watch.
Although most studies show the negative effects of television, there are also
some important positive influences. There are many excellent educational
programs, especially for children. Some schools have children watch certain
programs in the classroom. They often get them to watch worthwhile programs at
home by encouraging them to discuss what they have seen the next day in class.
"Sesame Street" is a program that is watched by millions of children around the
world. It uses bright colors, fast timing, and humour in order to get children to
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pay attention. It makes children enjoy learning about the alphabet, reading, and
numbers.
Television also exposes children to different people and places. A little
girl who had never seen a ballet before watched a famous ballerina on TV. This
program made her decide to become a ballerina herself. TV also increases young
people's understanding of other people's views of life. Many people feel that
"Roots", a program on the history of black people in the United States, is an
example of this.
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Exercise 7. Answer the following questions to the text.
1. Does television have a negative or positive influence on children?
2. Are parents concerned about their children’s growing addiction to TV?
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3. How does watching television affect a child's schooling?

4. What happens to children’s attention span if they watch too much TV?
5. How does television stimulate children's curiosity?
6. Can educational TV programmes help children learn things?
7. What methods are used in educational programmes for children to make them
pay attention?

8. Does TV breed tolerance in young people?
9. Is it easy to distract a child from a TV set?

10. Does television encourage children to dream?
Exercise 8. Put questions of different types to the text.
Writing
Exercise 1. Write a news report about a recent disaster in the world for your
group’s paper.
 Start by giving the summary of the event (Where? When? What?...)
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 Describe the event in detail
 Finish your news report by writing about the action that will be taken.
Exercise 2. Do you prefer reading newspapers to watching TV? Give specific
reasons when writing an essay.
Exercise 3. Prepare a report on one of the TV channels you have access to (when it
started, what types of programmes it broadcasts, etc.)
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Exercise 4. Think of the programmes that the Belarusian National Television
broadcasts. Do you want to see any changes in its output? Make a plan of action
for the near future.
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Exercise 5. Write a letter to your friend. Start with the following words:
“I don’t often have a chance to watch TV programmes in the daytime on
weekdays, but last week I was laid up with a bad cold and…”
Exercise 6. Think of a TV programme that has been recently broadcast in ‘prime
time’ and then write a short review.

Exercise 7. Read Text 3 in the section “Reading”. Make a list of advantages and
disadvantages of children’s television.
Exercise 8. Imagine that you are a television reporter. You are going to interview a
psychologist and ask him about the influence of television on children. Write down
your questions.
Exercise 9. Write an essay “TV does irreparable harm” or “TV does a lot of good”.
Prove your point of view.
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Translation
Exercise 1. Translate the words in italics from exercise 1 in section “Reading”.
Exercise 2. Translate the words in italics from exercise 4 in section “Reading”.
Exercise 3. Translate the words in italics from exercise 6 in section “Reading”.
Exercise 4. Translate the following sentences into English:
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1. ВВС точно и беспристрастно освещает события в стране и за рубежом.
2. Бульварная пресса ориентирована на массовую, необразованную публику.
3. Диктор (ведущий новостей) должен уметь говорить в прямом эфире и
проводить «живые интервью.
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4. Современное телевидение часто критикуют за низкое качество сериалов и
предвзятое освещение политических событий.
5. Журналисты несут ответственность за то, что они печатают или
рассказывают с экрана.

6. Основная забота редакторов газет – привлечь рекламу и увеличить тираж
газеты.

7. Никто не может нарушать наше право на частную жизнь.
8. Серьёзные газеты обычно чрезвычайно политизированы.
9. Телевидение не оказывает на детей вредного влияния.
10. Чрезмерный просмотр телевизора отрицательно сказывается на здоровье
детей и ухудшает их успеваемость в школе.
Exercise 5. Translate the following sentences into Russian. Pay attention to the use
of the Infinitive.
1. It was my intention to become a newspaper journalist.
2. Quality papers are sometimes hard to read.
3. I don’t know where to buy today’s copy of the Observer.
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4. The editor is sure to raise the paper’s circulation.
5. What makes you report for money?
6. I have never seen him follow a celebrity.
7. Her first desire was to switch off the TV set.
8. Why not conduct an interview with a politician?
9. You won’t make me read a tabloid.
10. I’d rather watch a sitcom.
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Speaking
Exercise 1. Think about newspapers in your own country. Answer these questions.
1 How many daily national newspapers are there?
2 How many are tabloids?
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3 Are any of the ‘quality’ papers in tabloid form?
4 How many broadsheets are there?

5 How many newspapers only come out on Sunday in your country?
6 Which newspaper has the largest circulation?
7 Can you name at least one editor of a daily paper; and two or three famous
journalists who write for daily or weekly papers?
8 How often do you read newspapers?

Exercise 2. Explain these headlines in your own words.
1. Minister to quit
2. Government cuts spending on new hospitals
3 New bid to cut teenage smoking
4 Bad weather hits farmers
5. Germany backs US plan
6. Ministers in tax row
7. Police DISCOVER Key WITNESS
8. Japan and US enter fresh talks
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Exercise 3. Get a copy of a broadsheet and a tabloid (in English or your own
language) and complete this table.
Paper

1

(no.

of Paper 2 (no. of pages)

pages)
home news
foreign/international news
feature articles
sports news
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For the same two papers complete this table.
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business news

Paper 1 (yes/no)

Paper 2 (yes/no)

weather forecast
cartoons
photos

advertisements
crossword

radio and TV programmes
reviews

How many pages are left? What are they about? If possible, compare answers with
a friend.
Exercise 4. Speak about your favourite newspaper/magazine. Answer the
following questions:
 How often do you buy the newspaper?
 Is it a daily or a weekly paper?
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 Is it a broadsheet or a tabloid?
 What is its circulation?
 What range of news does the newspaper introduce to the readers (home
news/ foreign news)
 What types of articles can be found in the newspaper?
 Why do you like it?
Exercise 5. Think of answers for these questions, then discuss them with two or
three other people.
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1. What’s the news in your country at the moment?
2. What do you think of the press in your country? Is it democratic and
impartial?
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3. What do you think the role of the press should be in society?
Exercise 6. Look at the extract from the TV guide section of a magazine and in
pairs make up dialogues.
5.35 Neighbours:

Danny confronts Steve. Australian soap.

6.00 BBC News:

Presented by David Hawkins

6.30 Regional News: Weather
7.00 Animal Hospital:

Real life stories of animals in crisis presented by

Rolf Harris
7.30 East Enders:
too far.

A case of mistaken identity for Kat and Ian goes

Soap.

8.00 Wild Nature:

New series which looks at strange behaviour in

the animal kingdom.
8.30 This is your life: Michael Aspel presents celebrities with their life
stories.
9.00 Manhunt:

Borne and his team manage to arrest most of the
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smugglers.
Starring David Suchet. Police drama.

Student A: Is there anything good on TV tonight?
Student B: I quite fancy watching Manhunt.
Student A: What’s that?
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Student B: You know, the police series. It’s normally really good.
Student A: OK. What time does it start?/ I don’t think so, it’s not my style.
...
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Exercise 7. Express your opinion on the following points of view.
1. Some people say that television kills conversation. Does it?
2. TV makes people argue and discuss things, think and talk more.
3. TV is like a drug: people get addicted to certain television series and simply
can’t switch it off.

4. TV programmes should be various.
5. Television is a passive enjoyment.

6. TV may be the cause of many disputes and conflicts in the family. Why?
7. TV is a wonderful educational invention.

8. TV forms people’s character, ideology and outlook.
9. TV is bad for our health.
10. TV makes people of different nations closer.
Exercise 8. Imagine that you are a TV reporter. Act out an interview with a
psychologist Discuss the pros and cons of watching TV by children.
Exercise 9. Make up a dialogue with your group member. Prove that “TV is a
blessing/ a curse.”
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Exercise 10. Comment on the following quotations.
1. “Why should people go out and pay money to see bad films when they can stay
at home and see bad television for nothing?” (S. Goldwyn)
2. “I find television very educational. Every time someone switches it on I go into
another room and read a good book.” (G. Marx)
3. “TV is a medium that permits millions of people to listen to the same joke at the
same time, and yet remain lonesome” (T. Eliot)
4. “The real character of a man is found out by his amusements” (J. Reynolds)
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5. “When the press is free and every man is able to read, all is safe” (T. Jefferson)
6. “A newspaper should be the maximum of information, and the minimum of
comment” (R. Cobden)
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Fun

1. DO YOU KNOW THAT…?

 Steven Spielberg said he would not let his children watch his film Jurassic
Park. Director Stanley Kubrick forbid to show his film A Clockwork Orange on
TV and at the cinemas in Britain, after young people began to dress in the same
style as the violent streets gangs in the film.
 Another word for ‘magazine’ is ‘mag’.

 In Britain there are pirate radio stations. They usually broadcast from ships,
which are situated in neutral waters near the state border of the United
Kingdom.
 The Observer is the oldest newspaper in Britain. This quality paper was
founded in 1791. Among the oldest there are also The Times (1785), The
Guardian (1821), The Sunday Times (1822), Daily Express (1900) and Daily
Mirror (1903).
 The Financial Times, read by businessmen, is printed on pink paper.
 Top of the Pops is a programme that has been shown every week on BBC TV
for many years. Each week computers in a number of record-shops throughout
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2. COMPLETE THIS PUZZLE ABOUT THE PRESS IN BRITAIN:
DOWN:
1. Another name for a serious paper
2. The number of copies sold
3. The papers are usually financed by political …
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4. You read this type of paper at the end of the week
5. Papers that are read in all parts of the country
6. These are serious papers

7. The actress didn’t want to give an … to the press.
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8. These people are the most important in the papers; they write ‘leaders’.
9. ‘Daily Express’ is one of these …
WHAT’S THE MYSTERY WORD?
8

2

6

1

3. PUT TOGETHER THE JUMBLED WORD

3 4

PIECES:

5
7
J

9
MENT

LINE

SHED

SIT

OUT

SHEET

SHIP

READER

STRIP

ADVERTISE
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WATER

PUT

BROAD

HEAD

COM

COMIC

4. DEVIDE YOURSELVES INTO TWO TEAMS. IN TURN GIVE AS MANY
TITLES OF BRITISH NEWSPAPERS AS THEY CAN. THE TEAM WHO
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GIVES THE LAST NAME WINS.
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Unit 14. Environment and Urbanization
Vocabulary: Ecology; Environment; War and Peace; Urbanisation.
Reading: Text “Ecological Problems”; Text “Nature Protection”; Text “Acid
Rains”; Text “Depletion of the Ozone Layer”; Text “Destruction of the Tropical
Forests”; Text “Measures to Be Taken”; Text “Urbanization”; Text “War and
Peace”.
Writing: Report Writing; Essay Writing.
Translation: Translation of Special Texts.
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Speaking: Group Discussion, Project Work.
Vocabulary
Study the following vocabulary:
average
flood
tract
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Ecology and Environment
средний
затоплять

участок, пространство

crucial turning point

критический переломный момент

sensitive equilibrium

хрупкое равновесие

alarming

тревожный, пугающий

sulphur oxide

окись серы

nitrogen

азот

ultraviolet rays

ультрафиолетовые лучи

chlorofluorocarbons

хлорфторуглероды

molecule

молекула

react

вступать в реакцию

vanish

исчезать

recycle

перерабатывать

undermine

подрывать

environment

окружающая среда
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human environment

среда обитания человека

global environment

земное окружение

natural environment

естественная среда

environmental problems

проблемы окружающей среды

environmental disaster

экологическое бедствие

environmental conditions

условия окружающей среды

environmental pollution

загрязнение окружающей среды

to do environmental damage = to

наносить ущерб окружающей среде

damage the environment
загрязнение окружающей среды

air pollution

загрязнение воздуха

land pollution

загрязнение почвы

water pollution

загрязнение воды
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pollution

pollution of atmosphere

загрязнение атмосферы

polluting industry

промышленность, сильно
загрязняющая окружающую среду

industrial waste

промышленные отходы

urban waste

городские отходы

nuclear waste

ядерные отходы

ecological damage

экологический ущерб

ecological disaster

экологическое бедствие

tropical rainforests

тропические леса

species

вид, род, разновидность

species at risk

существование видов на грани риска

to risk extinction

подвергаться опасности вымирания,
исчезновения

to interfere with nature

вмешиваться в природу

ozone layer

озоновый слой

depletion of the ozone layer

утончение озонового слоя
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contradiction

противоречие

contamination

загрязнение

by-product

побочный продукт

deforestation

обезлесение, вырубка леса

harmful

вредный

substance

вещество

destruction

разрушение

rare

редкий
War and Peace
страдание

hardship

трудности

concept

понятие

murder

убийство
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suffering

kidnapping

похищение

hijacking

угон

bombing

бомбардировка (взрыв бомбы
террористом)

assassination

убийство по политическим мотивам

spectacular horror effect

впечатляющий пугающий эффект

international dimension

всемирный масштаб

Exercise 1. Find the pairs of synonyms.
Rapid, produce, chief, use, quick, help, manufacture, main, application,
assistance.
Exercise 2. Find the pairs of synonyms.
Appear, exclude, natural, worst, slowly, increase, hard, incompletely,
artificial, disappear, rapidly, decrease, soft, completely, best, include.
Exercise 3. Fill in the blanks with the prepositions.
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1. … thousands years people lived … harmony … the environment and it
seemed to them that natural riches were unlimited.
2. Every year the atmosphere is polluted … about 1000 tons … industrial
dust and other harmful substances.
3. Big cities suffer … smog.
4. Every ten minutes one kind … animal, plant or insect dies … … the
world forever.
5. Aerosols create large “holes” … the ozone layer … the Earth.
6. The pollution … the world’s oceans, seas, rivers and lakes and the
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destruction … the ozone layer could lead our planet … a global
catastrophe.

7. Nowadays there are many different pressure and interests groups …
many countries, which try to find solutions … the problems … pollution
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… the national and international level.

8. “Greenpeace” was founded … 1971 … the activists … the USA and
Canada and it has representations … 25 countries … the world.

9. The main campaigning issues … the Foe are: the protection … all
animals and plants … danger … extinction, an end … the destruction …
wildlife and habitats, a program … energy conservation measures, etc.

10. The Wildlife Fund has given support … National Parks … five
continents.

Exercise 4. Make up the sentences.
1. all, life, forms, which, our planet, of, the environment, and, studies, on,
ecology, the relationship, is, a science, between.
2. in, with, thousands, lived, for, harmony, years, the environment, of,
people.
3. dramatic, nature, acquiring, contradictions, man, character, the, now,
between, are, a.
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4. harmful, polluted, and, industrial, by, dust, year, other, of, atmosphere,
is, tons, substances, every, about, the, 1000.
5. the, being destroyed, many, rare, which, rain, home, plants, the, tropical,
are, of, and, are, forests, animals.
Exercise 5. Put in the missing words.
1. But now at the beginning of the 21st century we are at a …
2. It results from the release into the atmosphere of… and… … that with water
droplets and return to earth in the form of …
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3. The life cycle is going to be… by the ozone.
4. The tropical rain forest is a natural…, … and … for our planet.
5. Sea levels would rise by several metres, …coastal areas and ruining vast
…of farmland.
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6. We mast review our…, …ways, we must …less, …more, …wildlife and
nature, act according to the dictum “think locally, think globally, act
locally”.

Exercise 6. Continue the sentences, using the given variants.
1. Environmental changes are the consequences of the…
a) development of sport

b) development of civilization

c) protection of the environment
2. Acid rains are killing

a) forests in Canada, the USA, central and northern Europe
b) towns in Africa
c) animals all over the world.
3. In the ozone layer CFCs attack
a) spaceships and satellites, making holes
b) birds, killing them
c) the ozone molecules, making a “hole”
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4. Tropical rain forests recycle carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and help determine
a) temperature, rainfall and other climatic conditions
b) level of the world ocean
c) the development of science
5. Huge areas would be
a) conserved and recycled
b) infertile and become uninhabitable
c) destroyed by UV rays
6. Practical measures must be taken to
b) improve the ecological situation
c) protect animals.
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a) flood costal areas and vast tracts of farmland
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Exercise 7. Give synonyms to the following words:
1. rural areas

2. an urbanite

3. juvenile delinquency
4. to be engaged

5. to be contaminated.

Exercise 8. Give the definitions to the words:
1. sparsely/densely populated regions
2. a subcultural theory of urbanizm
3. livelihoods
4. GNP
5. to replenish.
Exercise 9. Put in prepositions where necessary:
1. Urbanization has profound effects … the ecology and its economy.
2. Cities produce … average 60 percent of a country’s GNP.
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3. Unemployed workers cut … … their buying.
4. Groups with different cultural backgrounds tear and distrust … each
other.
5. Population growth contributes … the difficulty of governing cities
6. The countries won’t pay enough attention … greenhouse effect of
emission.
7. The amounts and types of waste have outstripped nature’s ability to
break … into less harmful elements.
Exercise 10. Divide the words from ex. 8 in section “Speaking” into the following
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groups: global problems, ecological problems, social problems, economic
problems, moral problems.
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Reading

Exercise 1. Read the following text:

Ecological problems

Ecology is a very popular word today. But what does it mean? Ecology is a
science which studies the relationship between all forms of life on our planet and
the environment. This word came from Greek “oikos” which means home. The
idea of home includes our whole planet, its population, Nature, animals, birds, fish,
inseсts and all other living beings and even the atmosphere around our planet.
The Earth is the only planet in the solar system where there is life. If you
look down at the Earth from a plane you will see how wonderful our planet is. You
will see blue seas and oceans, rivers and lakes, high snow-capped mountains, green
forests and fields.
Since ancient times Nature has served Man, being the source of his life. For
thousands of years people lived in harmony with the environment and it seemed to
them that natural riches were unlimited. But with the development of civilization
man’s interference in nature began to increase. Now the contradictions between
them are acquiring a dramatic character. Among the most urgent problems are the
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ozone layer, acid rains, global warming, toxic pollution of atmosphere,
disappearance of forests, contamination of underground waters by chemical
elements, destruction of soil in some areas, threat to some flora and fauna
representatives, etc. Large cities with thousands of steaming, polluting plants and
factories can be found nowadays all over the world. The by-products of their
activity pollute the air we breathe, the water we drink, the fields where our crops
are grown. Every year the atmosphere is polluted by about 1000 tons of industrial
dust and other harmful substances. Big cities suffer from smog. Cars with their
engines and factories have become the main source of pollution in industrial
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countries. Their fume also destroys the ozone layer which protects the Earth from
the dangerous light of the Sun. Aerosols create large “holes” in the ozone layer
round the Earth. Burning coal and oil leads to global warming which may bring
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about a change in the world’s climate.

The other problem is deforestation; especially the destruction of tropical
forests affects the balance of nature in many ways. It kills animals, changes the
climate and ecosystem in the world. The tropical rain forests which are the home
of many rare animals and plants are being destroyed. Every ten minutes one kind
of animal, plant or insect dies out in the world forever. The animal extinction is a
great problem. The blue whale is the largest animal which has ever lived. Once
there were over 200000 of these creatures living in the Atlantic and Pacific oceans.
Since the seventeenth century they have been hunted for their oil and meat. In fact,
so many of them were killed that by 1963 their population had been reduced to just
1000. Today it is even less that that. The African elephant is the world’s largest
land animal. Today there are fewer than one million of these animals left.
The pollution of the world’s oceans, seas, rivers and lakes and the
destruction of the ozone layer could lead our planet to a global catastrophe. The
seas, rivers and lakes are being filled with poison: industrial and nuclear waste,
chemical fertilizers, pesticides sewage. Many sea birds die because of the polluted
water. Many fish are dying in the sea, others are getting contaminated. Fishermen
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catch contaminated fish which may be sold in markets, and people may get sick
from eating them. The Baltic Sea is a special case, as it is small it becomes dirty
very easily. Its water changes slowly through the shallow straits as many as 250
rivers run into the Baltic. There are hundreds of factories, many large cities and
millions of people live along its coast. Also the active navigation of the sea
naturally affects the state of the sea water and the shore line flora and fauna.
Ecological problems have no borders. European states solve these problems
together: the necessary measures are taken, congresses and conferences on these
questions are organized, and these questions have already the reflection in the
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legislation of many countries.

Nowadays there are many different pressure and interests groups in many
countries, which try to find solutions to the problems of pollution at the national
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and international level. So they are groups of people with a common interest in
trying to draw the public attention to environment problems, to influence the
government decisions.

One of the most known organizations is “Greenpeace”, whose purpose is
prevention of environment degradation. This organization was founded in 1971 by
the activists from the USA and Canada and it has representations in 25 countries of
the world. “Greenpeace” acts against nuclear tests, radiating threat, pollution of the
environment by waste industrial products, to protect the animal world, etc. This
organization influences public opinion through mass media, under its
manifestations and protest actions are carried solutions for concrete ecological
problems. For example, the “Greenpeace” sent its boats to protect whales, and
today commercial whaling is banned.
“Friends of the Earth” (Foe) is one of the British pressure groups with an
international reputation. Its general aim is to conserve the planet’s resources and
reduce pollution. Foe was established in 1971 and now it operates in 44 countries
worldwide. The main campaigning issues of the Foe are: the protection of all
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animals and plants in danger of extinction, an end to the destruction of wildlife and
habitats, a program of energy conservation measures, etc.
In 1961 the Wildlife Fund was founded by a small group of people who
wanted to raise money to save animals and plants from extinction. This fund has
given support to National Parks in five continents. It has helped 30 species of
mammals and birds – including the tiger – to survive.
But these are only the initial steps that must be carried forward to protect
nature, to save life on the planet not only for the sake of the present but also for the

Exercise 2. Answer the following questions:
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future generations.

1. What does the word “ecology” mean?
2. Is nature the source of people’s life?
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3. What is the result of man’s careless interaction with nature?
4. Why did some species of animals, birds, plants disappear from the Earth?
5. Can you give an example of animal or plant extinction?
6. What are the most burning ecological problems facing mankind
nowadays?

7. What are the main reasons of air pollution in large cities?
8. The seas, rivers and lakes are being filled

with poison, aren’t they?

9. Can you name any society fighting for environmental protection?
10. Why are people so interested in environmental protection?
Exercise 3. Read the following dialogues in parts.
1.
A: Are you specializing in the field of ecology?
B: Yes, I am. I think ecology is a very important science as far as the future
of our planet
is concerned.
A: Are you going to formulate the laws of ecology?
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B: Yes. I’ll try to. The first law would be: Everything is connected to
everything else; the second - Everything must go somewhere; the third –
Nature knows best.
2.
A: Are you going to be an environmentalist, Bob?
B: Yes, I am. I’d like to deal professionally with such problems as water, air
and noise pollution.
A: What sciences make the basis of ecology?
B: An ecologist should be familiar with basic problems of physics,
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chemistry, biology, geology and other sciences.
A: I think he should also know mathematics and computer sciences as well.
Exercise 4. Read the following text:
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Nature Protection

Computers project that between now and the year 2030 we are going to have
an increase of the average temperature between 1,5-4,5 degrees C. Sea levels
would rise by several metres, flooding costal areas and ruining vast tracts of
farmland. Huge areas would be infertile and become uninhabitable. Water
contamination could lead to shortages of safe drinking water. It looks like the end
of the civilization on the Earth.

For hundreds of thousands of years the human race has thriven in the Earth’s
environment. But now, at the beginning of the 21st. century, we are at a turning
crucial point. We have upset nature’s sensitive equilibrium releasing harmful
substances into the air, polluting rivers and oceans with industrial waste and
tearing up the countryside to accommodate our rubbish. These are the
consequences of the development of civilization. We are to stop it by joint efforts
of all the people in the world.
The range of environmental problems is wide. But the matters of people’s
great concern nowadays are atmosphere and climate changes, depletion of the
ozone layer, fresh water resources, ocean and coastal areas, deforestation,
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biotechnology, health and chemical safety. United Nations Environment
Programme ( UNEP) concentrates its activities on these issues.
Exercise 5. Read the following text:
Acid Rains
One of the most alarming forms of air pollution is acid rain. It results from
the release into the atmosphere of sulphur and nitrogen oxides that react with water
droplets and return to earth in the form of acid rain, mist or snow. Acid rain is
killing forests in Canada, the USA, and central and northern Europe. (Nearly every
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species of tree is affected.) It has acidified lakes and streams and they can’t support
fish, wildlife, plants or insects. (In the USA 1 in 5 lakes suffer from this type of
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pollution).

Exercise 6. Read the following text:

Depletion of the Ozone Layer

The protective layer of the Earth, the ozone layer, which protects the Earth
from the sun’s destructive UV (ultraviolet) rays, is being damaged by CFCs
(chlorofluorocarbons). They are released by the daily use of industrial and
household products: refrigerators, air conditioners, cleaning chemicals, food
packaging. In the ozone layer they attack the ozone molecules making a “hole”.
This “hole” allows more UV rays to penetrate to the Earth. It increases the risk of
skin cancer, weakens the immune system of people. Besides, UV rays influence the
oceans, the growth of plankton, an essential part of the marine-life food chain in
the negative way; reduce economically important crops (rice, cotton, soy beans).
The life cycle is going to be undermined by the ozone.
Exercise 7. Read the following text:
Destruction of the Tropical Forest
It’s generally agreed that the destruction of the tropical forest has a major
impact on the world climate. The tropical rain forest is a natural recycler, provider
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and protector of our planet. It recycles carbon, nitrogen and oxygen, helps
determine temperature, rainfall and other climatic conditions and supports the most
diverse ecosystem in the world. Deforestation could cause one forth of all spices
on earth to vanish in the next years. These forests in Amazonia, South-East Asia
and West and central Africa are being destroyed at the alarming rate of 42 million
acres per year.
Exercise 8. Read the following text:
Measures to Be Taken
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We have only a few years to attempt to turn things around. We must review
our wasteful, careless ways, we must consume less, recycle more, conserve
wildlife and nature, act according to the dictum “think locally, think globally, act
locally”. We are obliged to remove factories and plants from the cities, use modern
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technologies, redesign and modify purifying systems for cleaning and trapping
harmful substances, protect and increase the greenery and broaden ecological
education. These are the main practical measures, which must be taken in order to
improve the ecological situation.

Exercise 9. Read the following text:

Urbanization

Cities have grown more than ever in 1990’s. In the early 1990’s, about 2,900
cities had more than 100,000 people, and about 225 cities had over 1 million
people. Today, about two – fifths of the people of the world live in urban areas.
The United States classifies about 75 percent of its population as urban. In Canada,
too, about 76 percent of the population lives in urban places.The term
”Urbanization” was born only in the middle of 19th century, when with the
expansion of industry people started to move from rural to urban areas causing vast
pressure on the capacity of cities. Urbanization is the process whereby large
numbers of people leave their countryside and small towns to settle in the cities
and surrounding metropolitan areas. It comes as no surprise that Urbanization
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involves migration from sparsely populated regions to densely populated ones.
This process could occur either as natural expansion of the existing population
(usually not a major factor since urban reproduction tends to be lower than rural),
the transformation of peripheral population from rural to urban, incoming
migration, or a combination of these. In either case, urbanization has profound
effects on the ecology of a region and on its economy. Urban sociology also
observes that people's psychology and lifestyles change in an urban environment.
Cities are the cultural, economic, governmental, population, transportation, and
communication centers of the world. They are places where most people can find a
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job and earn a living and where some people can accumulate moderate or great
wealth. In cities, people can also choose from variety of cultural and recreational
activities that add to the enjoyment of life. Modern urbanization process has tons
impact.
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of problems, starting with insufficient housing and ending with global ecology
1. Economic effects

Everybody knows the obvious correlation between urbanization and economic
development; some Asian countries rapidly developed during 70’s and 80’s, the
time when the large movement of population from rural to urban was recorded.
According to UN report, worldwide, cities produce on average 60 percent of a
country’s GNP. Bangkok, for example, produces 40 percent of Thailand’s output,
whereas only 12 percent of its population lives in this city. Cities are undoubtedly
the basis for any functioning economy and it will keep remaining important in the
future. As mentioned in the introduction, cities are the centers of culture and
economic prosper, but the mismanagement and poor economical development can
turn the cities into centers of unemployment, poverty and pollution. As the city
grows it needs more lumber, more steel, more labor and more land. Research in
urban ecology finds that larger cities provide more specialized goods and services
to the local market and surrounding areas, function as a transportation and
wholesale hub for smaller places, and accumulate more capital, financial service
provision, and an educated labor force. In their turn, cities absorb the agricultural
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land for urban use, the forest for construction and all sorts of raw materials for
growth. As cities develop, effects can include a dramatic increase in rents, often
pricing the local working class out of the market, including such functionaries as
employees of the local municipalities. Complex economic and social factors
sometimes lead to business slumps. During a slump, many workers loose their jobs
and a number of needy people in cities increases.The workers can sometimes
collect unemployment payfrom the government, but this pay is much less than their
usual income. Unemployed workers cut down on their buying, and business suffers
further.
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2. Psychological effects and urban lifestyle
In the field of urban sociology, the effect of urbanization on mentality and life
style has been a subject of research and debate. A general consensus hardly exists,
though the different views are closely related to one another. Following are some
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examples. George Simmel (1971), a pioneer in German sociology and urban
sociology, suggests that the increased concentration and diversity of people and
activities in cities put urbanites under stress (a cognitive overload). This is
considered the major cause of urban mentality - detachment from others, selfcenteredness, and a rational, calculating mind. Another well-known view is the
subcultural theory of urbanism of Claude Fischer (1975, 1976). He maintains that
many different subcultural groups are formed in urban areas, and city - dwellers
tend to choose a limited number of them to participate, as opposed to freely
floating one from another. Some of those groups are quite informal and residents
may be strongly engaged, having a similar experience to the close relationship
found in community. Another recent suggestion, made by Stewart Brand in a 2005
talk, is that increasing global urbanization may contain the notes of a solution to
human over-population. The "urban lifestyle" and other factors appear to result in
fewer human births, in cities, so as nations such as the US and China and India and
Nigeria and so many others increasingly urbanize, now, the far higher birth rates of
the village and countryside may be left behind. Lower infant mortality and longer
survival in the urban environment may mitigate the trend, but the great human
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population increases of the recent past may be history in the near future, because of
urbanization. Within developing countries urbanization of rural areas causes
disruption of the social structure. People are no longer able to practice traditional
livelihood skills such as agriculture and they either have to be retrained to work in
other industries or supported by society in some way. This is the case in China,
where changes in education provision are required, in order to retrain relocated
workers.
3. Social problems
Social problems in today's cities include crime, juvenile delinquency,
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alcoholism, drug addiction, and friction between people of different backgrounds.
These actions do not occur only in cities. But these social problems affect many
people who live in cities. Social scientists point out that some individuals come to
feel they have no place in society. These individuals may turn to crime or
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delinquency as a way of making money or lashing out at society. Or they may seek
escape from their problems through the abuse of alcohol or drugs. Young people in
the inner city sometimes turn to crime or drugs because they have grown up
without enough guidance from adults.

Stricter law enforcement might help reduce crime. However, the problems
will reappear unless their causes are eliminated. Private and governmental organizations try to reduce social problems. These groups publicize the dangers of
turning to crime, alcohol, or drugs. They also work with people to help them overcome their problems.

The population displosion has led to conflicts between groups of people.
Often, groups with different cultural backgrounds tear and distrust each other and
view each others way of life as inferior. Such attitudes have caused violence
between groups. Examples in the 1900’s include conflicts between Protestants and
Roman Catholics in Northern Ireland: Hindus and Muslims in India and Pakistan;
blacks and whites in South Africa and the United States: and language groups in
India. In some places, governments have passed laws to protect minority groups
from injustices. However, group conflicts will continue until people learn to live
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together peacefully.
4. Governmental problems
Through the years, the job of governing cities has become increasingly complex. Today, city governments must find ways to rebuild aging, decaying areas and
to provide satisfactory schools, police protection, and other necessary services.
Population growth contributes to the difficulty of governing cities. Urban
governments also lack the funds that would help solve their problems.
Governments must provide services for populations that are continually increasing. Also, many people who move into cities are poor, and many who move
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out are wealthy. This development means that city governments must provide financial assistance for a larger part of the population. It also means that the people
who live in the cities are less able to pay for services that are provided by the
government. Wealthy people who move to suburbs may continue to earn a living in
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the city, but these people may no longer pay taxes to support the city's government
A city's tax base also shrinks when industries move to suburbs. State and federal
governments contribute to the cost of operating cities. Even so, cities face serious
financial problems.

Suburban governments also face challenging problems. They must find the
money to pay for new schools and for fire and police protection. They must also
install expensive sewerage and water systems.

A city government is part of a complex authority system. Each city
government is subject to the regulations of its central government. In some
countries, cities are also subject to the regulations of regional government: such as
those of states and provinces.
5. Ecological and environmental effects
Cities behave like a giant growing monster, eating and swallow everything
round it, while at the same time spoiling and wasting surrounding areas. High
concentration of cars and industries causes the air and water pollution, high
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demand produces extra wastes and high density requires more land. In many cases
cities are the only cause of the instability of the sensitive ecosystem of the region.
Until recent time the false attitude was popular that only cities of developed
countries has an ecology problem. Breaking point was in 1972 when UN’s
Stockholm conference on ecology declared that ecology of urbanization is one of
the difficult problem almost in all countries, no matter where.
Under the term “ecological disaster” we understand that one constant system
changes to another unstable system. For example, increase in average temperature
on Earth leads to melting of polar ice, which can have an unpredictable
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consequence; or spread of the ozone hole can bring all sorts of diseases or death to
many life forms. One or all of these disasters would occur as the product of our
activity if the countries won’t pay enough attention to greenhouse effect of
emission.
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Urbanization will continue to play a leading role in the economy, environment
and people’s life. The challenge is just to learn how to live with urbanization while
using its benefits and guiding undesirable and negative impacts in manageable
direction.

Exercise 10. Indicate if the following statements are True or False:
1. Cities don’t have an opportunity for people to express themselves, their
personality and find a place in society.

2. Cities are undoubtedly the basis for any functioning economy.
3. Within developing countries people practice traditional livelihood
skills.
4. Cities are a center in which such actions as crime and delinquency are
flourished.
5. Governments shouldn’t pay any attention to the pivotal issues/problems
of the population.
6. Cities are the only culprit of the instability of the sensitive ecosystem of
the region.
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Exercise 11. Answer the following questions:
7. How can you describe the process of Urbanization? What does it
include?
8. Can you identify a seamy side of cities development?
9. What views of the effect of urbanization on mentality and lifestyle?
10. Why does population growth contribute to the difficulty of governing
cities?
11. What has rapid urbanization resulted in?
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Exercise 12. Read the following text:
War and peace

Wars have always caused great sufferings and hardships. Since the dawn of
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history, families have fought against families, tribes against tribes, followers of one
religion against followers of another. To understand why wars continue to go on
when nearly everyone wants to have peace we must look into the nature of war.
In modern times a nation usually doesn’t make war for a single simple reason.
There may be dozens or hundreds of causes of war. The causes of war and the
reasons are two different concepts. The causes of war may be selfish and wicked,
but the reasons are usually noble. Nowadays the war starts when a nation wants
something so badly that it’s wily to go to a war to get it. Sometimes war results
from a disagreement between two nations and sometimes from the desire to
conquest. Some of the basic causes may be a desire for more land, wealth, power
or security.
War for land. In ancient times people often fought for land so they can get
enough to eat. Landless people from abroad preferred the dangers of war to the
horrors of poverty. This type of war has not entirely disappeared but it’s no longer
common.
War for wealth. The people of ancient empires fought many wars for wealth.
The aim was just to collect taxes from people of other territories.
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War for power. The great nations fought wars to gain or to increase their
power. Wars of conquest based on the ideas of a super-race are often aimed to
extend the power of a government.
War for security. Most countries fear the possibility of attack and maintain
armed forces to defend themselves. Sometimes this fear may be directed toward a
particular country.
Unfortunately, the development of civilization has not stopped the wars yet.
The world nowadays faces another problem – the hidden, clandestine use of
violence that is called terrorism. This kind of war is not less cruel, but much more
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dangerous. Murder, kidnapping, hijacking and bombing are the means which are
used by terrorists to achieve a political purpose.

Many political leaders have become victims of terrorism. One can remember
the murder of President of Chechnya this may. He was killed in the bomb
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explosion at Dynamo stadium by the Chechen separatists. The other victim of the
terrorist act, that was fortunately prevented, was the assassination of John Paul II.
The killing of civilians and quest for spectacular horror effect to intimidate
the civilian population are the worst features of the contemporary terrorism.
Murder of helpless athletes at the 1972 Olympics, the catastrophe in New York
City’s Trade Center in 2001 are the cases which shocked the whole world.
Another characteristic of modern terrorism is its international dimension – the
ability of terrorists to cross the national frontiers, the support given to certain
terrorist groups by a few countries.

The most dangerous terrorist organizations are Al-Qaeda, HAMAS
(Palestine), Islamic Jihad, ETA (Spain).
Wars and terrorism are not the appropriate ways of solving conflicts between
political leaders and countries and there are no political goals, which can excuse
deaths and pain of people. Making peace, no war – this is the noble aim of the
civilization.
Exercise 13. Find in the text what is…
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a) War for land.
b) War for power.
c) War for wealth.
d) Terrorism.
Exercise 14. Answer the questions:
1. What are the main reasons of war?
2. What types of war do you know?
3. What are the main features of the modern terrorism?
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4. What terrorist organizations do you know?
5. What examples of terrorist attacks can you name?
Writing
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Exericse 1. “The worst enemy of man is man himself”. Give arguments for and
against this statement.

Exercise 2. Express your own opinion on the topic “Pros and Cons Of The
Process Of Urbanization” and write a short summary.
Exercise 3. Prepare a report about one of terrorist organizations.
Translation

Exercise 1. Translate the following expressions and use them in sentences:
Взаимодействие

человека

и

природы,

окружающая

среда,

вмешательство человека в природу, глобальное потепление, отходы
промышленных

предприятий,

вредные

вещества,

разрушение

озонового слоя, развитие цивилизации, кислотный дождь, вырубка
леса, химические удобрения, загрязнение подземных вод, под угрозой
вымирания,
характер,

природные богатства, приобретать драматический
загрязненный воздух, глобальная катастрофа, обратить
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внимание общественности,

решение конкретных экологических

проблем.
Exercise 2. Find the English equivalents for the given phrases.
1. Сотни тысяч лет человечество процветало в окружающей его среде.
2. Одна из самых тревожных форм загрязнения воздуха – это кислотный
дождь
3. Защитный

слой

Земли,

разрушительных

озоновый,

защищающий

ультрафиолетовых

лучей,

Землю

от

разрушается
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хлорфторуглеродами.
4. У нас есть только несколько лет, чтобы попытаться повернуть назад.
Exercise 3. Translate passages 1-3 from the text of Exercise 1 in section
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“Reading”. Do it in writing.

Exercise 4. Translate part 1 of the text “Urbanization” called “Economic Effects”.
Pay attention to translation of economic terms. Afterwards make up a glossary of
economic terms and collocations used in the passage.
Exercise 5. Make a sight interpreting of exercise 12.
Speaking

Exercise 1. What do you think should be done:
- to achieve harmony between man and nature?
- to protect the environment from industrial pollution?
- to preserve the natural basis of life for future generations?
- to attract more public attention to environmental problems?
- to lower the concentration of harmful substances in the air of towns and
cities?
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- to develop international cooperation in the field of environmental
protection?
Exercise 2. Here are some of the ways to solve ecological problems. Try to explain
how they are helpful.
- The factories and plants must be removed from cities.
- Green zones must be created.
- Pollution control systems must be introduced.
- Purifying systems for cleaning and trapping harmful substances must be
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widely used.
- Noise must be reduced.

- Pine trees must be planted to help clear air.
- Stop cutting down rainforests.
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- Find environmentally friendly fuels.

- Greenhouse gas emissions must be regulated.
- Achieve higher standards of responsibility.
- Put environmental issues on the world’s political agenda.
Exercise 3. Think over and suggest ideas which can be used by ecologists for
improving the environment. Work in groups. Work out and put forward a plan
which can be used for environmental protection.
Exercise 4. Analyze pros and cons of industrial enterprises built in your city.
Say how to improve the situation if it is really critical.
Exercise 5. Answer the following questions.
1. What are the matters of people’s great concern nowadays?
2. What damage do acid rains bring?
3. Why are the ozone “holes” dangerous for the life on the Earth?
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4. Why is tropical rain forest a natural recycler, provider and protector for our
planet?
5. What could lead to the shortages of safe drinking water?
6. What are the main practical measures which must be taken to improve the
ecological situation?
Exercise 7. Propose/Voice your solution of urbanization problems.
Exercise 8. What can end the life on the planet Earth? (Choose some problems,
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which you consider the most important, from the list).
global warming, water pollution, drugs, loneliness, acid rains, atomic explosion,
pollution of air, deforestation, AIDS, World War III, terrorist attacks,
destruction of the ozone layer, cruelty, poverty, animal extinction, greenhouse
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effect, biological weapons, unemployment, urban waste.
Exercise 9. Think over and suggest 5 reasons why people should stop wars. Work
out the peace slogan for the future generations.

Exercise 10. What measures can stop terrorism? (Discuss the list below and think
over some other measures.)

- death penalty for terrorists

- educational programs for children to prevent the negative influence
- special social politics
- using intelligence forces
- hard passport control
- closed borders and no foreigners in the country
- strong police monitoring
- development of cooperation between people
- giving the knowledge about the activity of terrorists and how to act in the
cases of terror (ordinary people should be ready to act in such cases).
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